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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 

October – December 2017 
 
Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 
officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 
emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 
 
The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 
newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 
marketing campaigns. 
 

 Community Issues 
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth 

Consumer 

Court and Legal Decisions 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Housing 

Immigration 

Lifestyle 

Religion 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Technology 

Transportation
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 
 
 
Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 
issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 
 
 NBC4 News Conference  

The Channel 4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays 
from 9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 
community leaders, and government officials. 

 
NBC4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 
problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:00am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11a 11:00am – 12:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 4 4:00pm – 5:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 5 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 6 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 5:00pm – 5:30pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 12:00am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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0:19 10/5/17 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and happening right now,  police investigating a person  hit and 
killed in north bridge. police say a man was getting  into his parked 
car around 8:00  tonight when another car hit him  near white oak 
avenue. 

0:15 10/6/17 11:07p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
cameras captured this scene  of 2010 freeway. an suv lands on top 
of the three  cars. 

0:52 10/6/17 11:21p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we had a bad accident in  north ridge. over head in news chopper 
4.   a very bad, possibly fatal  accident here in north ridge. officer 
on the ground tells us  that there maybe anywhere from  two to four 
fatalities. in this crash that happened just  before 11:00. 

1:21 10/9/17 11:01p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

as many as 5,000 homes  threatened tonight from the  massive fire 
in orange county.  within the past few minutes. we got an update on 
the fire. and what to expect.  it's been a long day. a lot of work has 
been done. we have over 1,000 firefighters  on the ground fighting 
the fire. in addition we have 3 night  flying helicopters in the air. 
making water drops. all of the evacuation orders ds  stand as 
previously listed. 

2:15 10/9/17 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we'll start with held chang  live inside an anaheim  neighborhood. 
the fire line where she watched  several homes burn to the ground  
today.  we are here on canyon heights  drive. 11 hours later we're 
not seeing  the large actsive flames. this home, we see there are  
still embers inside. some hot spots burning. firefighters tell us there 
is a  possibility this home is in  danger of collapsing. it's one of at 
least six homes  on this street alone. completely destroyed.  
reporter: panicked homeowners  watch as flames race towards  
their homes. the fire engulfing everything in  its path. gusty winds 
fuelling its fury. here on canyon heights drive it  didn't take long. the 
flames relentless,  destroying home after home. 

0:20 10/9/17 11:04p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

of course we'll check back in  with hetty chang in a couple  minutes. 
in the meantime this is the most  updated map of the evacuation  
zone. 

0:40 10/9/17 11:05p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

dozens of schools cancelled all  the classes and school related  
activities for tomorrow. all the schools in the tusen  unified school 
district will be  closed tomorrow. in addition to nine other  schools in 
the orange district. 

1:59 10/9/17 11:05p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

beverly white continues the  team coverage tonight. in a 
neighborhood where we saw  one home after another destroyed  
today. that's right. firefighters extinguished one  burning house after 
we gt here. this destroyed house was already  outd. a third home 
continues to burn. all houses lost to a long skinny  fire, pushed by 
the wind.  reporter: risk winds. neighbors watch from above on  the 
street. six homes were safed but two  burned to the ground.  i 
spoke with the gentleman in  the house here. here's in new zealand 
right now. it's heartbreaking. i saw the folks over there  earlier 
leaving. 

0:41 10/9/17 11:07p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

all right. right now we want to fwif you a  live look. this over the fire 
zone. anaheim hills. over the scene in news chopper  4. they have 
three night flying  choppers working this out there  tonight?  that's 
correct. 
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2:33 10/9/17 11:08p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

nbc4 adrian arambulo now has  been talking with people tonight  in 
one neighborhood who refused  to just standby and do nothing  
while their homes were  threatened.  this is a situation unfolding  
right now here in the city of  orange. you can see the smoke and 
ash in  the air. what we're concerned about are  the embers flying 
into the air. they can hit other trees, and  homes and roofs. and 
start the fire. you can see the flames that are  continuing to rage 
out of  control tonight. and we're off of can yn road. where there are 
some 12 homes or  so. one home burning down tonight. in fact a 
few minutes ago a  helicopter flew over head and  dropped water 
right on top of  the location.  reporter: tonight bright  flames raes 
through the  neighborhood. we're on the front lines with  firefighters 
as they try to  protect homes in orange. 

0:50 10/9/17 11:11p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

one of the great tools is our  ability to track smoke. here's a loop of 
six hours of  the fire. we have positioned storm ranger  by the 241. 
the that kept an eye on this  this afternoon. the effects of the smoke 
are  being felt far away from the  center of the fire. 

0:20 10/9/17 11:12p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
more live pictures from news  chopper 4. in the anaheim hills area. 
with so many evacuations and  closures. 

0:26 10/9/17 11:12p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

back to anaheim news chopper  4. a power line explosion there. 
this is just off the 241 toll  road south of the 91 freeway. so many 
power lines out through  that area. 

1:39 10/9/17 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

very big difference from what  neighbors saw last night. a wall of 
flames coming into the  neighborhood. this area is called cofey 
park. flames there. the natural gas lines haven't  been turned off. 
you might hear and see the  water. different homes still have water  
running because that hasn't been  shut off yet. the reason for that is 
so many  people were caught off guard. they weren't expecting 
anything  like that. they didn't get advance warning  they needed to 
evacuate. that's part of the problem. 

0:29 10/9/17 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

back here in southern  california. we continue to track every  
development on this huge fire. and here's what we know so far. 
evacuations do remain in effect. probably for the next 24 hours  at 
least. 24 structures destroyed. many homes burned or damaged. 
helicopter water drops will  continue into the night. very dangerous 
operation. and tonight, parts of the 241  toll road in the 91 freeways  
remain closed. 

1:29 10/9/17 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

hetty chang has been talking  to homeowners. some tried 
everything to save  their homes and others in the  neighborhood. 
live right now.  what is looks like here on  canyon heights drive. on 
this side of the street the  homes are fine. take a look at the other 
side. the side closer to the 241 toll  road near where the fire  
started. we're counting six or seven  homes destroyed. all that's left 
of some of the  homes are facades. insides are gone and gutted. 

0:16 10/9/17 11:19p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
we want to give you another  look from news chopper 4. this says it 
all. this is the anaheim hills area. 

0:13 10/9/17 11:34p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
certainly the next 24 hours  will be critical in the anaheim  hills fire. 
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2:27 10/10/17 11:04p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

emotional homecoming as  families forced out by the can  your fire 
were allowed back many  homes tonight. sadly others have no 
home left.   the fire is about 40%  contained after destroying 13  
homes and damaging 21 others. most of the evacuation orders  
have been lifted. many people are seeing their  homes for the first 
time. since the fire. but others don't have a home it  return to.   
hetty chang spoke to a couple  of neighbors tonight. who had an 
emotional homecoming.   i spoke with two separate  homeowners 
tonight. the one next door you can't tell  a fire was even here in the  
neighborhood. this homeowner is coming home to  this tonight. 
total devastation.   reporter: for the first time,  she sees firsthand 
what's left  of her home. 

1:35 10/10/17 11:06p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

wild fires burning out of  control in northern california. right now. the 
death toll is at least 17. tonight close to 200 people are  missing. 
more than 2,000 homes and  businesses have been destroyed  up 
there. with the city of santa rose  hardest hit.   the fire continues to 
burn. it is in the ken wood area. where we are. by the vine yards. 
the vine yard itself seems to be  doing okay. it's the wineries the 
buildings  where you have the wine tastings  and such. the 
business aspect. 

0:29 10/10/17 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a family of five were  seriously hurt in a violent car  crash. near 
north ridge high school. we first brought you the story  as breaking 
news at 5:00. 

0:26 10/11/17 11:08p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight all evacuations  prompted by the canyon fire two  in orange 
county have been  lifted and had crews expect to  have the fire 
contained by the  end of the week. 

0:38 10/11/17 11:08p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

up in northern california,  the numbers there are simply  staggering. 
two dozen brush fires have  claimed 23 lives. destroying more than 
3,000  homes. and businesses. across 8 counties. they director of 
kal fire is  calling this a catastrophic  event. 

2:04 10/12/17 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and more breaking news right  now. a local woman among those 
dead  in the worst wildfire in  california history. carmine berriz from 
apple valley  dead this evening. beverly.  reporter: well, we spoke 
to  the family. the couple rented a home on the  top of a hill over 
looking a  vineyard. and monday night the fire moved  too quickly, 
and they weren't  able to get out in time, so they  spent the night in 
the swimming  pool dodging flames, but carmine  wasn't able to 
make it. the death toll now stands at 31  people killed.  carmine 
berriz, 75 years old  from apple valley, california,  she was here 
vacationing here in  santa rosa with her family. 

0:25 10/12/17 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

there is a big development  in the canyon 2 fire. cal trans is 
expected to  partially reopen the northbound  side of highway 241 
by tomorrow  afternoon. 

0:19 10/12/17 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
an lapd helicopter pilot was  forced to make an emergency  landing. 
one of its indicator lights  apparently came on. 
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2:33 10/13/17 11:06p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

where you at?  come on. she's disabled.   this new body cam video 
shows  just how frightening it is in  the northern california fire  zone. 
this has been the deadliest week  for wild fires in state history  and 
could get worse ore night  and this weekend. robert kovacik is 
tracking this  breaking story as new numbers  come in on the 
damage.   those new numbers are  staggering on a night when  
dangerous conditions are  threatening to make it all even  worse. 
look at video from wine country  just into the news room. 5,700 
homes and buildings  completely destroyed. and the death toll has 
grown to  35.   reporter: his family ran and  ran. the 14 year-old 
never made it. chi lost his life and tonight  his parents and sister are  
unconscious. hospitalized with severe burns. 

0:26 10/13/17 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters hope to have the  canyon fire two fully contained  by 
tuesday. 9,200 acre fire is 70%  contained. both directions of 241 
toll road  have reopened. 

0:21 10/13/17 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a nasty four car smash up. leaves one person dead. and five 
injured. investigators are expected to  remain on the scene for 
several  hours. 

0:16 10/13/17 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
a retired army veteran was  struck and killed by a car in  hawthorn 
tonight. the man's daughter told us he  was walking to the store. 

0:25 10/16/17 11:04p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
still developing tonight a  flare up in northern california  wine 
country. despite significant progress,  the threat is not over yet. 

0:19 10/16/17 11:05p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
a viewer shot in cell phone  video just off the 101 freeway  in boil 
heights. one of five brush fires near the  60. 

0:34 10/16/17 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a popular pumpkin match and  maze catching fire two weeks  
before halloween. it started around 2:00 this  afternoon. near river 
side boulevard. and the 134 freeway. low humidity, heat and windy  
conditions today all contributed  to the flames spreading quickly. 

0:39 10/16/17 11:13p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

it had to be a terrifying  experience for a 75 year-old  apple valley 
man. who fell into a sink hole in his  front yard. dennis love 
suddenly fell  through the ground and found  himself in deep water. 

0:24 10/16/17 11:14p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

san bernardino county  coroner trying to identify two  bodies found 
at josh tree  national park. a park ranger there says the  remains 
were discovered  yesterday. 
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11:57 10/17/17 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we begin with breaking news. at refinery fire burning very  close to 
storage tanks. this one can be seen for miles.  as you can see the 
intensity  of this fire is really  something. let's get right up to gill in  
news chopper 4.   we watched this kick off from  the area. 
responding to another story and  saw this. and we heard the police  
department talking about the  explosion. we could see the flames 
from  that distance and came straight  over. we understand from 
the fire  department that the officials  here at the chevron refinery  
this is on near grand avenue. right near the state beach. from the 
officials on scene, the  chevron officials were saying  the fire started 
with a ark on  or next to a tank. we're confirming it. between two 
tanks here. the fire department is on scene. there's a huge 
response from the  south bay fire department. as well as the la 
county fire. they are responding here on  scene. vista dell mar is 
shut down. between imperial highway and  grand avenue. the 
police department is telling  us they are asking people ta  live in the 
area to shelter in  place. no word of evacuations. but vista dell mar 
will be shut  down between 45th. and looks like it's not  impacting 
the two tanks. it's affecting the pipe there. the piping in between the 
two. again they're calling this a man  fold ark that set off the fire.   i 
wonder if they manage to  cut off the source there? do you know?  
we haven't heard that. they're not able to at this  point. fire 
department concerned about  the wires that are over head. and 
hearing them talk about the  power lines in the area. they're having 
issues with the  wire coming down on them. the other thing is 
concerned  about getting their fire units  out of here in case this 
erupts  into a larger fire.  

2:01 10/17/17 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

let's go back up and take  another look at the refinery  fire. once 
again, people living in the  area around the refinery are  advised to 
close doors and  windows. toxic chemicals out of the fire. they're 
putting an awful lot of  water and foam on the flames.  it looks like 
they're making  head way on the fire. flames are less intense. they 
hit it with a second  pipeline from the fire  department. the truck 
putting off the foam. from the center of the screen  and from the 
right hand side. certainly a dangerous situation  here at the refinery. 
this is along vista dell mar. where it's burning. we understand this is 
off of  boulevard. 

0:48 10/17/17 11:30p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we have been monitoring this  breaking news. this huge fire that 
erupted just  before 11 at the chevron  refinery.   beverly white is 
down there  for us right now.   that's right. we're at gate number 
two. of the chevron refinery. we have video to share of the  
incident. 

0:16 10/17/17 11:31p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
one of the interesting things  you can see firefighters  actually 
standing in all the  foam. 

0:16 10/17/17 11:33p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
what a difference ten or 15  minutes makes. firefighters make very 
quick  work of the huge fire that was  at the chevron refinery. 

0:27 10/18/17 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

news chopper 4 over this as  breaking news last night. firefighters 
managed to put out  most of the fire in less than an  hour. while 
nearby residents were  advised to shelter in place. 

0:29 10/19/17 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, video of a  sheriff's deputy and bystanders  working to 
free a teenage  skateboarder trapped beneath the  car that hit him. 
the rescuers used car jacks and  bear hands to try and lift the  car 
off the 15-year-old boy. 
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0:45 10/20/17 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

the northern california wild  fires could create a pot  shortage of 
medical marijuana. dispensaries getting the plants  they need. 
many of the dispensaries here  rely on marijuana from up north. 
and many crops there were lost  or potentially contaminated. 

0:49 10/20/17 11:18p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

the bodies found this  weekend were indeed pair of  hikers missing 
since july. they died by gunshot and what  the family of one is 
calling a  mercy killing. the san bernardino county  sheriff says 
joseph shot rachel. lost and running out of the  water. 

0:45 10/23/17 11:04p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news. news chopper 4 over a fire at  the strip mall. let's go 
right to gill in the  chopper.   that's right. this is on the border. you 
can see a large response by  la county fire. the fire in the large strip  
mall. fire department talking about a  barbershop on fire. 

0:19 10/23/17 11:11p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
three people hurt in  anaheim. when a massive tree branch fell  on 
them. this happened at willow park. 

0:29 10/23/17 11:11p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

passengers on board a train  in south los angeles brace for  impact 
as the train collided  with a car on the track. this was near 
exposition and  kren shau. 

0:22 10/24/17 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
firefighters tonight are still  mopping up a brush fire where  the 210 
and 15 freeways mote. news chopper 4 covered it life. 

0:20 10/24/17 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
lsh a firefighters trying to  figure out what caused this  catering truck 
to go up in  flames tonight. 

2:07 10/25/17 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

two fires broke out very close  to dodgers stadium. one of these 
was a brush fire. the other was a condo fire. firefighters made sure 
none of  it affected the game. nbc4 beverly white is live.   that's 
right. you could call it sensory over  load. with dodger fans and first  
respond erszers facing a pair of  unexplained fires too close for  
comfort.   reporter: a fire put down in  30 minutes. seen and 
smelled by thousands of  baseball fans.   it felt really close. i didn't 
see anything. a lot of people were asking is  there a fire.   reporter: 
by standers caught  it on camera. minutes later. nbc4 angel city 
cam caught this  second fire in a nearby  townhouse. 

0:43 10/25/17 11:11p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

family and friends gather in  tonight to remember a young man  
who was struck and killed by a  sheriff department cruiser. trying to 
recover his own stolen  truck. he was accidently killed when a  
sheriff cruiser hit an oil slick  and struck chambers. 

0:28 10/25/17 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

the brush fire this one in is  out. over carbon canyon road. 
firefighters say the brush fire  burned about 5 acres near this  
residential neighborhood. 

1:01 10/25/17 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

after a two reports that  orange county firefighters  initially 
responded to the  canyon fire. what's called low priority. the interim 
fire chief is  calling for an independent  investigation. this fire 
burned across 9,200  acres. destroyed 60 homes. the investigation 
will take a  look at the first few moments  when a driver first called 
911. 

0:32 10/26/17 11:04p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

flames and vacation tonight  and new video from news chopper  4. 
on the ground you can see those  flying embers, what firefighters  
are up against. the fire has already burned  through more than 350 
acres, and  it's only 15% contained. 

0:48 10/27/17 11:14p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

adrift in the pacific for  five months. talk about the highs and the  
lows of the ordeal after they  were rescued by the navy. spotted 
their sailboat on  tuesday. on wednesday, the u.s. ash land  picked 
up the women and their  dogs. about 900 miles southeast of  japan. 
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1:55 10/30/17 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

it's 11:00 a suspicious gas  leak a ruptured line putting  families in 
danger tonight. many told to evacuate.   adrian arambulo is live in 
ve  nis right now where the cause of  the leak is being investigated.   
this is our first street  level look at the home. police just lifting the  
evacuation minutes ago. they searched the inside ot home  and the 
backyard where they  found suspicious looking  canisters. nothing 
hazardous was inside. firefighter conducted air  quality tests. no 
sign of the homeowner and  police want to talk with him. this put a 
lot of teams in  danger. 

0:20 10/31/17 11:30p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news right now. smoke and flames on the 110  freeway 
tonight. two cars collided. news chopper 4 over the scene  just a 
few minutes ago. 

2:01 11/3/17 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new video shows a truck slam into a parked car before plowing into 
a granada hills home. tonight for the first time  you'll see the entire 
incident  caught on camera including a  woman walking away from 
that  scene with a baby. nbc 4's hetty chang is live in  granada hills 
tonight with the  new footage shared only with nbc 4. hetty.  the 
family still in shock  tonight about what happened this morning. and 
until we showed them that  surveillance video they were  scared 
that perhaps a baby was  in the truck when it slammed  into their 
home. you can see the baby bottle  still here and all the debris  
from the crash. 

0:21 11/7/17 11:31p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
this has been a busy night  for news chopper 4. a house fire. on 
gordon street. between sunset and fountain in  hollywood. 

0:58 11/9/17 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

it is one of the greatest  fears that a parent could  possibly have, 
ask it came to  ateven l.a. pd officer. his two sons killed in an  
accident on their way home from  a game last nightmism  26-year-
old christopher and his  23-year-old brother jonathan  baxter killed 
when their car was  t' boned by another last sunday. 

0:21 11/9/17 11:04p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
a close call for a sergeant  with the los angeles sheriffs  department 
as a power line falls  atop his car after a crash in  east los angeles. 

0:19 11/9/17 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

nbc 4 chopper was off lagoona  beach after we got a call of  smoke 
in the area. a coast guard saying a fishing  boat having engine 
problems. 

1:26 11/10/17 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news at 11 a driver  loses control setting off chain  
reaction that kills a young girl  sitting at a taco stand.   hetty chang 
is live. where she spoke with witnesses  and investigators.   a 
terribly tragic situation  unfolding here in boil heights. detectives try 
to piece together  exactly what happened. we are learning now new  
information from a detective  here on the scene. that they 
discovered a nigh trus  ox side tank in the vehicle. 

0:38 11/10/17 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a good samaritan rescues man  from his burning car. firefighters 
responding to a  report of a traffic collision. around 9:00. they found 
a car on fire with  the driver already pulled from  the vehicle. 

0:47 11/10/17 11:07p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

man races towards the flames  to save a stranger who was  
trapped in the burning accident. quite a scene. witnesses say the 
driver was  speeding down the freeway. when he lost control and 
slammed  into the center divider in  burbank over night. 

0:52 11/13/17 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

they were just too many  people and too much weight at a  
weekend party. and suddenly the apartment floor  gave way and 
collapsed into the  apartment below. police say the over crowded  
dance party in north texas  caused the third floor unit to  cave in. 
early sunday morning. 
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0:21 11/15/17 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we have more breaking news. news chopper 4 over a senior  
apartment complex. in jefferson park. where a fire forced residents  
some still in their wheelchairs  to evacuate. 

0:33 11/16/17 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and about 50 miles away  we're following more breaking  news. a 
riverside cruiser involved in  a deadly accident there. a teenager 
killed. a witness ran out to help her as  firefighters performed cpr. 

0:24 11/16/17 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and we have more breaking  news to tell you about coming  out of 
pennsylvania right now. this massive fire at a senior  living 
community in chester  county. 

0:16 11/16/17 11:06p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
new tonight, we have a  hazmat situation in huntington  beach. 
news chopper 4 was over there  just after 8:00 tonight. 

0:28 11/16/17 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

it is not a runway, but in  an emergency it'll work just  fine. a single 
cessna out of vine eyes  made an emergency landing. the pilot his 
passenger were on  their way to las vegas when the  plane 
developed engine problems. 

0:29 11/16/17 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

busy night here  for breaking news. news chopper 4 over a brush 
fire  at a golf course in rose mead. let's go right up to ilyawna  
merino.  reporter: this is fire that  broke utaround 10:40. 

0:33 11/17/17 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

out to the scene of breaking  news. a car crashed into a restaurant  
there. let's go topside to news chopper  4.   that restaurant is a 
wendy's  located here. this all happened just minutes  before 11:00. 

0:44 11/17/17 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

this is all that's left. burning candles blamed for a  fire that bdly 
damaged part of a  home in the walnut park area. tonight members 
of the extended  family living there. 31 people in all are all looking  
for a new place ta stay. 

0:37 11/17/17 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

back to news chopper 4. a picture of the car that  slammed into the 
wendy's there.  we have now been able to  visually confirm that 
vehicle is  in fact inside of the wendy's  restaurant. 

1:40 11/21/17 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

this doesn't look good at  all. out of control driver is caught  on 
camera smashing into cars.   hetty chang spoke with the  man who 
shot the video.   this shopping plaza is  normally jam packed. take a 
look at the skid marks. the young man says the drive was  parked 
here and somehow lost  control.   reporter: as soon as he heard  
the tires screeching. josh hit record.  i thought it was road rage. 
because i heard tires  screeching.   reporter: watch and listen. as 
shocked witnesses react to  seeing the dark groan sedan  lurching 
back and forth over td  curb. 

1:41 11/22/17 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and now at 11 a shattered  store a driver loses control in  a busy 
strip mall. crashing through a stores front  door.   live in whittier with 
more on  the close call.   that's right. a series of fortunate events  
kept this crash from turning  catastrophic. this clinic is always 
closed on  wednesday. and thanks to it being a holiday  tomorrow 
the skate borders on  the sidewalk were scarce.   reporter: 
employees and  friends of the owner of dental  rushed over tonight 
it clear out  what's left o. door frames and  windows. 

0:22 11/27/17 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
strapped in a harness ands  lifted to safety. sunday night a horse 
fell with  its rider 300 feet into a  ravine. 

0:18 11/28/17 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
an el segundo restaurant  goes up in smoke tonight. this happened 
at paul martin's  on rosecrans. 

0:17 11/28/17 11:11p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
sirens and more smoke. a busy night for seniors  evacuated from 
their victorville  apartment complex. 
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0:54 11/29/17 11:07p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

more breaking news. our second news chopper 4 is  over west los 
angeles. a strong gas odor is reported.  this has been going on 
since  9:00 p.m. tonight. we have a strong odor of natural  gas in 
the area. on the west side of la. we're getting multiple calls to  the 
assignment desk. 

1:02 11/29/17 11:13p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

gill in news chopper 4  discovered a gas leak. the odor is so strong 
you can  smell it in the helicopter?  that's right. we're 1,500 feet 
above the  ground. we can smell it strongly. just as i was reporting i  
started to smell it. i wasn't sure if it was gas or  not. it started to get 
strong up  here. at 1,500 feet. 

0:19 11/30/17 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
and more breaking news in  new port beach, where an out of  
control driver struck a woman on  the sidewalk. 

0:58 11/30/17 11:08p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news for you right  now in sherman oaks. news chopper 4 
overhead where a  chp unit involved in a crash  here.   reporter: this 
terrible crash  is just a few minutes old. as you said a chp unit was  
involved in the crash. that officer is suffering from  back and neck 
pain. he will be transported by l. 

0:43 12/7/17 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

then late tonight governor  jerry brown requested a  presidential 
emergency  declaration to help out southern  california. right now 
we have an aerial view  of the two biggest fires burning  in 
california. on the west side of your screen  that's the thomas fire in  
ventura county. 

2:02 12/7/17 11:01p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

nbc 4's hetty chang is live  tonight for us in fillmore where  
vacations have just been issued.  reporter: i can tell you just  in the 
past 15 minutes or so we  have felt the winds kick up. this is one of 
the many  communities under forced  vacation tonight. the hill sides 
on fire. tonight we're also getting a  first-hand account of when this  
fire started and the details of  a possibly lifesaving 911 call. 
hundreds of worried home owners  packed into this meeting. the 
latest under mandatory  vacations.  this is the closest the  fire's 
ever been to carpine  treea, so i think everybody is  in surreal 
shock. 

2:20 12/7/17 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

it's also an intense  situation in north san diego  tonight.  some 
23,000 people have been  told to leave their homes. the lilac fire, 
that's what  they're calling this, has the  potential to burn all the way 
to  the ocean. nbc 4's beverly white live right  now with what 
firefighters are  facing tonight and how they plan  to bring this one 
under control. beverly.  reporter: that's right,  choline. this despite 
the fact that  firefighters are posted up all  around north county 
trying to  protect what's left as these  brisk winds and ferocious 
flames  from the lilac fire have borne  down just west of interstate 
15. now, tens of thousands of people  have been ordered out as 20  
homes and 12 structures have  already burned to the ground. 

0:25 12/7/17 11:05p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

they're waiting for an order  from somebody in the command  
center to let us in.  i have a three month old  daughter. we need to 
go home. 
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2:33 12/7/17 11:06p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and people in the bel air  area returning to their homes  tonight. live 
right now where he's been  talking to some of those anxious  
evacuees. robert.  reporter: more than anxious. we're in the 
entrance to bell  air, and in the words they're  not out of the woods 
yet. they're a long way off to fully  containing this fire. they're only 
30% so far. that is why some vacation orders  remain in place, and 
that is why  the lapd is here tonight because  they want to make 
sure the only  residents who head up to bel air  are those given 
permission to  sleep-in their beds this  evening. they were lined up 
an hour  before the vacation order was  lifted.  so relieved to be 
going home.   reporter: waiting for the  lapd to get the final word.  i 
don't know. there's my husband. 

0:52 12/7/17 11:08p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

let's go up to nbc 4's gil --  tonight.  reporter: i'm going to pull  out 
and show you this is the  eastern plank of the fire over  in the full 
more fire. i'm actually going to go to  infrared to show you how that  
fire. you're going to be looking above  the san appalla area. 

1:46 12/7/17 11:13p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

now we're keeping a very  close eye on this fast moving  wildfire. 
this one is burning in northeast  san diego county. ites the lilac fire. 
it's burned through 4,100 acres  so far, moving very rapidly. we 
want to check back in with  beverly white who is live in san  diego 
county right now for us. beverly.  reporter: that's right. very 
destructive, colleen. there's a house burning behind  us right now. 
we're talking about 0%  containment, no predictions on  control. in 
fact the only known right now  is the apparent point of origin. 

0:55 12/7/17 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

this is video we showed you  last night. it's a man scooping up a 
rabbit  as the thomas fire rages along  highway 1. we were as i'm 
sure you were, a  bit curious about his identity. his name is oscar 
gonzalez. he was just getting off work  when he saw the rabbit 
darting  around the flames. 

0:18 12/7/17 11:24p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

news chopper 4 live over the  thomas fire in ventura county. it is 
only 5% contained. 115,000 acres have burned so far  since 
wednesday night. 

0:43 12/7/17 11:32p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we want to take you back to  san diego county where  firefighters 
there have all they  can handle with the lilac fire. it's already 
destroyed entire  neighborhoods of homes and  mobile homes. 
beverly white is there. 

0:41 12/8/17 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

surrounded by flames. an army of firefighters is  trying to stop the 
inferno in  ventura. crews are building a buffer  zone. a perimeter. 
as far as ten miles away from  the active fire.   in just a few hours 
governor  brown will tour the devastated  neighborhoods in ventura. 

2:38 12/8/17 11:01p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

robert kovacik tonight in  ventura. where people returned to their  
homes or what is left for the  first time.   just spoke with kal fire. the 
fight continues at this  hour. as we speak. in the hills above. and 
above rin con. the fire has transitioned from a  wind driven fire. to a 
fuel driven fire. burning in the national forest. where they want it to 
be. and also allows the evacuation  orders to be lifted. so when 
people return this is  what they find. one home devastated and right  
across the street another home  in tact. you can understand the 
range of  emotion from residents. mixes of sadness. sigh of relief 
and insecurity.   home for the holidays and  it's not easy.   i don't 
know how to heal with  all this going on still.   reporter: they live in 
the  neighborhood near ventura  college. 

0:20 12/8/17 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

while so many evacuees from the  thomas fire are getting to  return 
to their homes tonight. people in the value highway are  still 
surrounded by this wall of  flames. 
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0:59 12/8/17 11:04p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

you can see the big picture. all the flames firefighters are  dealing 
with.  gill is in news chopper 4. he has been covering this fire  since 
it began on monday. where are most of the flames  going now?  
this is still the same active  area. luckily it's up the hill from  the 
homes. in the lower areas. 

1:56 12/8/17 11:05p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a man trying to escape the  massive fire. stopped a possible 
arsonist in  his tracks in anaheim. nbc4 hetty chang live. where she 
talked with the fire  victim. who helped to stop a potentially  
explosive situation.   the thomas fire certainly on  top of mind for 
him and other  folks. we're less than three miles from  where the 
canyon two fire  started several weeks ago. that burned 10,000 
acres. when the witness noticed  movement in the hillside he knew  
had e had to spring into action.   i heard rustling in the  bushes. i 
just took off running towards  the bushes.   reporter: josh says his  
adrenaline kicked in. 

0:18 12/8/17 11:07p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we had a scare near the skirball  center. a home on fire with news 
chopper  4. this is not far from the brush  nir burned through parts 
of bell  air. 

1:01 12/8/17 11:07p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

another major concern tonight  the lilac fire in northern san  diego 
county. more than 4,000 acres have  burned so far. with 
containment at 15%. more than 100 homes destroyed  and 1,500 
are still threatened. those numbers climb every time  we get an 
update. one man says somehow his home  was spared. and he 
calls it a miracle. 

1:25 12/8/17 11:13p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

the inferno that is the  thomas fire continues to keep  firefighters 
working hard  tonight. since monday this fire jumped to  seven 
different locations. still only 10% contained.   that means tonight 
thousands  of families are on edge. really all they can do is watch  
and wait and see what happens in  the morning. to their homes. 
we'll show you a google earth  map. showing where we stand now. 
burning through ventura county  to the creek and rye fire here  in 
los angeles county. 

0:23 12/8/17 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
we're covering a developing  story tonight. 29 people hurt. after a 
double decker bus  crashed. flipped on its side in san  francisco. 

0:43 12/8/17 11:30p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

here's new slid from the  front lines of the 143,000 acres  thomas 
fire. in ventura county. this fire has ginned the list of  the 20 largest 
fires in  california history at number 19. it's still only 10% contained  
sfl let's check in with gill. 

2:44 12/11/17 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

what started as a brush fire  a week ago tonight is the fifth  largest 
wildfire in california  history and threatening  thousands of homes.  
in seven days the thomas fire  looms close to the south end of  
santa barbara county and has  grown to 231,000 acres and still  
only 20 percents are contained  and destroyed 877 structures,  
many homes. the damage total is at least $48  million.  beverly 
white is live for us  in carpinteria. the families are cope with so  
much destruction.  whether you are unscathed or  lost everything, 
it's hard to  grasp the dimensions and  destruction of the thomas 
fire. we are here on the leading edge,  30 miles from a week from 
where  it began. no signs of civilian in the  smokey evacuation 
zones. slowing down, but far from  contained. 7,000 firefighters are 
setting  backfires here in santa monica  canyon. 

0:37 12/11/17 11:06p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

now to a family in santa  paula neighbors call heroes. they risked 
everything to put  out fires that could have wiped  out their entire 
neighborhood. the harrison family used water  hoses to hose down 
the large oak  trees on fire in their back  yard. 
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1:52 12/11/17 11:06p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a violent crash and the  driver behind the wheel survives  and 
witnesses are coming forward  to explain the bizarre moment  when 
is they reached the woman  in the car. adrian joins us live in whittier  
with what they are saying.  reporter: the driver lost  control about 
100 yards in that  direction, flipped the vehicle  and slid all the way 
here slams  into cars. the sparks and the collision  caught on 
multiple cameras  including this one. it shows a suspected dui 
driver  slams into cars.  like a train derailing.  for flips and sparks 
fly. johnny's camera captured the  video. 

0:21 12/11/17 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
news chopper 4 over a  dangerous situation at a mobile  home fire 
in canoga park around  8:30 on north eaton avenue. 

0:23 12/11/17 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

no doubt it caught the  attention of a lot of people at  disneyland. 
smoke could be seen for miles. firefighters said this was a  fast 
moving fire that quickly  jumped from the garage to the  main area 
of the house. 

0:54 12/12/17 11:05p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

as the video  shows, it is an all-out battle  tonight to keep this, the 
thomas  fire in the foothills of  montecito, firefighters are  trying to 
protect santa barbara  itself, in fact, the air quality  there is so bad 
people downtown  along main street is so bad the  people have 
been wearing masks. 

0:23 12/12/17 11:06p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and firefighters now confirm  that it was an illegal fire, a  camp fire 
at a homeless camp  that started the skirball fire  off the sepulveda 
pass, this was  reported last week, no arrests  have been made in a 
fire that  burned more than 400 acres, the  skir ball fire destroyed 
six  homes and damaged about a dozen  more. 

0:46 12/12/17 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and tonight, a 7 week old  infant seriously hurt in a car  crash.  
tonight his parents are looking  for answers, it was last week  near 
the intersection of north  state and cotton in san  francisco.  then a 
suv slammed right into  their car, if the lights and  siren were on the 
woman in the  car says she never heard them. 

2:26 12/13/17 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we begin with this breaking  news at 11 owing, a christmas  tree 
goes up in flames, sending  one child to the hospital and  leaving a 
family with nothing.  tonight nbc 4's robert  kovacik is live in west 
lake  where he just spoke with a  mother of five, robert.   reporter: 
we just spoke with  her before she left. there is really no reason to  
come back here to this home off  the 101 freeway south, the  
alvarado freeway exit. a stone's throw from there. this home is 
completely gutted. the cause is something fire  departments across 
the country  warn us about every single  holiday season. tonight l.a. 
city fire responded  here quickly and as you will see  only on nbc 4, 
they also  responded tonight with  compassion. a mother and her 
five children  have lost their home. 

0:18 12/13/17 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a major development tonight  in the creek fire investigation. 
witnesses say they saw a power  line snap in little tujunga  canyon 
and then high wind spread  the sparks coming from the high  
voltage wire and that's what  ignited a 15,000 acre wildfire  in 
sylmar that would destroy 60  homes. 
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2:34 12/13/17 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

one of those homes destroyed  in the creek fire belong to a  retired 
l.a. usd teacher. he is bed-ridden, a stroke  victim. and his home is 
gone. beverly white joins us live with  his story for the first time. 
beverly?  reporter: that's right,  colleen, wheelchair bound about  
five years now this former  sylmar high school math teacher  was 
enjoying retirement here at  this home in the santiago canyon  until 
wildfire rained down  testing his faith and launching  him into an 
uncertain future. he doesn't sugar haute his  situation, living in a 
hotel  since the creek fire destroyed  his home eight days ago.   i 
tell you, if i hadn't  gotten out i would be dead. the fire was like just  
immediate.   he lived here 30 years, yes.   reporter: his sister, 
adrian  took us into the rubble of  jeff's three bedroom home. 

0:38 12/13/17 11:05p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight we have new video of  the thomas fire with flames  still 
dangerously close to homes  in santa barbara county. and 
breathing the air is  difficult, because it's filled  with ash and smoke. 

0:27 12/13/17 11:07p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new at 11:00 a block party  scare. over south los angeles where  
city council man holland price  threw a holiday party. then a vehicle 
crashed into a  barricade. 

0:46 12/13/17 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

l.a.'s mayor admits stopping  fires started by the homeless,  like the 
skirball fire, will be  difficult. that wildfire destroyed half a  dozen 
homes in bel-air, damaged  a dozen more. fire investigators tracked 
down  the origin to a nearby homeless  encamp men where people 
were  cooking. 

2:06 12/18/17 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

who knows what could happen.   a couple receives a life  saving 
alert.  it is incredible video to  watch. the couple gets choked up  
watching it again. it shows the fie starting up  here in the trees and 
spreads to  the front of the home. the couple was fast asleep until  
they got the alert.   reporter: michael hernandez  races out to be 
met with a wall  of flames. watch as his video enabled  doorbell 
called the ring shows a  fire starting in the trees. within minutes, the 
fire is  right at his door.  it happened so fast.   reporter: had e runs 
into to  grab an extinguisher and his  neighbors yell for him to  
evacuate.  that's me and my dad. 

0:21 12/18/17 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
breaking news. where a 17 year-old girl was  struck and killed by a 
driver  there. this happened about an hour ago. 

0:24 12/18/17 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

another reported gas leak. that was before 5:00 today. we're told 
the leak was capped  within an hour. according to to the company, 
gas  levels have returned to normal. 

2:42 12/18/17 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

developing now. federal investigators are on the  scene of this 
deadly train  derailment outside of seattle. three people are dead. 
72 more injured. after part of that train dropped  onto a busy 
interstate below. during the inaugural run. live with more from the  
survivors who managed to climb  out of the wreckage.   early 
indications are the am  track from seattle to portland  entered a 
curve going 80 in a 30  miles per hour zone. the investigation is just  
getting started. finding out how three people  were killed today.  
reporter: drivers passing  nearby capture the am track  cascade 
501. after 13 of the 14 cars derailed  during the inaugural journey 
on  new tracks. in washington. animation shows how train cars  
tumble from a bridge onto rush  hour traffic on interstate 5. 
slamming into vehicles. 

0:33 12/18/17 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight cal fire says that the  thomas fire will likely become  the 
largest wild fire in  california history. bigger than the 280,000 acres  
cedar fire. in 2003. in san diego county. 
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0:37 12/18/17 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a home in crow na in flames  because the driver of a car  going 
downhill couldn't stop. two children and the grandmother  were 
inside the house sleeping. flames spread throughout the  house. 

0:15 12/19/17 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
firefighters quickly knocked  down this house fire in south  los 
angeles. in proek broke out before 9:00  tonight. 

0:25 12/19/17 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

the thomas fire. crews are making more progress  in the battle 
which has been  burning that fire 15 days. the fire has burned 
272,000  acres in ventura county. 

0:42 12/19/17 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a vacation get away in mexico  turned deadly when this tour bus  
flipped over with several  americans. believed to be among the 12  
people killed. that bus fts carrying guests  from two royal caribbean 
cruise  ships. 

0:27 12/19/17 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and tonight the ntsb is not  ruling out distraction as a  factor in the 
train derailment  that killed three people and  left 70 hurt in 
washington  state. 

2:29 12/20/17 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

the whole front of the  building blew out. so loud.  breaking news 
here at 11. an explosion in the heart of  hollywood. the blast 
sending shattered  glass into the city's busiest  tourist area.   hetty 
chang in hollywood. just got an update on the  situation.   that's rite. 
we're near the busy intersection  of high land and hollywood. 
possibly a very large gas  explosion. here's what we can tell you 
from  the ground. the tenants above that  restaurant that exploded 
they're  evacuated. staying somewhere else for the  night. bha a 
scary situation for  witnesses this the area who tell  us they ran as 
soon as they  heard the loud boom.   there has been a major  
explosion.  reporter: a firsthand account  seconds after the 
explosion that  rocked a busy intersection in  the heart of 
hollywood. 

0:50 12/20/17 11:06p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

now we want to go out to  breaking news in the hollywood  hills. 
news chopper 4 is over a power  outage. wondering if this could be 
wind  related.   it might be. that's what we're thinking. the dwt has 
wet no confirm. there were heavy winds that  passed through. 

0:23 12/20/17 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
more progress tonight for  firefighters. battling the thomas fire. this 
wild fire is 60% contained. that's actually up from 55% last  night. 

0:46 10/11/17 11:32p 
Business & 

Industry 

meantime a mom and pop shop  known as a candy maker to the  
stars is being forced to find a  new home.  life was like a box of  
chocolates.   the candy factory made the  famous chocolates in the 
movie  forest gump. it's been in valley village for  40 years. 

0:24 10/18/17 11:29p 
Business & 

Industry 

long beach and hunting top  beach among the cities from  coast to 
coast vying for amazons  second headquarters and  thousands of 
new jobs. 

0:30 10/20/17 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

kentucky fried chicken is  getting clever on twitter. it's not about 
how who --  following just 11 accounts. there's a good reason. five 
are spice girls. 

0:21 10/25/17 11:18p 
Business & 

Industry 
walgreens will close some 600  stores as part of a megamerger  
with rite aid. most closings will be rite aid  stores. 

0:41 11/2/17 11:09p 
Business & 

Industry 

right now people camping  out. you see it already wraps around  
the block. customers bundled up. many in fact brought chairs,  
even overnight temperatures of  the low 50s are not keeping  apple 
fans away.  been here since 1:00 in the  afternoon. 

0:24 11/9/17 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

amazon will pop at whole  food stores next week. it'll pop up five at 
various  locations ahead of the shopping  season. one of them in 
pasadena. 
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0:40 11/27/17 11:14p 
Business & 

Industry 

sexual misconduct allegations  are rocking the nations largest  
massage chain. 1,200 massage envy locations. the company is 
under fire after  near hi 200 women accused  company therapists of 
various  forms of assault. 

0:25 11/27/17 11:17p 
Business & 

Industry 
cyber monday is on track to  hit a new record. estimated $6.5 billion 
spent. making it the largest online  sales day in history. 

0:26 12/20/17 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

it's a landmark you can't  miss every time yu come down the  
hollywood freeway. it could be getting bigger. the hill ton hotel next 
to  universal studio. 

0:27 10/11/17 11:32p children & youth 

the boy scouts of america  stunned people today. with the 
announcement they will  welcome girls who want to join  the cub 
scouts. starting next year, cub scout  dens which are the smallest 
unit  will be single gender. 

0:17 10/16/17 11:05p children & youth 
a student taken into custody  for bringing air soft guns to  school. 
the staff found them in the  childs backpack and locker. 

0:47 11/10/17 11:32p children & youth 

a new competition is using  childs play to help inspire  tomorrow's 
science and  technology leaders. take a look. young students built 
robots out  of lego. 16 teams from ten schools. taking part today in 
a first  logo league qualifier  tournament. 

0:22 11/17/17 11:08p children & youth 

parents and students at a  high school in san bernardino  are 
expressing concern about  racism and bullying. a video showing 
students  carrying a confederate flag and  a trump flag across the 
campus. 

0:30 12/8/17 11:33p children & youth 
meals to students affected by  this weeks fire related school  
closures. the centers will be open again  tomorrow from 11:30 a.m. 
to  3:00 p.m. special centers at three l. 

0:43 12/18/17 11:06p children & youth 

a 13 year-old girl bullied to  the point she took her own life. her 
parents say it wouldn't have  happened had her middle school  
responded. her family and the attorney  announced the wrongful 
death  lawsuit against the joint  unified school district. 

0:34 10/23/17 11:33p consumer 
dining venues and tap rooms  in 15 whole food stores were  part of 
a nationwide data  breech. dozens of stores in 30 states  were 
affected. six in orange county. two in as dean. 

3:49 10/26/17 11:14p consumer 

talk about flight  frustration, and soon you may be  able to relate to 
this as we  head into the busiest travel  season of the year and 
thousands  of airport delays. now, before you book your  tickets 
you'll want to see what  the nbc 4 i-team has uncovered. our 
investigative reporter  reveals which airports and which  airlines 
have the worst on-time  records.  and you're all going to pay  for my 
disney cruise and  everything else here.  reporter: it speaks to the  
frustration so many travelers  feel.  you lied to me. i've been sitting 
here since  8:with a 9-year-old who's  waiting for a vacation.   
reporter: this mother lashes  out at a gate agent after her  flight to 
miami for a disney  crews was delayed for 12 hours.  i feel her pain.   
reporter: he was headed home  this summer after a vacation  with 
his wife and three small  kids. he says their american flight  was 
delayed five hours. for two of them they were stuck  on the plane. 
during this delay did the  airline offer you anything?  there was not 
an offer for  anything.  a meal, free cocktails?  not a cocktail. i could 
have used one, too.  reporter: the industry  defines a delayed flight 
as one  that's more than 15 minutes  late. 
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0:48 11/9/17 11:16p consumer 

the website trip advisers  rolling out some new warning  badges to 
alert travelers about  hidden dangers at popular  vacation resorts. 
those alerts will appear in red  of issues like sexual assault,  
discrimination and theft. it comes after the web site was  alleged of 
deleting posts of  travelers that alleged crimes at  resorts. 

2:21 11/13/17 11:11p consumer 

health crisis unfolding for  dozens of families who have zero  water. 
no water for drinking, cooking,  showering. children forced to go to 
school  dirty. nbc4 beverly white show us the  desperate situation 
the people  are facing. live with this story you will  see here. for the 
first time.   the on site property manager  tells us there was a 
problem  during a routine water  maintenance issue last friday. and 
the confirms it shut off the  water at property owners  request. and 
getting the water restored  is the property owners  responsibility.   
reporter: a waking nightmare  continues for people in 100  
apartments. tenants must haul water from the  swimming pool to 
flush the  toilet. after the main water line here  ruptured during 
repair four days  ago. 

2:14 11/20/17 11:04p consumer 

cars towed without warning. tonight angry drivers in one  orange 
county neighborhood are  speaking out. after spending thousands 
of  dollars just to get their cars  back. nbc4 hetty chang is live in  
garden grove.  we want to point out that all  over this garden grove 
strip  mall there are signs that say  private property. no public 
parking. the folks who live next door  have been parking here for 
years  and decades without problems. over the weekend more than 
30  cars were towed and no one knows  who's at fault.   she tells us 
she tried to  stop the tow company. watch as maybe surveillance  
camera captures the tow truck  who this group of angry  residents 
says without warning  towed dozens of cars early  sunday morning. 

0:25 11/21/17 11:09p consumer 
hackers hit uber. it's how the company handled it  that's drawing 
criticism. information was stolen last  october. but there's word that 
uber paid  the hackers $100,000 to delete  the information. 

0:31 10/20/17 11:11p 
court and legal 

decisions 

a los angeles judge tossed  out a multi-million dollar jury  award to 
a woman who claimed she  got ovarian cancer from johnson  and 
johnson. saying there were errors. 

1:59 10/2/17 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the shooting began at 10:07 last  night. 24 hours later, mandalay 
bay  still a crime scene. the las vegas strip is very  quiet. the death 
toll 59. 527 people injured. and investigators and everyone  still 
wondering what sent a  gunman into a rage to do  something so 
horrific.   reporter: tonight a new look  at the bloun out windows at 
the  hotel. where a lone gunman opened fire  on a country music 
festival. nearly 24 hours after the first  shots were fired, the entire  
vegas community is coming  together. stephen paddock used a 
hammer to  break out two windows at his  suite. from the 32nd floor 
he tired  shot after shot. 
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2:32 10/2/17 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc4 robert kovacik is also with  us. in las vegas. he's at the 
university medical  center. where he spoke with the people  there.   
really a remarkable site  here. hundreds upon hundreds arriving  
here to give their time to give  blood, to give whatever they can  to 
help victims. and their families. and they also arrive here to  share 
stories including a woman  who rent lie moved from vannize. she 
thought she was going to a  high end party last night. turps out she 
had a view from  above of a mass murder.   reporter: donations 
delivered  late into the evening. a show of support in a city  still in 
shock.  the noise i thought it was  fire works. was people dying.   
reporter: recording this  video. and her friend whose voice you  
hear on the 63rd floor balcony  of the mandalay bay last night. 

2:11 10/2/17 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

so many stories and so many that  are connected to southern  
california. hetty chang is with us here. she's at the convention 
center. where people have been  desperately searching for loved  
ones all day long and into the  evening.  that's right. such an 
emotional day here for  the past several hours. we watched as 
frantic family  members came here zenching for  information about 
loved ones. we met a family out of just a  little while ago. they are 
searching tonight for  answers. others left here in tears. they got the 
devastating news  they feared.  reporter: tonight, desperate  hours 
of searching for loved  ones led hundreds here. among them, 
debby searching for  her son. 

0:38 10/2/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

from teachers to law  enforcement. we know 15 people killed in las  
vegas shooting. have close ties to southern  california. their names 
susan smith, sandy,  rachel parker, chris, john  fipen, han na, 
thomas day jr. 

2:06 10/2/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

adrian arambulo live right now. home to one of the victims.  this 
massacre touched just  about every part of southern  california. 
tonight we have the story of  john fipen. and the story of jenny 
parks. both parents. both gunned down in front of  loved ones. one 
a father. the other a mother from palm  dale.   reporter: those who 
knew john  aren't sure what was bigger. his personality or his heart.  
he was a character. a character and just amazing  man.   reporter: 
the father of five. the youngest just 14. was with his son at the las  
vegas concert. when both were shot. his son survived. john did not.   
it's been really hard. 

1:46 10/2/17 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

live in manhattan beach. another southern california  community in 
mourning tonight. having lost two young women to  this shooting in 
las vegas. a police tech, and a teacher. here at manhattan beach 
middle  school. she spent the last nine years  teaching special 
education. last night the 35 year-old and  her fiancee a teachers 
assistant  were among six school employees  who traveled for the 
route 91  harvest country music festival. shortly after this 
photograph  was taken. she was shot and died in her  fiancee's 
arms. today he wrote on facebook. 

0:18 10/2/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

back now to latest on the  las vegas massacre. 59 people are dead. 
including at least 15 dead with  ties to southern california. 

1:43 10/2/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

with one mans close call, chuck.   really an interesting story. out on 
the strip we met a young  man he's from alaska. and he was 
supposed to attend  the conference. concert. but fell aslope. his two 
friends did go. and he woke up at 3:00 a.m. missed the alarm clock. 
desperate text messages and  devastating news. he wasn't 
comfortable going on  camera. but he did talk and said he is  still 
shaking about the events  of last night take a look.   she was 
supposed to leave  this morning. and obviously didn't make it. 
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2:12 10/2/17 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we didn't know where it was  coming from. we knew that it was 
coming. so we just started running.  a woman wounded in las 
vegas  is back home tonight with a  bullet in her shoulder. and 
thanks inner her heart for  the good samaritan who saved her  life. 
live right now tonight. with more on her story.  she has no idea who 
her good  samaritan is. she tells me he looked like he  was in his 
20s and had a crew  cut. she assumes military or off duty  law 
enforcement. she has a message for him.   thank you. you probably 
saved my life. he probably did.   reporter: she becomes  emotional 
talking about the  stranger who came to her rescue  last night. she 
and a friend were  celebrating their 40th birthdays  when gunfire 
erupted. 

2:36 10/2/17 11:20p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the shooting really does raise  the question what about hotel  
security. our team coverage continues  right now. live in las vegas. 
where he's talking with a ceo  for mgm resort.   one of the things he 
said  security is going to be an  issue. perhaps the business of their  
business for 24/7 for the next  few years. in what he was saying. he 
believes it's so important to  talk about. the sign and they are 
making  requests for blood donations. this is what's happening on 
the  strip. this is what's happening behind  the scenes. security at 
hotels front and  center. and probably for years to come.   our heart 
is broken. for the victims. and the families.  reporter: jim was one of 
the  first people to get a phone call  when a gunman opened fire 
from  the mandalay guy at the crowd  outside. 

1:00 10/2/17 11:27p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight las vegas is  grieving. you can see it you can feel it. as they 
try to make sense of the  violence on the strip. one international 
tourist is  asking things like why does this  happen in america?  we 
were in the rear hotel. and there was this two women in  there. they 
have been in the shooting. 

0:22 10/2/17 11:31p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sergeant for the san  bernardino county sheriff  department is 
recovering tonight  after being shot at the concert  in las vegas last 
night. 

2:29 10/3/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news. and for the first time only nbc4  captured this video. 
as the girl frenld of the las  vegas shooter landed at lax  tonight. 
nbc4 adrian arambulo live at lax  right now. where a person of 
interest in  the case is now in custody.  we have been standing 
watch  here for danly at lax for hours. we're told the fbi 
accompanied  her on a flight from the  philippines to lax. flight 
arrived around 7:30  tonight. most of the passengers about 99%  of 
the passengers who go through  customs exit and walk up this  
ramp before they get to the area  where the ground transportation  
is. it was before 8:00 tonight nbc4  photo journalist we believe is  
the only journalist in the  country who captured images of  her 
arriving. take a close look at the video. 

1:59 10/3/17 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more details are emerging now  about the investigation. and we 
have a lot of new  developments to tell you about. including 
dramatic police body  cam video that was released  today. it shows 
the chaos the moments  after the gunman opened fire. we're 
learning some new details  about what was inside that  gunman's 
hotel room. reporter: tonight for the  first time the police  
perspective during the shooting. captured by body camera. the 
suspect we know now that  he fired off and on for  somewhere 
between nine and  eleven minutes. reporter: that gunfire  sending 
22,000 people running  for their lives as offer  officers run into the 
gunfire. 
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3:00 10/3/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i want to bring in robert  kovacik. you have told me, he's known as  
our viewers know for powerful  interviews. you were telling me 
tonight,  that this is perhaps the most  powerful you have ever  
conducted.  it's the impact. you realize when you talk to the  man 
you're going to meet just  how deep the emotional wounds  are. just 
as keep as the physical  scars. this is going to take sometime  for 
people to recover. we met travis fipen at the  invitation of los 
angeles fire  department chaplain. who encouraged us to go and 
talk  to him. the grieving process is a long  win. survivors need to let 
it out. talk it out. here is it toir of what happened  to travis and his 
father. when they traveled to the music  festival.  we were there 
friday,  saturday. and unfortunately sunday night.  reporter: john 
and son  travis. a 24 year-old paramedic in las  vegas together.  
pop, pop, pop, my dad and i  jumped on the girls in front of  us. 

2:08 10/3/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have tonight, nbc4 john, he  continues our team coverage. just 
spoke with a daughter of a  shooting survivor who has also  an 
emotional message now. for the men who saved her  mother.  her 
mothers name is die ann. she was the owner and operator  saddle 
back in and grill. people may remember who she is. she was here 
this weekend with  friends with her daughter. it was supposed to be 
a get  away. turned into an unimaginable  nightmare.  i just knew 
that she was  hurt. reporter: taylor hill was  there this weekend. but 
left sunday afternoon before  it ended. her mom stayed with friends. 
your imagination runs wild.  reporter: back home. 

1:00 10/3/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now we have confirmed 27  people from southern california  
among those killed in las vegas. almost half of those who lost  their 
lives. in addition to the 15 names and  faces we have been showing 
you. tonight we have the other  victims. michelle vu recently moved 
to  la. 22 year-old who started working  for the la kings. 

1:37 10/3/17 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

live right now in thousand oaks. where she's been talking with  her 
husband.  her husband emotionally  exhausted tonight. and so is 
her younger sister. they are speaking out because  they want 
everyone to know what  an amazing woman she was.  a loving 
mom to three young  children. amazing. super-mom. is what you 
can best describe  her as.  reporter: older sister to  lindsey. and 
dedicated wife to her  husband, justin. who took her to las vegas for 
a  weekend get away.  enjoy ourselves and go to  concert. 

1:04 10/3/17 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

so many powerful stories. we're hearing about another one. a story 
of true heroism of one  friend who saved the loif of  another right in 
the middle of  the chaos. destiny of river side says she  was 
standing nebs to her friend  jessica. when the shots first rang out. 
she could feel a shot strike her  friend. and then in a split second,  
there came the decision. 

1:23 10/3/17 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc4 hetty chang continues our  team coverage tonight. she just 
spoke with two  detectives who just returned  home after helping 
victims of  hurricane harvey. they're here in has veg as they  
provide comfort who those in  need. that's right. those two long 
beach police  officers are part of a traveling  group of chaplains. 
they are used to responding to  crime scenes. nothing quite like 
this.  reporter: this memorial steps  from the crime scene is their  
first stop of the night. 
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1:38 10/3/17 11:19p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

amidthe tragedy we are hearing  extraordinary stories of  heroism. 
he escaped but as chris teen  krim explains. he went in to rescue 
others.  reporter: he wears his  wristband from the festival. the 30 
year-old a live after the  bullet that struck him in the  neck barely 
missed his artery. by the time i fwot to the  hospital the off duty 
officer  that was able to stop the  bleeding saved my life. i didn't 
realize. he stuck his finger inside and  stopped it. if not, i probably 
would have  bled out. 

1:18 10/3/17 11:29p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're live in las vegas. outside the mandalay bay hotel. nearly half 
of the victims  killed are from southern  california. and many, many 
more injured. tonight we spoke with casey. who told us about hr 
childhood  friend. 30 year-old from kal bas sas. shot in the chest. 
she already had open heart  surgery and will likely require  more 
surgery. they were celebrating her  birthday when the shooting  
happened. 

0:41 10/3/17 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that's right. we have had the first look at  the las vegas shooters  
girlfriend tonight. arriving at lax. from philippines. she's now being 
questioned by  federal officials. we have seen many difficult  
images over the past few days  here. 

2:35 10/4/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this new video just emerging  shows a good samaritan running  into 
the chaos of the las vegas  shooting to help victims. his camera 
rolling the entire  time. we have seen a lot of powerful  images and 
video this week from  las vegas. nothing like the video we are  
about to show you.   one man recording courageous  actions as he 
running into the  concert to help others escape. robert kovacik is 
live with the  new video. as we learn details about the  shooters 
double life sfl this  comes as investigators kobt  continue to work to 
create a  time line of what happened. this newly released cell 
phone  video captures the rampage  almost in his entirety. much is 
too graphic to share. it offers a new perspective. the man walks into 
the  battlefield with the intention  of trying to help. 

2:25 10/4/17 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now with know at least 31  of the victims who died in the  las 
vegas shooting are from  southern california. more details about 
their lives  are emerging. tonight many are being  remembered by 
the communities  where they lived and worked. one family sharing 
sharing their  story for the first time. a hospital mix up giving them  
false up they loved one  survived. only to find out she died hours  
before. including her sister who was  holding her hand when she 
was  shot.   so hard to imagine the  emotional roller coaster. not 
only was there chaos and  confusion at the hospital. they learned hr 
boyfriend had  planned a big surprise.   reporter: her sister stels us  
they were having the time of  their lives.   being there in the 
moment was  beautiful. 

2:21 10/4/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she taught children in palm  dale. lessons she gave them and love  
and kindness on displace  tonight. after students and family  
gathered to remember ms. parks. where the community is coming  
together to support her family  and her husband who survived.   
packed here at the school  tonight. we saw hundred of people out  
here. and you can see the flowers and  balloons left behind. to pay 
respects to ms. parks. children as young as fife and 6  years old. it 
was gut wrenching to see them  weep. they miss their mrs. parks.  
tears stream down children's  faces. parents hug their little ones  
tightly. they were both shot at the  convert. her husband survived. 
she didn't.  she was the heart and soul of  the family. 
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0:34 10/4/17 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family and friends are  remembering ang la goe mez. hundreds 
turned out for a vigil. she went to the route 91 harvest  festival with 
her high school  sweetheart. he survived, she did not. 

0:17 10/4/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police officer from ontario  shot in the head sunday in las  vegas 
is up and walking. 

1:59 10/4/17 11:12p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a picture here. candles and cell phones lit up  the street in 
manhattan beach to  honor two women killed in the  las vegas 
shooting. nbc4 is live at the pier  tonight. where so many turned out 
to  remember the two women who lit  up other lives.  hundreds of 
people packed the  pier tonight. a community came together  
helping each other heal.  reporter: cell phones lit up  the pier. and 
out pouring of love and  support. from hundreds of people. singing, 
hugging and praying.  i think this is very healing. for people.  
emotions still raw for  britney. who was at the country music  
festival with a group of  friends. 

0:43 10/4/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 1. a show of resolve from a man who  escaped sunday's 
shootding in  las vegas. kenneth brown was among the  crowd. a 
group that performed at the  festival. he was recognized by the 
band  during the show. brown says the night like this  can help with 
the healing  process. 

0:54 10/4/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mom who took cover when the  shooting started. recorded what 
she thought was  her final message to her  daughter.   crystal says 
somehow she  became separated from her  friends. hid underneath 
the bleachers in  the mayhem. and she recorded that message. she 
managed to get away  unharmed. 

0:27 10/4/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news. multi-car crash in north  hollywood. at vine 
land and victory. news chopper 4 over the scene. rescue efforts 
and firefighters. 

0:30 10/4/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this was breaking news from  news chopper 4 during the news  at 4 
and 5. too dangerous pursuits in each  case the drivers putting lives  
at risk in busy neighborhoods. 

0:48 10/4/17 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 over pasadena. where the driver of this black  
pickup made dangerous moves. most of it on surface streets  this 
afternoon. after crashing into a parked  white van at lake and 
howard. the driver ran behind a  restaurant. took off his shirt and 
hat. 

0:26 10/4/17 11:29p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we continue to get new  details about the shooter  tonight. a man 
the sheriff says was  dangerous deceptive and led a  secret life. 

0:38 10/4/17 11:30p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more heart ache for los  angeles city fire captain. tonight. his 
daughter is in acoma. they traveled for the concert in  las vegas. 
where she was shot in the head. 34 years ago, this very same  
month. 

1:14 10/4/17 11:30p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more than half the people who  lost their lives in the las  vegas 
shooting have ties to  direct ties to southern  california. we put 
together this memorial  wall to remember and honor them. and 
really let you know a little  bit about each and every one of  them. 
der reck taylor a father. a 29 year veteran with the  colorado 
department of  corrections. described as the most honest,  caring 
giving man. 

0:25 10/4/17 11:34p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this therapy dog that ran  off during the chaos in las  vegas is noi 
on her way back  home. to southern california.  ryan says he got 
lost as  people tried to get away. 
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2:35 10/5/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, crosses for  victims. tonight the neon sign that  
welcomes visitors to las vegas,  las vegas remembers those  killed. 
tonight we learned the shooter  also aimed and fired at jet fuel  
tanks at the las vegas airport.  and apparently some of those  
bullets hit that target. we begin with nbc's 4 robert  kovacik who got 
an up close look  at those.  reporter: one reportedly put  the concert 
venue in his direct  line of sight. the other one apparently put  these 
fuel tanks in the gunman's  vision. is it possible that stephen  
paddock was aiming at more than  just people? tonight the clark 
county public  aviation confirms the fbi found  a partially filled 
33,000 gallon  fuel tank located near the  jets -- officials say 
paddock  was preoccupied for the past  months with out door music  
festivals, researching la la  palooza, a festival in chicago. 

0:42 10/5/17 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news now in  pasadena. news chopper 4 in a reported  
drive-by shooting. it happened at 8:45 tonight in a  neighborhood 
near the 210  freeway. jane.  reporter: and chuck, still an  active 
crime scene out here  tonight on summit avenue and  penn street. 

0:14 10/5/17 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an eld lar woman was trapped  in her car after the cars  
sideswiped. one driver then took off. 

0:31 10/5/17 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say they are  excavating human remains found  on a 
property in sky valley. that's a community in desert hot  springs. 
they're working on the case of a  woman who disappeared in 2009. 

0:47 10/5/17 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 12-year-old girl will meet  with l.a. county sheriff's  deputies 
tomorrow to create a  sketch of the man she said tried  to kid nap 
her at soccer  practice shch she apparently  fell back from her 
teammates who  she got a cramp. she said a man in a black sedan  
pulled up, started zg her  questions, then tried to grab  her. 

0:28 10/5/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and investigators now  investigating police cameras in  a popular 
bathroom. the phone was placed under the  sink at patties and 
positioned  to record people as they used  the restroom. 

0:39 10/6/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's 11:00 we have breaking  news in anaheim. a smoke bomb 
causes a big scare  at high school football game.  this is video just 
in from  glover stadium. firefighters arrived around  8:15. students 
told them someone threw  a smoke bomb into the bleachers  to fire 
up the crowd. 

0:24 10/6/17 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a highway patrol officer  dragged down the street by a  car. he's the 
one with the white  bandage on his hand. the officer pulled a driver 
over  near washington and broad way  and was holding onto the 
drivers  door when he got stuck and was  dragged. 

0:43 10/6/17 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

from heart ache to hope. a new healing garden opens in  record 
time. and the after math of the las  vegas mass shooting. taking 
action. southern california man shot,  his father killed in the attack. 
that man seeking justice. 

2:31 10/6/17 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is the first victim to  take action against his property  and 
bank account.   robert kovacik broke this new  development today. 
he is live once again in las  vegas. with this new information.   he 
maybe the first. he is no longer alone. since we told you about this  
lawsuit for the first time  attorney richard patterson back  in 
southern california says his  staff fielded nothing but phone  calls 
from victims families  wanting to join the lawsuit. nbc4 learned the 
shooter is not  the only one they will hold  responsible.   reporter: a 
holiday weekend  urn way. signs of solidarity on the strip  remain. 
and reminders of a massacre. she returns to the crushed fence  
she pushed down with her mother. and shares video with us. 
chronicling their escape from  the concert killing field. 
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1:44 10/6/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man wanted for attempted  murder. killed in an officer involved  
shooting tonight. just as police found the  suspected shooter. live 
tonight with the very  latest on the investigation  there.  crime scene 
investigators are  still out here tonight. taek a look. you can see 
they are keeping us  a quarter mile away from where  the officer 
involved shooting  occurred. sheriffs are connecting this to  last 
nights attempted murder in  pasadena.   reporter: no answer tonight  
at the home on summit avenue. where a 16 year-old girl and 19  
year-old man was hit by gunfire. 

0:26 10/6/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new details. a restaurant says it fired an  employee after 
we reported that  a hidden cell phone camera was  actually found in 
one of the  bathrooms. 

0:28 10/6/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ontario police officer and  his fiancee both wounded in las  vegas 
on sunday return to the  inland empire today to a heros  welcome. 
there you see anymore the  reddish shirt. 

0:30 10/9/17 11:19p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shooter in custody after  the murder of a texas tech  campus 
police officer. inside the campus police  station. the campus police 
found evidence  of drugs and while they were  conducting a student 
welfare  check. 

1:17 10/10/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news. a deadly shooting at a  convenience 
store in long beach.  three people shot. jus moments ago we 
arrived at  the crime scene. where misare investigating.   we spoke 
with the lupt  lieutenant on scene. three people were shot here the  
a the convenience storement we  have video to share with you  
earlier this evening. 9:30 tonight. three people has been shot. 

0:32 10/10/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meantime there's a major  shift in the time line for the  mass 
shooting investigation now  in las vegas. the sheriff revealing the 
gunman  shot the hotel security guard  several minutes before he 
opened  fire on the concert crowd. 

0:29 10/10/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the river side city counsel  approved a $10,000 reward to  find a 
killer who murdered a 27  year-old man. near a chase bank atm. 
this is the man police are  looking for. 

0:17 10/10/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in. a major arrest in a violent home  invasion robbery. we 
brought the story in august. 

3:15 10/10/17 11:13p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

28 years later a taped  confession remains at the center  of the 
murder case. tormented and depressed, eric  revealed to a 
therapist he and  his brother killed their  parents. tonight we have 
the recording  that would send the brothers to  prison. and hear 
from lisle today on the  critical piece of evidence.  i heard of very 
few murders  that were more savage than this  one.   multiple 
shotgun blasts. five and eight. that's an angry circumstance.   
beverly hills police  detective says investigators  found no weapon, 
no shell case  case, no motive.   a woman the break of the  case. 
she was the girlfriend of  doctor.  the married psychologist who  had 
been treating eric. days after the affair, smith  went to the cops.  i 
wanted advice on how she  can make a complaint against the  
doctor. and she said that i have  information about the brothers.  
smith told police he had a  recording of the brothers  confessing to 
their parents  murder.   my next step was get the  audio tapes. 

0:28 10/10/17 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say a texas tech  student now nits to shooting a  campus 
police officer. tonight. he is charged with murder. officer floyd east 
jr. was  processing 19 year-old daniels  last night when the 
teenager who  was not handcuffed shot the  officer in the head. 
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0:30 10/10/17 11:33p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we continue to follow this  breaking news out of long beach. police 
investigating a deadly  shooting at a liquor store  there. police not 
releasing many  details. 

1:12 10/11/17 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news now in  south los angeles. a shooting 
happened just outside  the doors of a walgreens.  we're right 
outside the  walgreens. a big parking lot with a  starbucks and i 
hop. yes the walgreens where the  shooting happened outside the  
entrance. they are closing early because  of the shooting involving 
a 28  year-old man who was transported  an hour ago. 

1:54 10/11/17 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meantime in long beach. candles and prayer for two  fathers killed 
outside a liquor  store. we covered this story as  breaking news last 
night. and since then, we have tracked  down the victims family. 
tonight hetty chang is live. with their story and the search  for the 
killer.   more than 24 hours later  investigators have yet to  release 
a suspect description. we don't moe if they are  searching for one 
gunman or  more. tonight detectives search for  answers so too do 
the families.   reporter: a group of friends  kneel down in prayer. 
they are mourning the death of  not one but two friends. 

0:38 10/11/17 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

officers say a hospital  patient confronted them with  part of a 
broken bench. the shooting was outside the  medical office on 
alamo. police tell us the man was a  patient at nearby hospital and  
left doctors agitated. 

0:37 10/11/17 11:12p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a store clerk recovering  tonight after being stabbed four  times. the 
attack happened last week  outside the lake market. coworkers say 
the clerk was  trying to stop a group of rowdy  men from using the 
property as a  bathroom. 

0:34 10/11/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

workers at a day care center  after bringing a sex toy to  work. and 
posting a video on social  media of young kids playing with  it. it 
happened in arizona. the video shows a worker playing  with a toy 
and giving it to a  boy to hold. 

2:17 10/12/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, a murder  suspect just identified in south  orange 
county. two people dead, two others  injured, the killer on the run.  
the man-hunt continues right  now. hetty chang is live with the  
terrorizing sounds one woman  heard. hetty.   reporter: that woman 
still  not being allowed outside her  home because you can see 
what's  in front of it now, this huge  shooting investigation. just 
about an hour ago police  saying they're looking for  26-year-old 
luke ferguson. sheriff investigators and crime  tape now the center 
of a qua  drupeal shooting investigation.  it sounded like fireworks. i 
heard the second one and i  absolutely knew it was a  gunshot.   
reporter: still not allowed  to leave her home as  investigators 
search for clues. 

0:24 10/12/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have some breaking  news from the miracle mile right  now, 
where an at&t store just  robbed at gunpoint. police say two men 
barged into  the store a little over an hour  ago. 

0:24 10/12/17 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new at 11:00, the lapd  want to track down this guy. they say 
he's a burglar who  slipped into a gated hollywood  apartment 
building. 

0:57 10/12/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meantime, police in las  vegas are saying one thing about  how the 
shooting played out.  the owner of the mandalay  bay, though, is 
saying another. mgm resorts international are  saying hotel security 
guards  were shot at the same time or  just seconds before the 
killer  began firing into the crowd. 

0:24 10/12/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives say he was caught  with drugs and a loaded assault  rifle 
along with meth means and  the gun, police say michael dias  was 
also caught with ammo and  several clips. 
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0:33 10/12/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a gun battle  captured on this surveillance  video with 
one bullet even  hitting a passing school bus  full of children. now, 
the footage shows two men  in an argument at this north  carolina 
gas station. 

0:36 10/12/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a young san bernadino woman  with dreams of helping a woman  
as a young medical assistant is  now in critical condition. she and 
her boyfriend were  walking to his house when two  men tried to rob 
them at  gunpoint. 

0:26 10/12/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

west cuvina police are going  all out after a hit-and-run. when police 
arrived --  hit and run 

2:16 10/13/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's breaking news at 11:00. changing cars with police on his  heels. 
a pursuit suspect pulls a bait  and switch in the san fernando  
valley.   news chopper 4 captured that  switch. over the new car the 
man is  driving now.   this is the second car that  this suspect has 
driven during  the pursuit. we believe it's a 1980 model  chevy ka 
mer o. through the dam interchange. this began around 9:00 in  
another vehicle. when the west valley division of  the lapd spotted 
what they  believe to be a stolen car. they attempted to pull the  
vehicle. suspect took off and boy did he  take off. driving very 
erratically on  surface streeted. wrong side of the road. running red 
lights. and lapd decided it was better  to go into tracking or  
surveillance mode. 

2:14 10/13/17 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're track ago developing  story. a cross county man hunt leads to  
the arrest of this double murder  suspect. one of the victims is his 
own  flesh and blood.   hetty chang spoke to one of  the wounded 
victims who  survivored.  reporter: we learned  investigators are 
interviewing  the suspect. luke william ferguson. to figure out why 
he opened fire  on a house filled with people  including his father. 
we're hearing from a shooting  survivor. who gives us a chilling 
account  of what happened.   reporter: candles and  flowering line 
the front of the  home. where doug and his long time  girlfriend 
were killed. a loving couple who welcomed  everyone with open 
arms sdwl  among the mourners here. 

0:52 10/13/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

football coach is off the  job. not for what happened on the  field. 
but in the classroom. he is seen here punching a  student in the gut 
with the  whole class watching. this is a second longer video  
showing that incident. which happened sometime over the  
summer. 

0:32 10/13/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight the search for a man  who smashed his way into a hair  
salon in the middle of the  night. the hooded thief taking hundreds  
of dollars in shampoo and hair  products. 

0:26 10/13/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11. anonymous tip leads officers  from multiple agencies to 
arrest  a man known as the office  creeper. anthony was arrested in  
connection with with the string  of wallet and credit card thefts  from 
office buildings. 

0:20 10/13/17 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video from florida. shows a clerk attacked by  something we 
rarely see. electric baton. he used it to shock the clerk  pulling him 
over the counter and  around the store. 
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2:02 10/16/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking  news at 11. a 14 year-old boy shot to 
death. a man hunt for the shooter. now on the run while officers  
search for clues.   adrian arambulo is in harbor  city tonight. 
investigators are on the scene.   normally anaheim road here  
would be packed with traffic. it has been shut down here for  hours. 
after chaos broke out. investigators trying to find  witnesses. video 
after a boy was killed on  the street.   reporter: shell casings  litter 
the ground. close to where the 14 year-old  boy was shot.  it was 
like a machine gun. too many. more than 20. they popped like 
popcorn.   reporter: he owns a bike shop  nearby. 

1:46 10/16/17 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11 a deadly car to  car shooting. the driver there is black suv  
crashing into the discovery  cube. after he was shot. beverly white 
is gathering  informs on the shooting.   there's slight structural  
damage and a shattered window at  the discovery cube. where 
violent about a block  away.   reporter: police took hours  to clear 
the street. where around 2:30 p.m. black  sufficient with bullet holes  
slammed into a children's  museum.  the lapd says the suv driver  
was shot and killed by someone  in the newer model blue toyota. 

0:27 10/16/17 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight news chopper  4 catching the end of a police  
pursuit. it happened around 8:00 tonight  near first street. that tried 
to pull over the  driver for reckless driving. 

0:48 10/16/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

graphic testimony today in the  trial of man accused of a who  
horrific child abuse. charged with the murder found  dead four 
years ago. in this horrific case of child  abuse. the pictures and 
description of  what happened to the boy who was  locked in 
cabinet at night were  so graphic, it left people in  the courtroom in 
tears. 

0:39 10/16/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new surveillance video could  help catch the gunman who beat a  
employee was a pistol during a  fast food robbery. the camera 
captures two figures  walking down the avenue. near the karl's jr. 
around 2:00 a. 

0:21 10/16/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight. a security camera captured an  armed robber at gas 
station in  river side. these photographs of the suspect  just 
released tonight. 

0:32 10/16/17 11:32p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

florida man ended up with a  big settlement after police  arrested 
him over a dough nut. he received $37,000. he says he was pulled 
over in  orlando in 2015. police accused him of having  meth on his 
donut. 

2:04 10/17/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we'll go to robert. tonight that security guard the  first to encounter 
the las vegas  shooter inside the mandalay bay  is in los angeles 
for an  interview. robert kovacik live in the news  room.   there were 
reports the vegas  security guard had vanished. bailing on 
interviews with five  major tv net works. he came to burbank to 
break his  silence on ellen. scheduled to air tomorrow amp at  3:00. 
here on nbc4 the show is sharing  part of it with us tonight.  you'll 
see it now.   this is where the hotel room  was where the shooter 
was. this is the stair way. this door here was blocked.   reporter: 
security guard  noticed medal bracts blocking a  fire exit door. 
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1:50 10/18/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news. gunshots startle neighbors and  leave one man 
dead. a murder mystery on a quiet  street. beverly white is live for 
us  in south los angeles. where investigators are on the  scene.   
the gunfire rang out echoing  off the walls of the tight nit  
community. unsolved and unexplained the  killing of a man in his 
30s.  in a neighborhood decked out  for halloween comes a scene 
of  terror. a man shot dead in the alley. between houses.   pop, 
pop. like a pop. gunshots so close and so cloud. to woman heard it 
inside.   i was sitting on the couch  watching tv. 

0:29 10/18/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police canine helps drag  out manmented after a pursuit. over boil 
hagts near fourth and  evergreen. a person driving a white bmw  
stopped ask took off running. 

2:11 10/18/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing now. london olympia teammates aren't  the only ones 
standing by her  following sexual abuse  allegations. supporting her 
for saying me too  robert kovacik is here with the  story.   you're 
right. senator finestein applauding. she wanted to go to the 
olympics  and had a dream. but the thing she had to do to  get 
there were in her words  unnecessary. sdp disgusting.   reporter: 
she was a member of  the londons fierce five. now 21 year-old 
olympian says  it's never too late to speak up. inspired by the 
reaction to the  har winestein scandal. and the me too movement. 
on twitter accusing her former  doctor of molesting her. this is 
happening everywhere she  writes. 

0:26 10/18/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meantime. police want to find an armed  robber who hit up a gas 
station  mart in santa an in and maybe  carrying a pink tote. the 
robbery last night. 

0:19 10/18/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is video of that man. being air lifted to the  hospital. he was 
driving a white van  pursued by sheriff deputies. 

0:23 10/18/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight deputies want to  find a firebug who started two  fires near 
the 57 freeway. happened near diamond bar  boulevard. 

0:42 10/18/17 11:12p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 77 year-old woman battered  and bruised and tonight after a  
violent home invasion, robbery. this happened last night. as two 
men broke into her home. on north fuller avenue in the  fair fax 
district. they got in through a bathroom  window. 

0:42 10/18/17 11:13p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he hit dozens of businesses  since july. the lapd nicknamed him the  
ghost. this is video from some of the  43 break ins all in the 
woodland  hills area. at franklin hardware the ghost  took 
merchandise, left and came  back 40 minutes later. 

0:24 10/18/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a federal appeals court panel  ruled can remain free on bail  while 
he appeals his conviction. the panel rejected the idea the  attorneys 
are trying to delay  his prison term. 

0:25 10/18/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dramatic of a carjacking and  daedly shooting in broad  daylight. 
four men running towards driver  who just pulled into the  driveway. 

0:30 10/19/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

very tight squeeze there. sideswiped that car. new at 11:00 arb a 
wild and  dangerous pursuit. news chopper 4 was over the  chase 
as the driver armed with a  gun was involved in some very  close 
calls on the 5 freeway and  the 134. 

0:51 10/19/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man rear ended while  driving his children to school  and the 
woman who hit him tried  to take off, but not before he  spotted 
open beer bottles in the  woman's car.  are you just going to take  
off?  yeah, i am.  and she did. pastor melvin seguras said the  
woman hit another car before  bumping into his. 

0:21 10/20/17 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news police  continue to investigate a hit  and 
run. this is where a pedestrian was  struck. 
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0:25 10/20/17 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more breaking news. an officer involved shooting around  7:00 
tonight. one man was shot and arrested. news chopper 4 over the 
scene. 

0:38 10/20/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

generations of the same  family terrorized inside their  home during 
a home invasion  robbery. in sun valley. it happened near elk wood 
and  fair avenue over night. one victim was seen leaving with  a 
gash on his head. 

0:26 10/20/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police have made three  arrests. this is one of those taken into  
custody. 37 year-old. he was booked in connection with  with a 
shoot lg that took place  behind a 76 gas station. 

0:21 10/20/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight the lapd is looking  for a car thief. accused of targeting 
parked cars  near celebrities homes in bell  air. 

0:34 10/20/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a possible serial killer  linked to three murders in a  tampa 
neighborhood. it may show the killer prowling  city streets. the third 
victim was shot to  death last night. 

0:40 10/23/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight another  dangerous high speed pursuit on  surface 
streets in downtown los  angeles. officers were after that dark  
pickup truck. as it clipped cars and bicycles. and drove on and off 
the street. 

0:38 10/23/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fbi investigating the  rough arrest of a 16 year-old at  the la 
county fair in september  of 2015. the story we covered  
extensively. his parents say police went too  far punching the 
teenager,  slamming him to the ground. 

0:30 10/23/17 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police having questioning a  woman tonight about a series of  fires 
in north hollywood. 35 year-old worther was picked  up on a 
warrant to unrelated to  the arson investigation. 

0:32 10/23/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

from a pickup truck to  molotov dock tails are tossed at  a home. he 
heard something hit his roof  at midnight. sheriffs put out a grass 
fire  around the house. 

0:19 10/23/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

man and woman from  recovering tonight after they  were tied up 
during a home  invasion robbery. 

0:45 10/24/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

let's get you to breaking  news. in new port beach. news chopper 4 
over a swat  stands off. here's gill.   we're looking at the police  
command post. this is on ridge line drive. i can tell you the new port  
beach police got a call of a  domestic dispute around  7:00 p. 

3:26 10/24/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

over 100 witnesses and 85  days of testimony. after the first trial 
was over a  jury could not agree whether  eric and lisle menendez 
were  guilty of murder or  manslaughter. we spoke with jurors about 
the  drama playing out in front of  the camera and behind the 
closed  jury doors.   these defendants have lied  throughout.  they 
are lying now.   his family really was this  sick.   what was your 
reaction when  you saw the brothers for the  first time in court?  my 
blood went cold. because i had never seen a  killer before.   hazel, 
juror number nine. betty. an alternate.  what did you know about the  
case?  i had the general idea. they were rich spoiled kids. that killed 
their parents.   and you don't believe that  today.   there's no way i 
would have  think that today.   in the first trial in 1993,  eric and lisle 
were troyed  together. each brother had his own  separate jury.  i 
started firing.   in what direction.   in front of me.   what was in front 
of you?  my parents.   i would say to mice i'm not  going to let this 
happen. 

0:26 10/24/17 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

los angeles county detectives  released a sketch of the man  they 
say tried to kidnap a 12  year-old girl. this had happened the the 
bridge  port park area. 
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0:21 10/25/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 13 year-old boy is facing  felony charges after he pointed  a gun 
at a teacher there. police say the boy who was a  student at the 
school had a  loaded handgun and was wearing a  scream 
halloween costume. 

0:27 10/25/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight a driver dash  cam rolling when he came across  this. a 
beat down on a four lane  highway in connecticut. police say this 
happened when  one of the men showed up at  another ones 
house and attacked  him with a hammer. 

0:18 10/25/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new have had shows a man  police are calling a serial  burglar. he 
tries to get into an  apartment building. 

0:14 10/25/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thousand oaks police are looking  for a prowler breaking into  
apartments through unlocked  sliding glass doors. 

0:45 10/25/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the brother of the las vegas  shooter is behind bars charged  with 
20 counts of child  pornography. bruce paddock was arrested today  
at an assisted living facility  in north hollywood. after he was evicted 
for  squatting in the attic of an  autoshop in sun valley. 

1:41 10/26/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

car rushes a crowd as a  driver uses his car to plow past  a group 
of immigration  protesters and what happened  next was all caught 
on camera. she spoke with a woman who  says she was trying to 
stop that  driver.   reporter: this is not how  protesters expected 
their  emessage to be heard. they walked over here, took over  this 
very intersection and  that's when you saw that driver  ram right into 
them. chaos and confusion as the  driver in this blue sedan  
honking his horn plows into  protesters hitting several of  them. 

0:48 10/26/17 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news now. news chopper 4 is over a deadly  scene in 
carson.   reporter: this is a shooting  that took place around 9:00. 
two people were shot, one man  died at the scene. the other man 
was transported to  a local hospital with nonlife  threatening 
injuries. 

2:11 10/26/17 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say a man in the  neighborhood exposed himself and  then 
tried to lure her away. nbc 4 is in south l.a. right now  with the video 
and reaction with  the video for the first time.  reporter: as you can 
imagine  the family tells us tonight they  are angry and disgusted 
that a  young man tried to pick up a  schoolgirl on a densely  
populated. they caught the 8-year-old girl  racing home after she 
said she  was confronted by a predator. her grandfather who didn't 
want  us to show his face said the man  in this white sedan also 
caught  on tape exposed himself to the  child while she was 
heading  home.  she said he was in his 50s,  60s. then he asked 
her to jump in the  car, to get in the car so she  run. 

0:23 10/26/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight police sent  us the sketch of a man who they  say 
tackled a jogger and tried  to assault her. the attack happened just 
after  6:00 this morning. 

0:22 10/26/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the search for home  invaders continues tonight. officers say 
three men broke  into a home in santa fe springs. 

0:22 10/26/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

all of these items were  found at a motel room and a  storage unit. 
officers are holding michael  cohen and a female campaign  
melissa dylan. 
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3:01 10/26/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's a story we first  brought in 2016. they show this vido of police  
officers consulting their  16-year-old christian at the  fair. robert.  
reporter: it all begins when  a teenager is charged with  obstruction 
and resisting  arrest, charges now dismissed by  a judge. but now 
the officers in that  altercation are charged. potential jail time could 
be for  decades if things don't pan out  the way they hope they will. 
today federal prosecutors  alleging a cover up inside the  police 
department. tonight three puloma police  officers have been 
indicted for  lying and trying to falsify  records in the beating of a  
teenager caught on video. video we showed you for the  first time 
last year when  choline williams sat down to  learn what happened 
to  16-year-old christian aguilar. the video captured by a  
bystanders cellphone. it appears one of the officers  spins christian 
around, hits him  in the lower jaw, pushes him and  punches again. 

0:24 10/26/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and just in pasadena police  are sharing these photos from a  
verizon store on southwest  avenue. robbers barged in and held  
employees at gunpoint. 

0:29 10/26/17 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, this is new video out  of florida. it shows a sheriff's deputy  
ramming a cruiser into his  ex-wife's home just as she  stepped 
inside. and yes the car was equipped  with a dash cam so 
everything  was recorded. 

2:01 10/27/17 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new allegations surfacing  tonight against the police  department. 
24 hours after the fbi indicted  three officers. nbc4 hetty chang live 
where she  spoke with alleged victims now  coming forward. and 
now filing a civil lawsuit.  that's right. tonight we're learning more  
about this civil lawsuit filed  by three brothers who used to  live 
here. they claim they were leaving  home going to work when they  
were beaten and arrested by one  of the same officers involved in  
another beating case.   reporter: the brothers met us  in the old 
neighbor. where they claim they were  harassed and beaten by 
three  police officers. 

0:45 10/27/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in tonight. we have new audio of the  mandalay bay security 
guard. reporting shots fired. up in the hall way of the 32nd  floor the 
night of the mass  shooting. mgm resorts released that audio. it is 
the time line of events  that remain a mystery. 

0:30 10/27/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new security footage surfaced  in a triple shooting that killed  one 
man and wounded two others. thee cars driving by a 76 gas  
station. the shooter was driving the  nissan and opened fire on a  
couple inside another car. 

0:50 10/27/17 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

neighbors on edge after a  string of break ins in that  area. a 
woman in brent wood confronted  a man who broke in last night. he 
got through a sliding glass  door and ran away once he was  
confronted. this comes on the heels of seven  other break ins of 
cars and  homes in this neighborhood. 

0:26 10/27/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bag of cash and employee tied  up and now police are on the  hunt 
for armed men who pulled  off a quick hitting haste in  south la. 
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2:25 10/27/17 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

horror.  reporter: words. three of them.  tragic. awful.   one is 
optimistic.   justice.   the die her boy trnd died was  a day her dream 
come true came  crashing to a halt.   he was everything to me. he 
was to me what you wish for  all your life.   reporter: 34 father of 
three. john chris was doing smk  something he always did that  
early morning he was killed.   the only thing he was guilty  of was 
being a friend. offering a friend a ride.   reporter: surveillance video  
caught it all. the flashes of the gun. the shooters taking off. a 
surviving victim running away. and driving away to where he  
crashed into parked car and die.   the victims vehicle pulls in  right 
here. in front of this house.   reporter: lapd homicide  detective was 
there that  morning. 

0:53 10/27/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are not ready to  charge anyone with a crime  following a 
close call. following yun protestors and the  man who drove his car 
through  the crowd. the driver was hornging as he  entered an 
intersection full of  protestors. a few of them actually jumped on  the 
car. 

0:24 10/27/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the brother the las vegas  mass shooter was in court today. 
answering to child pornography  charges. bruce pleaded not guilty. 

2:16 10/30/17 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11. police are hoping video will  help them find a hit and run  
driver who killed a 76 year-old  man on sunday. that video from 
inside nearby  liquor store might hold the key. beverly white spoke 
to people  who saw the hit and run.   herman jr. of was struck and  
killed last night. police say they have the car but  they're looking for 
the killer  and also his passenger.   reporter: lapd reloosing  
surveillance video tonight of  the victim crossing western  avenue 
near 82nd and the deadly  crash sunday at 6:15 p.m. we're not 
showing the impact. in which a 76 year-old  pedestrian was 
dismembered.  the kids were like test it's  a dog that got hit by a 
car. it wasn't a dog. 

0:25 10/30/17 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one person is dead in the  university of utah is on lock  down. police 
search for a shooter on  campus. a massive response by police. 

0:24 10/30/17 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in a married couple  just married on their honeymoon  at resort 
in they were checking  in to the resort just before  1:00 this 
afternoon. 

3:33 10/30/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a child vanishes without a  trace. for decades his grieving father  
wondered what happened. now an unmarked grave may hold a  
clue. tonight for the first time his  father learns what happened to  
his son. nbc4 lopez joins us with a  mystery of kenny jr.   ken says 
there's been no  suspect arrested for his sons  disappearance and 
no  information. he wants answers after decades  of silence.   it 
hurts. it hurts.   reporter: a handwritten note. on an unmarked 
grave. a child buried without a name.  after all these years it  hurts.   
reporter: decades have  passed. only the memories of a grieving  
father remain.  my son was a happy child. i took him everywhere. 
he was --   reporter: ken net jr.  disappeared 30 years ago. his 
father has no pictures. he wondered about the fate of  his boy. he 
has never heard a word about  police about his sons case.   it 
seems nobody cares.   reporter: he met a former  police detective 
turned private  investigator who stumbled onto  the case and 
wanted to help.   it made me sick. to be honest. a child of that age 
was  disregarded. 

0:26 10/30/17 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are still looking for  three men who used a wheelchair  as a 
cover in an armed robbery  at a pharmacy. photographs show one 
of the men  pushing the wheelchair into the  pharmacy. 
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2:23 10/31/17 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're covering this breaking  news out of the river side. the suspect 
who held a teacher  hostage for six hours inside an  elementary 
school just died. shot by police. we're following this breaking  story 
all afternoon. nbc4 beverly white live in river  side where she spoke 
with a  parent who encountered the  suspect just before the stand  
off.   that parent tells us school  staff did everything they could  to 
principal even chased the  suspect. a man the parent describes as  
focussed and familiar. before his lethal encounter with  police.   
reporter: roadblocks limit  traffic. as river side police continue to  
investigate the shooting of this  man inside a classroom. the parent 
who stormed the  campus. transported to the hospital and  
pronounced dead. 

2:42 10/31/17 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

still developing tonight a  terror attack in new york city. eight people 
killed 11 injured. within blocks of the world trade  center. a man in a 
rented pup truck  plowing into a crowd of people  in a bike path and 
ramming a  school bus. 29 year-old used this home depot  truck to 
run over bikers and  rammed into the school bus. and nbc4 robert 
kovacik is live  in the news room.  it's been just over 11 hours  
since new york mayor calls a  cowardly act of terror. live at the 
scene. police have found a note in the  suspects truck. a note 
claiming he carried out  the deadly attack for isis. among the eight 
people killed  someone from belgium. and five friends from 
argentina. who were in new york city  marking 30 years since  
graduating college.   reporter: blocks of new york  city tonight still 
on lock down. 

2:45 10/31/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the year was 1993. after days of watching the  menendez trial on 
tv, lisle  takes the witness stand. claiming he and his brother were  
sexually abused by their  parents. as robert kovacik shows us,  lisle 
now is offering new  revelations about his testimony.  you slept in 
bed with your  mom a lot? even when you were little.   yes.   
sometimes did you touch your  mom?  yes.   where would you 
touch her?  everywhere.   in 1993, as a single camera  rolled and 
the world watched. he made the difference.  the most dramatic 
moment of  the first menendez trial was the  day lisle took the 
witness  stand.   reporter: reporter in the  courtroom.   it was just 
extremely  powerful testimony.  reporter: now from prison,  lisle 
menendez tells nbc4 he had  no intention of ever taking the  stand.  
my plan was sit there silent. and not say anything. 

0:20 10/31/17 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance video shows the  clerk at a 7 lsh 11 robbed at  
gunpoint. at the store on grand boulevard. 
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14:20 11/1/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is a pursuit that's  started in the bald win park  area. at the ten 
west at. this suspect is wanted for  speeding. and we have 
witnessed this guy  picking up speed. we have seen him -- he 
started  on the 10 freeway. took that ten west to the 5  north. where 
he took the five north and  has been on it ever since. we believe 
there are three  people in the car. wanted for speeding. the car 
comes back to a rental  company out of florida. for now you can 
see that we have  this chp directly behind the  suspect vehicle. as 
well as the la county sheriff  department over head.  has he been 
mostly on  freeways here so far?  yeah. as far as we have known. 
we has only been on the freeway. we have only seen him on the 10  
west. and took that over to the 5  north. that's all we have seen him 
take  so far. the ten freeway. and the five north. he has been 
traveling at such  high speeds. this is a pursuit that started  half an 
hour ago. and he made his way from bald  win park over to what is 
now new  hall. that's where we're at now. at the five and 14 split. he 
continues on that northbound  5. continuing to travel 90 to 100  
miles per hour. we haven't seen any close calls  fortunately for the 
most part  he's been trying to dodge the  other vehicles. sticking for 
the most part to  the first lane from the left and  car pool lane. again 
we believe there are at  least three suspects in the car.  we know 
it's a mercedes. do you have any idea what type  of car? other than 
the speed which is  reckless, any other kind of  reckless driving?  
we haven't seen too much else  in the way of reckless driving  
except the speed. we haven't seen any close calls. or hit any 
vehicles. or anything for that matter. we have seen him drive very  
erratically. very fast. there's times when he's all the  way to the left 
lane. and for no reason whatsoever  he'll switch over to the right  
lane and switch to the left. there's erratic behavior. for the most part 
it's that  speed. that speed is the concern. you can see really 
starting to  pick up speed here as he enters  the new hall pass. 
continuing on the five north.   

2:02 11/1/17 11:30p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing now. his plan was to mow down as many  people as 
possible. that's exactly what he it  yesterday in manhattan. the plan 
at least a year now in  the making. tonight we have new te tails  
about the man who killed eight  people with a rented pick up  truck.  
that's right. the 29 year-old man originally  told him he planned to 
attack  people on the brooklyn bridge. that's before he wrecked his  
truck.   reporter: heartbreaking  vigils tonight in argentina. for five 
friends dill killed  yesterday while visiting new  york. mowed down 
by this truck. accused terrorists say he caught  on camera at home 
depot where he  rented the truck. 

0:19 11/1/17 11:32p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

happening now. police in colorado are looking  for this man. after a 
deadly shooting at a  walmart in thorn ton. 

0:40 11/1/17 11:32p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 a nurse is now facing child  abuse charges after he was  caught on 
nanny cam kicking a 6  year-old boy. this is video that landed 54  
year-old oscar felix in jail and  got him fired. pushing the boy away. 

0:19 11/1/17 11:33p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have an update on the  breaking news that pursuit that  we 
brought you at the top of the  hour is still going on. 

0:32 11/2/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing news, our cameras  catch up to a driver behind a  
dangerous chase on the 10  freeway. the pursuit started after police  
caught the driver spraying  graffiti on the shoulder of the  freeway 
just before 9:00  tonight. 
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1:53 11/2/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new at 11:00, a man on  surveillance video appears to be  
shoplifting. but he's not alone. apparently he brought along a  child. 
beverly white live right now in  glen dale with what police are  
saying about this theft. beverly.  reporter: well, choline, the  
relationship between the man and  the boy is not known and  
probably won't be known until  the man is caught. but this video 
clearly shows an  adult male with a youthful  sidekick. while inside 
the store police  say the man was caught on camera  removing a 
security device from  a bottle of booze and hiding it  in his pants 
with the boy at his  side. 

2:09 11/2/17 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a big break in a cold case  after a pair of serial burglars  resurface 
to commit a new crime  spree. hetty.  reporter: robert, detectives  
tell us their biggest clue is  their age, that the moment they  saw 
that surveillance footage  from that camera there and  several 
cameras inside the  store, they appeared to be in  their 50s and 
60s, perhaps the  same suspects they were looking  for two years 
ago. stephanie tells us they've been  lucky so far. their family 
owned restaurant of  13 years.  this never happened to us  before.   
reporter: never had been  burglarized until now.  you just feel 
violated.   reporter: watch and listen as  one burglar uses a crowbar 
to  break in through the front door. 

0:45 11/2/17 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a man who shot police in  engel wood and barricaded  himself 
inside for houricize now  in custody. police say after shooting at the  
officers he dropped a handgun  before taking off into an  apartment 
complex. at one point he showed up  standing on top of the roof  
there. 

0:20 11/2/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a gunman who opened fire  on l.a. county deputies in  compton 
is in custody tonight. authorities say late this  afternoon the suspect 
armed with  a rifle started shooting at  deputies. 

2:05 11/2/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, crooks caught  on camera. several businesses hit in 
a  crime spree across the san  gabriel valley. store security 
cameras were  rolling. jane.  reporter: yeah, that's right. security 
cameras rolling at  neighboring businesses here at  this strip mall 
located off east  huntington drive. both places hit at the same  time, 
two of those men caught on  camera. someone hitting the window 
on  the front door a few times with  a sledgehammer. tempered 
glassmaking it  difficult, but the thieves  covered in hoodies 
eventually  broke in. the manager said while these two  men broke 
into his restaurant  just after midnight two other  men were doing 
the same thing at  the starbucks next door. 

0:38 11/2/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new yorkers gathered tonight  for a candlelight vigil to honor  
victims of the terror attack in  manhattan. the crowds marching 
along the  bike path of the hudson river. that's where say fuel 
saipov  killed eight people and injured  11 more. 

0:26 11/2/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in mas dina looking  for a man tonight who is preying  on 
women not far from the old  town of pasadena, only a couple  of 
blocks away from the police  department there. 
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23:18 11/2/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have some breaking news  to tell you about. police are in 
pursuit. we're going to news chopper 4 to  complain what is going 
on.  reporter: this is going to be  just west of the 710. this white 
pickup truck has two  suspects inside that robbed a  verizon store 
in beno park. and the bueno park police  department, they were 
able to  track them, and they're now in  the east l.a. area. so they 
have now requested that  chp take over. here's the most dangerous 
part  of this whole situation, though. when those two suspects  
committed that robbery they were  armed with semiautomatic rifles. 
so of course this is going to  intensify this entire situation. this is 
chase now on the  westbound 10 approaching the  merge with the 
westbound freeway  and also approaching the 101. so we're going 
to have to see  what freeway the suspects decide  to take at this 
point. for now we'll continue to watch  as they continue their trek. 
two robbery suspects being  pursued now by the california  
highway patrol.  you said they allegedly hit a  verizon store in 
bueno park. do we know if the store was  closed, were there people  
inside.   reporter: i don't have that  information just yet. what i first 
heard was that the  robbery had in fact taken place  at a verizon 
store. it's unclear whether there were  any patrons inside at the 
time  or any employees for that  matter. but somebody saw these 
two  suspects with those  semiautomatic rifles. and then the police 
department  in all likelihood used the  cellphone pings from the 
stolen  devices from that verizon store  to track this ford f 250 all 
the  way to east l.a. and i did hear that chp take  over when they 
were approaching  the commerce area. at that point they still had 
not  lit up the car. they waited until the chp got  right behind the 
vehicle to  officially go pursuit with this. and of course this driver 
took  off. he was on the 710 and took that  over to the 10 west and 
now on  the 101 freeway here continuing  his northbound trek.  just 
made it to the 101. we're looking at two suspects in  thereafter an 
alleged robbery at  a verizon store. when you look at this, we have  
the chp following them right  now. were any other agents in pursuit  
at the beginning of this chase.   reporter: they never turned  on their 
lights and sirens, so  the suspects at that point could  have thought 
there just happened  toby a cop car behind them. they really had no 
way in fact  of knowing they were being  followed. however, the 
police department  did in fact turn on their lights  once the chp got 
behind them,  because this was of course still  on the freeways. 
they considered it was best for  the california highway patrol to  pick 
it up, of course they're  going to be most familiar with  our freeway 
system and most able  to take control of this pursuit  and follow 
these two suspects  now all the way into the  downtown l.a. area.  
again, if you're just joining  us, we want to remind you this  started 
in orange county in  bueno park. they just made a transition  there. 
are they still on the 101  northbound?   

2:05 11/3/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc 4's beverly white live  right now in santa clarita where we're 
getting updates on the  case and she has more about what we 
learned about a fight just  before the kidnapping. beverly?  reporter: 
that's right,  colleen. the l.a. sheriff's department is the lead agency 
on this matter. they took the hand-off from the  california highway 
patrol at  2:30 p.m. but the l.a. investigators are  also in cooperation 
with the  alameda county investigators. they say the father is from 
that area and has an extensive  violent history. 2-month-old 
jefferson gomes is  at the heart of this amber  alert. the newborn 
taken by his  42-year-old father jeffrey gomes after gomes 
abandoned the boy's  mom and another child on highway 138 near 
the flying j truck stop in le beck. 

0:30 11/3/17 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also a developing story from bakersfield. witnesses say an angry 
patron  shot and killed a security guard who apparently would not 
let him into a casino there. 

0:18 11/3/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a man injured  in an officer-involved shooting  in 
baldwin park. news chopper 4 over the scene  around 8:00 tonight 
on frazier  street. 
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0:14 11/3/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this just in. while fans celebrated selena's  star, police did 
make one  arrest. 

0:24 11/3/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video now of a robbery in huntington beach. a man wearing 
dark clothes and a hat holding up a norm's  restaurant on beach 
boulevard. 

0:44 11/3/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

riverside community came  together tonight. the first step toward 
healing  after a terrifying hostage  ordeal at an elementary school  
earlier this week. parents, teachers, students, and law enforcement 
all came  together at castleview  elementary tonight to talk about 
tuesday's frightening stoondoff. 

0:27 11/3/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to the very latest on  the las vegas massacre and the  closest 
we have come so far to a possible motive. the shooter was in debt 
and  depressed. 

0:30 11/3/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bowe bergdahl will not serve any prison time for deserting  his post 
when he was serving as  an army sergeant in afghanistan  eight 
years ago. this is bergdahl, you see right  there, in the dark shirt 
leaving his sentencing today at fort  bragg in north carolina. 

2:38 11/3/17 11:13p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a young musician and a  church volunteer taken from his  family 
after a night out with  friends. tonight for the first time nbc  4's john 
cadiz klemack shows us  the clues that may help catch a  killer.  
this family is still hurting.  reporter: it's been five  years.  i never 
thought i would live  to see this day.  reporter: as the family of  
kendrick blackman gathered to  share his story. there is a pain that 
continues  to penetrate them.  that pain stays with you. every 
birthday. every christmas. the graduations. the children being born. 
all of the events that he's not  here for. you live with absence.  
reporter: kendrick was  driving his friends in his  souped-up chevy 
mont karlo the  early morning hours of april  21st, 2012 near 
century and san  pedro. he loved that car. but when an suv pulled 
alongside them, gunshots broke the night's silence. 

0:42 11/3/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a suspect in a car chase  apparently picks the wrong place to hide 
out from police. after leading them on a wild  chase through 
downtown and into  the san gabriel valley, this one finally ended at 
a high school  in alhambra, where he was taken  into custody. 

0:34 11/3/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and three armed robbers who  led police on a chase from  orange 
county to pasadena are  still on the run tonight. this was breaking 
news last  night at 11:00. you saw it here first when the  truck was 
going the wrong way on one-way streets in old town  pasadena. 

0:28 11/3/17 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a warning tonight for  parents in manhattan beach. there is a 
man on the loose  there who tried to lure a young  girl into his car. 
police say the suspect walked up behind the girl and ordered  her -- 
or offered her candy. 
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19:09 11/7/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

good evening. we have breaking news now at  11:00. a stolen car 
and what you see a  high speed pursuit. south on 605 freeway.   
let's go to gill in news  chopper 4. we have been watching this for a  
while. he's really moving out.   it really has been a high  speed 
chase. this is southbound 605  approaching the 5 freeway. this 
came out of the colten  area. a stolen vehicle at the long  beach 
area. the police picked this up in  their area and when they got on  
freeway system the california  highway patrol picked it up. 
westbound 10 freeway. we picked it up around the  ontario airport 
area. at speeds of over 100 miles per  hour at times. he's starting to 
slow down as  the 5 freeway. california highway patrol air  ship over 
head with three units  in trail. trying to get this guy to stop. a stolen 
vehicle out of the long  beach area. trailing behind. i can tell you the 
traffic out  here is light to medium. as the california highway patrol  
now has permission to do a pit  maneuver whenever they get a  
chance. they will never do it at this  rate of speed. about 90 miles 
per hour. we have seen speeds as high as  115 miles per hour. and 
the vehicle kind of hard on  the brakes to the shoulder. might gt off. 
he's passing that poipt and  continue southbound 605. coming up 
on fire stone.   there's one person in the  car. he continues to go 
south and  will run into the 405. and that would make a pit  
maneuver much more difficult as  he enters the transition. the over 
pass.   that's for sure. he might be going on to the 105  freeway 
here. as he's already passed the five  and looks like he'll go  
westbound 105 on that transition  road. he hasn't slowed down that 
much. so the pit maneuver will no  happen. it looks like traffic is 
about  the same as it was on the 605.   of course. that's the 
freeway that takes  you into the airport. it will cross over the 110 
and  405. why haven't that i can backed  off and done tracking on 
this.   especially with lighter  traffic. they'll stay with the pursuit  and 
do what they do all the time  and hand off to the next area of  
california highway patrol. like relay race. so rite now it's the santa fe  
springs version of the  california highway patrol. that's in pursuit. 
they will certainly hand off to  the next california highway  patrol unit 
as is pursuit  continues. westbound 105 right now. 

3:24 11/7/17 11:23p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

over the years we have heard  very little from eric menendez. since 
he was found guilty of  murdering his parents after a  public trial he 
leads a very  private life in prison. tonight for the first time we're  
hearing about his life today. from an unlikely friend. a juror turned 
confidant.   i don't care what people  feel. i know what it is. it's real.   
reporter: betty nearly 90. a grandmother and dedicated  community 
volunteer. and best friend with eric  menendez. one of california's 
most  notorious inmates.   we have adopted one another.  reporter: 
she was an  alternate juror on the first  murder trial. which ended 
with a hung jury. in an unusual move. the defense attorney invited  
sympathetic jurors for a dinner.   and arranged eric to call  from the 
jail.   he wanted to thank the jurors  who believed the brothers.   
you could see when they  testified the expression and  tears. they 
were damaged.  reporter: for five months,  betty listened to details 
of the  violence shooting. and graphic allegations of  sexual abuse 
by his father. 

0:28 11/7/17 11:32p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigation under way after  a student and actress from  university 
is found dead. officers found 19 year-old  unresponsive at the 
hillton  garden inn. 
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0:58 11/7/17 11:32p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the department is accused of  manipulating crime statistics to  
make los angeles appear safer  than it is. the claim that the police 
chief  is denying. lapd captain says she found  major discrepancies 
while  auditing the lapd claims of  lower crime statistics dating  back 
about three years. 

1:59 11/8/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news now at 11:00. over a police pursuit. that just ended.  
let's go right to gill in  news chopper 4.   this is a fluid situation  that 
is just developed here. i can tell you that -- we have  static working 
on the radio. this is a carjacking suspect. that is maybe might be 
involved  in a shooting with a long beach  police officer. just a short 
time ago at anaheim  and temple. then a few minutes after that  
shooting, this carjacking  suspect took a car by gunpoint  and fled 
the scene. officers were able to track the  vehicle down and went 
into  pursuit. it just ended on a sidewalk  here. 

2:05 11/8/17 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's going to be one of  those nights for breaking news. shoppers 
are shocked as police  storm a supermarket. looking for two 
gunmen.   live on the west side. just north of century city with  more 
on this supermarket stand  off.   there's no way the neighbors  
could ignore the police chopper  over head or the temporary road  
closure below. lapd west la division searched  for two gunmen. one 
last seen sprinting from the  produce department inside.   reporter: 
police with weapons  drawn swarm the parking lot  where two men 
shot at each other  but missed and scattered.  the guy on the bike 
shot in  the air. once. and the guy started running that  was on foot. 

0:38 11/8/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight some very scary  moments for a couple as they 
see  a truck coming at them. and their home. police are looking for 
the man  behind the wheel of a plumbing  van. after it hit two 
vehicles  sending one of them into the  home as the driver took off 
on  foot. 

0:25 11/8/17 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time we're  getting a look at the damage  caused after 
an explosion ripped  through a home in compton. authorities blame 
the explosion  on an illegal honey oil lab. 

1:48 11/8/17 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a couple assaulted and  robbed. targets of what police call hate  
crime. tonight they're sharing their  story. only with nbc4. in seal 
beach, hetty chang with  the story.   the couple tells u us how  they 
were parked here minding  their business enjoying the  night. and 
noticed a group approaching. they were spit on, assaulted and  
called terrible names.   reporter: andrew and his  partner only want 
us to use  their first names fearing for  their safety. the couple tells 
us they were  targets of an unprovoked assault  and hurtful hate 
crime. 

0:25 11/8/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 over the  hollywood in tonight. where police 
arrested two men  and a woman. accused of breaking into several  
properties. 

0:22 11/8/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

on the hunt for a bling  bandit. brazen enough to hit a jewelry  store 
and score in a big way. this guy walked into a jewelry  store in 
commerce. 

0:34 11/8/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we still continue to follow  this breaking news story. nbc4 viewers 
tweet us asking us  about what's going on here. what we can tell 
you is there's  a stand off between a carjacking  suspect. 

0:43 11/8/17 11:19p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're getting information on  the braelk breaking news story. we 
have been covering since the  top of the hour. swat team has 
moved in. in the stand off in long beach. we understand that police 
were  shot at by a man who carjacked a  another driver. 
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0:35 11/8/17 11:20p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a heated confrontation. in the von's parking lot. in woodland hills 
after a woman  leaves a bib by alone inside a  car. here's the video.   
you can hear the woman  yelling. she appears to be angry with the  
woman who left the baby inside  the car. 

0:31 11/8/17 11:33p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to give you more on  the breaking news in long beach. a 
man wanted for shooting at  officers there. he came out of a stolen 
car. waving his hands and cross ds  them. 

0:24 11/9/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking  news. news chopper 4 over a deputy  
involved shooting in long beach.  reporter: this is going to be  at the 
cross of downy avenue and  rose street. 

1:30 11/9/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a chase ends with a driver  jumping off a freeway overpass. this 
happened in norwalk. just in tonight new details on  why the man 
was on the run with  two young children in the back  seat of his car. 
live in norwalk to show us how  this website down. john.   reporter: 
turns out he's a  tape suspect. he jumped from the top of that  
overpass about three stories  high all the way down to the  
pavement, face first. news chopper 4 overhead just as  this one 
ended. 

0:51 11/9/17 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and san bernadino parents  put on alert tonight. cellphone video 
captures one of  several recent fights during  lunchtime at el cajon 
high  school. the video shows one student body  slammed and 
several punches  before school police manage to  break it up. 

0:17 11/9/17 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight ware getting a first  look at a pair of armed robbers. two 
walk in on september 8th. 

0:18 11/9/17 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police need your help in  identifying a bank robber. police released 
these images of  their suspect. 

2:10 11/9/17 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, car chase  craze. news chopper 4 capturing a wild  
and dramatic spike in police  pursuits.  our reporter live in  
hollywood tonight for us.  reporter: it was just a few  months ago 
when an l.a. county  grand jury report came out that  found there 
are way too many  dangerous police pursuits in los  angeles. and 
now another recent rash.  reporter: san fernando and  bueno vista. 
oh, right there.  reporter: news chopper 4  tracking the seventh 
pursuit in  just 72 hours in l.a. county. including this one tonight. a 
man in a pickup racing through  burbank. earlier a woman in a 
stolen  u-haul in downtown l.a.  every time i turn around  there's 
another police chase. 

0:49 11/9/17 11:12p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is what's left of an  suv, and it's why christina  roblito a single 
mother who just  moved back to los angeles is now  having second 
thoughts about  living hereafter someone set her  car on fire. she 
woke up in sun valley this  morning to the sound of  explosions. 

0:45 11/9/17 11:13p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we are now hearing from  the woman who was attacked in a  
parking lot in eagle lot. that confrontation going viral  on social 
media.  you hit my car and yelled at  me for what. why did you yell 
at me? why.  she posted this on her  facebook page after she says 
a  woman hit her car, called her  racial slurs and then attacked  her. 

0:24 11/9/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a texas church where a  gunman massacred more than two  
dozen worshippers will be  demolished. the pastor there said it 
would  be too painful to continue using  it as a place of worship. 

0:41 11/10/17 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11. dangerous maneuvers and extreme  speed. the driver of 
a stolen car leads  police on a wild pursuit from  lake wood to the 
coast. we brought --   100 at times. we brought you the live  
coverage. after ditching the car the  driver took off running up a  hill 
through the neighborhood in  san ped row. 
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2:03 11/10/17 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, friends and  family mourn the loss of a  father killed 
during a botched  carjacking near his apartment in  paramount. new 
details about the suspect. nbc4 beverly white live in  downtown la 
at sheriff  headquarters.   detectives need the publics  help to close 
the circle on this  one man crime spree. from paramount, compton, 
long  beach and in mar paur mount the  shooting death of a father 
of a  4 year-old girl.   reporter: difficult tonight  for loved ones at this 
vigil in  paramount.   he was one of the best people  that you can 
ever meet. he'll give you his last.   reporter: the 26 year-old  father, 
and healthcare worker  killed in a botched carjacking  while leaving 
his gated  community. 

0:27 11/10/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in. man behind bars accused of  shining a laser at a helicopter. 
belonging to the burbank police  department. it happened as the 
chopper was  patrolling the hillside area. 

0:46 11/10/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a worker is being singled out  to want for his courage. he stopped a 
gunman and what  could have been a deadly  workplace shooting. 
the man with the bandage wrist  grabbed the suspect described as  
a disgruntle former worker. after he walked in around noon  and 
threatened employees. 

0:26 11/10/17 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a big weapons bust in palm  dale. authorities find an arsenal of  
guns, weapons and body armor. inside the home of convicted  
felon. 

3:00 11/10/17 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one family, two lives cut  short. first her husband then her son. 
tonight for the first time nbc4  shows us the connection that  could 
solve the crimes and bring  a family justice.  reporter: 911 calls from 
the  friends of 19 year-old. he would die that night noo  july, 2007. 
his mother made it to the scene  as paramedics wheeled her son  
away.   i said baby i'm here. his eyes were closed. and he didn't 
open his eyes he  kept rolling shaking his head.   reporter: she was 
reliving a  nightmare.  it is the worst feeling that  any mother and 
wife could go  through.   reporter: 20 years earlier a  few blocks 
away, someone shot  and killed her husband. michael presly sr.   i 
was six months pregnant. with michael.   the family has been 
seeking  answers and waiting for justice  for a long time.  lapd 
homicide detective is  the lead investigator for both  murders. the 
first june 23, 1987.  he heard noise outside. 
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5:38 11/13/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sex u drugs and the public  library. tonight the i team goes under  
cover. and what we found has the lapd  taking a closer look. right 
now. safety and security at la  city libraries in question.   viewers tell 
us they no  longer feel safe. the team went under cover for  three 
months to investigate.   when i was a kid growing up  in la the 
library was a safe  place. when i would spend entire  afternoons. 
when i returned years later for  this investigation, i couldn't  believe 
what when he saw. illegal activity happening every  day. often with 
the lapd a few feet  away. we want to warn yu some of the  images 
you might find  disturbing.   reporter: if you look closely  around the 
gold win public  library you might see a man  using a crystal meth 
pipe. or a group of people about to  shoot up. or a man 
masturbating near the  book return.   what's it like.   horrendous.   
the signs say we welcome  everyone. now days that includes drug  
users.   can you zoom in there.   reporter: we found out when  we 
went under cover. sending producers inside. day one at the 
downtown central  library we see school kids  filing in. minutes later 
in the children  room we see this man. approximate plain view. he 
takes out a packet of crystal  meth. scoops some into a straw and  
offers it to an under cover  producer. then he lifts the straw to his  
nose and snorts the powder. library patrons are a few feet  away.   
it's upsetting.   reporter: and so is the  office of the head of la library  
system.   can you understand why some  parents don't want to 
bring the  kids?  i can.   reporter: that's what we  heard about the 
branch in  hollywood. one day our producer meets this  guy. named 
mike. 

2:21 11/13/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

student sucker punch and had  beaten at school. now for the first 
time we're  hearing from family who thinks  they know why this 
happened. nbc4 robert kovacik is live  right now. where he's talking 
to the family  about what some are calling a  planned attack.  that's 
right. let's be clear the three that  were directly are not speaking. 
not the two that were arrested  or the victim. the school district says 
they  can't talk. since they're minors. we heard from the family  
tonight. and they want to make it clear  they don't condone what  
happened. but they understand what may  have led up to it.   
reporter: gaining new insight  into what happened on the  campus. 
two students were learning  tonight who unleashed their fury  on 
someone they considered to be  a social media bully. 

1:39 11/13/17 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news now in  bell flower. a minor is shot and 
killed in  the middle of a neighborhood. investigators searching for 
the  gunman. hetty chang is live from bell  flower. witnesses are 
being interviewed.   i can tell you this is a very  active homicide 
investigation. in the city of bell flower. on rose street. near the 91 
freeway. detectives tell me right now  there's an active search for 
the  shooter or shooters. behind us here i want to show  you this 
sidewalk is where the  body of the young man was found. 

0:40 11/13/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new at 11 country music  star jason al dean is breaking  his 
silence for the first time  since the shooting in las vegas.   it was so 
hectic. everybody was scrambling. you didn't know what was going  
on. 

0:17 11/13/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in. a hit and run investigation  under way in apple valley. 
after a woman is found dead in  the middle of the street. 

0:47 11/13/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a high school senior charged  with murder was going to return  to 
the school but under pressure  now decided he'll be home  
schooled. tfts out rage the school allowed  18 year-old back in 
class. he's seen in the rap music video  posted on you tube. 
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0:35 11/13/17 11:13p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a retired marine and father  celebrating veterans day. hit and killed 
in the city of  orange. he was found dead in the  driveway of a gas 
station early  friday morning. on chapman avenue. 

0:30 11/13/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man accused of murdering  the man of his children in las  vegas 
on the fbi most wanted  list. he's accused of kidnapping and  
strangling in 2008. the two had four children  together. 

0:19 11/14/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news  a missing 15 month old. the lapd 
searching if r this  baby boy right now. 

2:24 11/14/17 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have more breaking news  now. the this morning mass 
shooting  in northern california. investigators say there could be  
more victims from the rampage. at least four people were killed  
and ten injured. that's a small rural community  about 130 miles 
north of  sacramento. and tonight we're getting new  information 
about the victims. nbc4 beverly white has that now. in our news 
room.   police say relatives of the  shooter are unaccounted for. and 
maybe among his victims. the mother of the man who shot  up 
seven locations in northern  california this morning  including a 
grade school. identified the killer as her  son. 43 year-old convicted 
felon shot  dead after law enforcement. after he killed four people 
and  injured ten. 

0:25 11/14/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in. a 14 year-old boy arrested for  making death threats 
against  several students. police say he threatened to pull  off 
school shootings this  friday. 

0:23 11/14/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman wanted for violating  a restaining order led officers  on a 
pursuit through two  counties tonight. we streamed it live. 

1:49 11/14/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search for a predator  continues in hunting ton beach. after a 
girl was attacked on her  way home from school. the dint has 
parents and  officials on high alert. adrian arambulo is live now with  
what we know about the attacker  and how the girl was able to get  
away.   we talked to police a short  time ago. detectives are trying 
to track  this guy down. victim was a seventh grade girl. walking 
home from school near  this intersection. when the man jumped out 
and  touched her inappropriately.   he attacked her physically. and 
she was able to fight him  off. 

0:29 11/14/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

fbi searching for an  admitted killer who escaped from  a mental 
hospital. headed from hawaii to  california. he escaped on last 
sunday. and might be in san jose. 

0:38 11/14/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a tobacco store clerk is in  the hospital recovering. after he was 
stabbed several  times. this happened at smoke and joes. just 
before 10:00 this morning. right now police are looking for  this 
man. 

0:44 11/14/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family members and friends  held a fundraiser to help the  family of 
a girl hit and killed  in front of a taco stand in boil  height. they came 
to remember and honor  eleven year-old. with her family at a boil  
heights taco stand on friday  night. 

0:20 11/14/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're continuing to follow  breaking news tonight. police searching 
for a missing  15 month old boy. 
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4:05 11/14/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a chilling final tonight to  law and order true crime the  menendez 
murders. eric and lisle testified that  after a lifetime of abuse, they  
believe their parents jose and  kitty were going to kill them. tonight 
family members share new  family secrets and details of  what they 
witnessed. for the first time nbc4 robert  kovacik asked kitty's sister 
if  kitty was capable of murder.   if you tell anyone, i'll kill  you.   it's 
difficult. and it's very true.  they have watched the series. of what 
allegedly happened  inside a beverly hills mansion.   finally. they're 
starting to talk about  the truth.   two cousins and an aunt tell  nbc4 
the show merely scratched  the surface.   i don't think it's as  horrific 
as what it was.  pay attention to your kids. i'm sorry. my sister could 
have protected  her kids. that was her job.  reporter: joan says her  
little sister was a vivacious  girl from the midwest. who married a 
monster.   i want the world to know what  this man was like.  
reporter: the police  department says there was no  concrete 
evidence of sexual  abuse. on north elm drive. but the andersons 
are convinced  the red flags were there.  the bedrooms were 
upstairs. whenever he was with one of the  boys, especially eric. 

0:41 11/14/17 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the sophomore lured out of  class and beaten is speaking out  
tonight. the attack was caught on cell  phone video and posted on 
snap  chat. last month. the sophomore says the seniors  forced the 
nurses signature in  order to get him out of class. 

0:36 11/14/17 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have more now on the  breaking news story. this is 15 month 
old boy missing  tonight. moments ago we spoke with the  lapd.  
our main concern is the babe  be safety. we are well aware the 
father  knew what he was doing. 

2:11 11/14/17 11:31p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have a little more on the  breaking news we have been  
following this 15 month old boy  missing from boil heights. we just 
spoke with the lapd. they are very concerned about  the boys 
safety. and call this a critical  missing. they're looking for the boys  
father who didn't return the  child after losing custody  today. 

1:36 11/15/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

then all of a sudden he  started cocking the shotgun and  started 
firing at me.   a man on rampage setting home  after home on fire. 
accused of assaulting people in  several cities.   nbc4 adrian 
arambulo is live. where he spoke with a victim  tonight at 11.   
detectives are desperately  trying to fine the attacker. all this 
starting in the home  behind me. when he beat his wife with a  
shotgun and set throe homes on  fire. we hear from man who 
survived  this chaos.   reporter: robert recounts the  past horrifying 
24 hours. 

2:07 11/15/17 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a deadly rush hour  confrontation. police are following a driver  
when someone inside the car  starts shooting at the officer. nbc4 
beverly white live where  she spoke with witnesses who are  
trapped for hours inside the  crime scene.  that's right. the lapd 
says it started when  two gang unit officers spotted a  suspected 
stolen car. and someone inside that car  started shooting. one man 
was killed and the  massive investigation was  launched.   reporter: 
investigators  swarm, we met witnesses leaving  after four hours 
trapped inside  the scene where police took down  a gunman.  i 
hear a five gunshot. and the only thing i try to do  is cover myself. 

0:21 11/15/17 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new tonight. we have confirmed mass murder  charles manson 
was rushed to the  hospital. and still alive. 
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1:44 11/15/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shooting at a robbery at a  marijuana dispensary. nbc4 robert 
kovacik is there.  this all went down a couple  hours ago. the lapd is 
looking for a white  pri us and four robbery  suspects. two men and 
two women. who came in with assault rifles  terrifying those inside. 
but a family driving nearby.   reporter: lapd descend. four suspects 
stormed the pot  shop. holding a security guard  hostage. smashing 
cameras. shooting into the store. and demanding marijuana and  
money.   the suspects were last scene  westbound from the 
location. 

0:22 11/15/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 over the scene of  a stolen car pursuit. that epded 
in a crash. since we covered this breaking  news at five. 

0:23 11/15/17 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details surrounding  school shooting threats in  orange county. 
another online tonight being  traced. police say as now have there's  
no credible threat. 

0:27 11/15/17 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

urgent search for a missing  toddler may have gone  international. 
15 month old was abducted  yesterday in boil heights. this new 
photograph of the boys  father, 35 year-old carlos. 

0:39 11/15/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the death toll in the  shooting rampage outside the  school in 
northern california is  six dead. including the gunmen and nine  
injured. the killers motive is still  unknown. tonight the rural 
community just  north of sacramento is trying to  heal. 

3:15 11/15/17 11:12p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we need to warn you going  into this report that wa we  uncovered 
is something you might  find disturbing. people watching hard core 
porn  on library computers. sometimes in front of young  children. 
and investigative reporter found  right now, it's perfectly legal.   
reporter: it's the children's  reading hour at the public  library. and 
not far from the kids area  we see this man watching scenes  of oral 
sex. in fact, day after day here, we  see people watching hard core  
porn with children around  nearby. john is head of the la 73  
libraries.   is it okay for people to be  watching porn with kids 
walking  by?  no it's not okay. >>.   reporter: hidden cameras  
capture drug use outside  libraries like this man who  appeared to 
be snorting drugs  outside. and we have seen lewd behavior. like a 
man masturbating another  man right outside gold win  library. 
unlike those activities, viewing  porn at la city libraries is  legal. in 
2011 the la city council  voted it's your constitutional  right to watch 
adult content at  the library. 

0:45 11/15/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman suspected of driving  drunk is in jail tonight. after leading 
police on two  pursuits. in two days.  they're going in sdp grabbing  
her. they're not giving her an  opportunity to comply.   lapd says 
they tried to pull  her over for reck less driving  in sun valley. 

0:26 11/15/17 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

while you may worry about  your personal e-mail or company  
getting hacked. the fbi says more and more  criminals are targeting 
your  children's schools. 

0:25 11/15/17 11:33p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have all heard about the  breathalyzer. how about the text a 
lizer? it's a new gadget that police  may use to catch you if you are  
texting while driving behind the  wheel. 

2:00 11/16/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking  news. a deputy's patrol car collides  
with two other cars and a group  of people killing two of them  and a 
child. beverly white is at the scene  right now where she's been  
talking with witnesses and just  got an update on how this  
happened. beverly.  reporter: well, chuck, the  investigators from 
the l.a.  police department confirm it was  a sheriff's vehicle 
involved in  that multi-car impact here at  whittier in south indiana in  
east l.a. show yugoslavia the impact as it  occurred. we've got the 
vehicle that was  involved, a sheriff's suv, front  end damage from 
the impact with  fbi pedestrians, two of whom has  perished. 
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2:11 11/16/17 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a homeowner scares off three  burglars and it's all caught on  
camera. now detectives believe the same  thieves may behind 
dozens of  knock-knock burglaries.  reporter: investigators tell  us 
each man has a role. one cases the house, the other  rings the 
doorbell while another  waits in a get away car. tonight one 
homeowner shows us  just how close he came to  catching this 
burglary ring in  the act. detectives say they case the  house 
thoroughly before knocking  on the front door. steve, who only 
wants to use his  first name, tells us he got the  frantic call from his 
wife who  watched this security footage  from her phone, showing 
the  group of men jump their gate. 

0:21 11/16/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

officers approached the  driver wanted for speeding at  gunpoint as 
he laid face down on  the pavement there. 

0:39 11/16/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a two day man-hunt has now  ended in studio city. police caught up 
as he was  pulling into the a driveway. he's been on the run since  
tuesday. he's suspected of attacking his  wife, her friend and 
setting  three fires. 

0:27 11/16/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bullets fly during a car to  car shooting in fontana this  morning. and 
tonight police are still  looking for the gunman. you can see the 
bullet holes in  the window of the black honda. 

0:26 11/16/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a warning to parents and  kids in the lancaster area. today a 
teenager attacked at the  bus stop by a man she said tried  to kid 
nap her. 

0:26 11/16/17 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two drivers hit the same man  in a two-car hit-and-run. and tonight 
one of the drivers  is indy while police continue to  look for the other 
one. 

0:23 11/16/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we continue to follow this  breaking news in east l.a. two children 
killed after a  deputies's suv collided with two  other cars there. 

2:48 11/16/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an lapd crack down is  underway to make los angeles  public 
libraries safer. and this is a direct response to  an nbc 4 i-time 
investigation  three days ago. the team exposed rapid drug use  
and other illegal behavior  around public libraries. lapd chief charlie 
beck told our  investigative reporter joe  grover, things are going to  
change.  reporter: lapd cops are now  around constant patrol 
around  libraries in hollywood,  sometimes writing citations to  
people like this man. smoking what appeared to be a  crystal meth 
pipe as they hid  under a shirt. just one of the many images in  our 
report monday night of  people shooting up, snorting,  getting high 
around l.a.  libraries.  what went through your mind  as you 
watched those stories?  i was personally ashamed of  our 
performance in this area. and believe me, i've let the  people that 
work for me know  that. 

1:22 11/17/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

live in east la. she's talking with a new witness  there. sh spoke with 
a sheriff. where 7 year-old and his 9  year-old brother was struck 
and  killed by an la sheriff suv  while walking with their mom. 
security camera caught the  impact and the suv flashing  lights. but 
the silent video doesn't  answer the question, were sirens  on too?  
going through the  intersection. if you're going code 3. it's lights and 
siren. 
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2:19 11/17/17 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now new at 11 thieves target  more than a dozen parked cars on  
one stroet. we learn what they were looking  for. robert kovacik life 
in sherman  oaks with the one thing the  break ins have in common.   
the one thing would be is  that they made it easy for the  crooks. 
and this didn't happen on quiet  side streets. take a look we're 
talking about  boulevard. packed with people tonight. this is just 
about the same time  as the crime spree went down  last night. car 
after car burglarized on the  busiest stretch of sherman oaks.   
reporter: a bustling  boulevard of stores, bars and  restaurants. and 
now break ins.  no way.  reporter: when you consider  the lapd tells 
us this rash of  smash and grabs on the boulevard  between started 
at 6 last night. 

0:34 11/17/17 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we'll take a minute to get rid  of rumors that have surfaced. we 
have confirmed charles manson  is still alive. despite an internet 
rumor that  declared him dead. we checked with the california  
department of corrections. 

1:42 11/17/17 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight the chp wants to  find and imposter posing as a  cop. armed 
and groping women. efforts to catch this guy before  he strikes 
again.  investigators want to find  this man before he hurts or  
assaults anyone else. it happened to one woman. investigators say 
the man never  told the come he's an officer. he looks and played 
the part.   reporter: the woman managed  to help investigators 
create  this sketch. this is the man who pulled her  over. and initially 
gave her no reason  to think he was not an officer. 

0:46 11/17/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new information tonight  on the deadly accident in which  a 
15 year-old girl was struck  and killed by a sheriff patrol  car. we 
first brought you the story  as breaking news last night. and since 
then investigators in  paris now believe that teenager  was running 
away from a rite  aid. 

0:25 11/17/17 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the care giver stole nearly  $1 million. orange county district 
attorney  wants you to take good look at  this man. because they 
believe there could  be more victims. 

2:43 11/17/17 11:13p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a young life taken and a  young mother grieving. for the first time in 
we show  you the clues that could bring  that justice to a family.   i 
see her all i see is my  baby.   reporter: far too often moms  and 
dads, family. will the ones most affected by a  gunmans stupid act.   
i see nothing but happy  times. i see my baby. i see my baby 
growing up and mer  playing. i see her smiling.   reporter: her baby 
was 20  years old. november 18, 2015. when she was walking with 
an  older man near 97th in south la. between two of the largest rival  
gangs. she was no gang member.   they get to the alley. they end 
up meeting at this  point.  reporter: lapd homicide  detective took us 
back to the  scene where two years earlier,  news chopper 4 
hovered above. as ngt tors be e low began the  grim task of piecing 
this  together. 

0:58 11/17/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is new technology that  could help in cases like this. this 
technology could also help  police in ox nard track down the  
person who killed father of  three. dna is used to generate a  
detailed sketch. a virginia company has developed  this system. 
that police are using. the killer in a murder case left  blood evidence 
at the crime  scene. 

0:21 11/17/17 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight two men are wanted  for stealing some really high  end 
sneakers. worth thousands. this is one of the suspects at  the 
market liquor store. 
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0:40 11/17/17 11:32p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we continue to follow this  breaking news. where car crash deep 
inside a  wendy's restaurant there. we want to go back to new  
information in news chopper 4.  that new information just  coming 
in. and that is that the driver of  the vehicle may have been shot. 

2:13 11/20/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news. two officers hurt. a suspect just 
arrested. accused of sexually assaulting a  woman in hollywood.   
we have an update from  investigators.  massive police response 
here  in hollywood. where near the intersection of  vine. you can 
see the crime scene tape  is up. officers on the street here. we 
learned that police have  arrested a sexual battery  suspect who 
was involved in a  fight and a foot pursuit with  two officers. i want 
to set the scene. it unfolded an hour and a half  ago. when two 
women talked with the  officers one saying that man had  grabbed 
her breast. the police officers and start  chasing the man and there 
was an  altercation. 

1:34 11/20/17 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc4 is also working on a  breaking story in bell flower. a young 
woman is found dead in  her home.   that's right. detectives say it's 
a long  investigation just getting  started here in the 9,500 block  of 
cedar street. a woman was found dead in her  town home. and 
investigators say her  husband is giving confusing  accounts as to 
what happened. according to to the  investigators, they are waiting  
for a search warrant. to check out the upstairs  bedroom o. town 
home in which  the 23 year-old was found  unresponsive by her 38 
year-old  husband. 

0:21 11/20/17 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in. a dramatic ending to a crime  scene. two men in the 
pickup are  suspected of robbing service  stations at norwalk, south  
whittier and santa fe springs. 

0:36 11/20/17 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now streets are blocked  off in norwalk. keeping people out of 
their  homes while deputies try to  track down a gunman. we 
covered this at 5 today. investigators say they got a  call about 
gunfire. 

0:37 11/20/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a distinctive van pulling  off robberies. he has an impaired hand. 
part of a gang of three. video shows one man pushing the  other in 
a wheelchair. when the gunman stands up and  orders employees 
to the ground. 

0:32 11/20/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

twin brothers arrested after  police say they smashed their  way into 
a coin store. police say security video shows  ja mall and ja meal 
walker  breaking into the store sunday. 

0:40 11/20/17 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

malibu man surprises an  intruder in his home. the suspect 
managed to take the  homeowners gun. and began shooting at 
him. this happened around 1:30 in the  morning. investigators say 
the homeowner  fought back but the intruder  took off. 

0:21 11/21/17 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in an arrest tonight. a woman suspected of killing a  man in a 
hit and run is caught. she ran over a christopher  coalman last night 
and never  stopped. 

0:48 11/21/17 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three separate cell phone  store robberies from fountain  valley to 
glen dale. in about an hour. the latest happening in the  verizon 
store on foothill  boulevard. about 9:30. this one, one man with a 
gun got  away with telephones. news chopper 4 and officers  found 
the phones dumped in a  home depot parking lot nearby. 

0:24 11/21/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

beverly hills police  searching for two people they  say robbed a 
man on the sidewalk  there. we have a peckture of the two  men 
they're looking for. 

0:24 11/21/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

olympic gold medallist gabby douglas says she was abused by  td 
former team doctor. douglas made that disclosure on  social media 
and said she stayed  silent until now because some  things were 
painful. 
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3:58 11/21/17 11:13p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

high speeds. crashes. sometime ts gunfire. we cover hundreds of 
police  chases for you. this unpredictable rolling crime  scene 
threatens everyone it  passes. including innocent people who  get 
caught in the middle. nbc4 investigates what's driving  the chase. 
and uncovers an alarming trend.   reporter: this is dangerous. a pit 
maneuver.  it felt like an explosion.   look at him he's going to go.   
reporter: he could not take  his eyes off the tv. police are chasing 
this  suspected car thief from colten  to long beach. reckless speed 
and every blown  red light put innocent lives at  risk.  i'm sitting 
there hoping and  praying. please don't crash that car.   reporter: 
this ford is his  car.  anger to me. i'm the person who the car  
belongs to. and i'm watching you tear my car  apart.   reporter: the 
driver runs out  of gas. he's arrested. two weeks later. he still 
doesn't have his car.  it's gone.  reporter: from may 1st. through last 
night. we tracked every chase covered  live. a total of 275 police 
pursuits. what we found is an alarming  link. one that appears to be 
on the  rise. more than one-third of the  pursuits we cover involved  
stolen cars.  stolen cars is one of the  highest percentages of 
pursuits. 

0:54 11/21/17 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 in direct response to an i team  investigation. city leaders say 
they're  cracking down on a number of  illegal and offensive activity  
uncovered by investigative  reporter. at public libraries. the three 
month under cover  investigation exposed rampant  criminal 
behavior in and around  the public libraries. 

1:54 11/22/17 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight a call him the  most thankful man in southern  
california. he's spent 38 years behind bars  for double murder go 
nor brown  declares he didn't commit. the governor pardon he was  
finally released from a prison  this afternoon. hitching a ride with the 
prison  warden. hitting holiday traffic and now  home with a former 
police  officer. they sent us this picture  minutes ago.  reporter: 
hours before a  holiday. craig is a free man.  it's been a long time 
coming.   reporter: thimpz rare home is  near san diego. with a 
former police detective. who we face timed with this  evening. 

0:51 11/22/17 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 oaf breaking  news. you see a large police scene. 
and a stand off is under way. let's go up to news chopper 4.   that's 
right. this is a domestic disturbance. from the police department  
tonight. this neighborhood is on lock  down. you can see the fire 
department  and police on scene. 

0:39 11/22/17 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now this just in. a man stabbed in the middle of  busy hollywood 
boulevard  tonight. lapd got a call about an assault  with a deadly 
weapon. police say the suspect stole a  knife from the kitchen. 

0:49 11/22/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we hear from two  photographers who say they were  pepper 
sprayed by a security  guard. while filming outside a downtown  
federal building. the security guard told them to  delete the footage 
because they  were on federal property. but the photographer 
responded  they they were on a public  sidewalk. 

0:46 11/22/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves are going to great  lengths to steal the cars tires. and rims. 
take a look. at least seven car owners have  woken up to find rims 
and tires  gone. security camera video they  believe a group of 
three  suspects is working together out  of a silver sedan. 

0:26 11/22/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police release some new  security video of a man they say  offered 
a young girl candy and a  ride home. police say the girl was  
approached by the man on valley  drive last month. 

0:21 11/22/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

talk about frightening  moments for a mother. a man grabbed her 
stroller with  her two small children inside. 
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0:22 11/22/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

if your bicycle of stolen  the sheriff department wants to  hear from 
you. last week we told you hr more  than 1,000 bikes and bike parts  
were found in the river bed. 

0:39 11/22/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

today the former team u.s.  gymnastics doctor admitted in  court to 
sexually abusing seven  children. pleading guilty to multiple  counts 
of criminal sexual  conduct. part of the plea deal means he  will go 
straight to prison. 

1:55 11/27/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're hearing shots fired. we saw flashes inside the  vehicle.   a 
suspect in stand off opens  fire on officers from a truck. neighbors 
are being evacuated at  officers move in.   let's get up to news 
chopper  4.   very dangerous and scary  stand off here with the 
man  inside that pickup truck. in the center of the screen you  can 
see smoke out of the truck. seconds ago before we went live  the 
suspect opened fire out the  window after officer put in  rounds of 
tear gas. you can see more going on right  now. officers are putting 
round in  the cab of the truck. the suspect is shooting back. 

0:20 11/27/17 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're following breaking news  in garden ya. a woman in critical 
condition  after a driver struck her and  kept going. 

2:26 11/27/17 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this car was $340,000  ferrari. it's gone in 60 seconds. and 
destroyed.   just like that. taken and trashed. the expensive ride 
swiped from a  service center and taken on a  two week joyride. 
video shows the thieves and  their bad luck when they run out  of 
gas.   the victim speaking out for  the first time tonight. they're very 
expensive car was  taken. stolen from inside the garage  because 
they say the keys were  left inside the car. they thought they would 
never  see their car again until a  mistake by the suspected car  
thief.  wow. this car is a work of art.   reporter: he shows us the  
pick which you says of his  girlfriends prized possession. a 
$340,000 fer ror ray spider. it was stolen. right from the ferrari 
service  center where he dropped it off. 

2:09 11/27/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11. a teenage son of a woman killed  by a suspected drunk 
driver is  talking about the tragedy. that boy was inside the car 
when  his mother holding his baby  sister was hit. nbc4 beverly 
white is live with  that emotional interview.   surprising strength and  
candor from the teenager. present when his mother breathed  her 
last breath. his sister is in the hospital. tonight at loes two families 
are  shattered.   it pains me. to know your mom died in front  of 
your eyes.   reporter: the victims son. 15 year-old witness jason  
chinchilla. comforted tonight. where the car crash killed his  mother. 
struck by a suspected drunk  driver as she removed the child  from 
a car seat. 

0:55 11/27/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that man in south gate holding  police at bay while he sat in a  
truck. we want to go out. he wanted to go out in a blaze  of gunfire.  
the stand off is over. the suspect down on the ground. we won't 
zoom in because of the  graphic nature. unconscious and being 
tended to. deploying the dog into the car  to check on the suspect. 
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3:16 11/28/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

good evening. it's 11:00, and we have breaking  news. a deputy 
shot in santa clarita. let's go up to eliana moreno.  this all just 
started minutes  ago here in santa clarita. it's the 21300 block of 
bottle  tree lane where a deputy  involved shooting occurred, and  a 
deputy was struck by gunfire. he was rushed over to the  hospital 
by his fellow deputies  and is unknown condition. the suspect in all 
of this, he  was struck as well. we were overhead as the l.a.  county 
fire department loaded  him into the back of a rescue  ambulance 
and he's in unknown  condition as well. the sheriff's department is 
now  here in force on the ground and  in the air continuing their  
search for more suspects in  these apartments here off the  21000 
block of bottle tree lane  just west of the 14 freeway and  north of 
newhall avenue. we of course will stay on top of  this and bring you 
the very  latest. for now, reporting live from  santa clarita, let's send 
it  back to you in the studio. 

2:11 11/28/17 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they didn't seem to have  remorse, and they could have  killed us 
there in front of  anyone.  luring victims online and  then robbing 
them in person. tonight for the first time,  video of the crew in 
action. nbc4's heddy chang is live for  us in hawthorn with a 
warning  from the victims. heddy?  reporter: the warning from  the 
victims tonight is to trump  your instincts. investigators tell us the  
robbers never switched up their  routine, and perhaps that was  
their biggest mistake. they told each victim to meet  them in 
hawthorn at this  restaurant. the robberies caught on camera  
happened so quickly the victims  tell us they have no time to  react. 

0:48 11/28/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is turning into quite a  night for breaking news. another story 
just in. an active shooter situation in  reno with a very eerie  
similarity to the las vegas  shootings. [ gunshot ]  what you just 
heard was the  sound of a shooter shooting  gunfire. 

0:21 11/28/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also just in, a serial  killer is caught while working  at a mcdonald's, 
police in tampa  florida now believe that a  24-year-old employee 
who is now  under arrest is the man behind a  string of murders. 

0:55 11/28/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now let's get back to eliana  moreno, who is still over the  shooting 
of a deputy and the  search for a suspect in santa  clarita.  reporter: 
it's going to be on  the 21300 block of bottle tree  lane where 
deputies continue  their search for possible  suspects in connection 
with this  deputy-involved shooting. 

0:26 11/28/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, an upland home  stuffed with marijuana plants  and 
that's not all. renters apparently turning this  into a grow house, 
tearing down  the walls, they you are  constructed the ventilation  
system so that every room stayed  the same temperature. 
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3:14 11/28/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's 11:15 at night. imagine what this scene has got  to be like for 
these residents  in santa clarita. they look outside their windows. 
what they see are all kinds of  deputies roaming around as they  
continue to look for suspects in  a deputy-involved shooting.  
reporter: they're also seeing  that light from the helicopter  shining 
on their apartment  complex right here on bottle  tree lane. this is all 
as a result of a  deputy-involved shooting that  occurred at around 
10:30 this  evening. unfortunately a deputy was  struck. he was 
transported by his fellow  deputies to a local hospital in  unknown 
condition. the suspect involved in the  shooting was also struck, 
and he  was also transported. his condition is also unknown at  this 
time, but we were overhead  as the county fire department  was 
putting him into the back of  a rescue ambulance. what we have 
heard over the  scanner is that they responded  to an apartment 
complex, and i  won't be very specific about  which one. 

1:25 11/28/17 11:29p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now with news chopper 4  still overhead, beverly white is  on the 
ground. she just arrived in santa  clarita where a deputy was shot  
less than an hour ago. beverly?  reporter: that's right,  chuck. we're 
inside the community, the  residents tell us it's the  terraces where 
the shooting  occurred this evening about an  hour ago. there's a 
very active crime  scene going on right now. we have video to 
share with you  starting with the protective  sweep conducted by 
the l. 

0:20 11/28/17 11:31p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

beverly mentioned the shot on  the left there is the henry mayo  
hospital. that's where both the deputy and  the suspect were taken. 

0:34 11/28/17 11:33p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

eliana morena in news  chopper 4 over the shooting in  santa 
clarita. the other live helicopter is  over the hospital in newhall. 
eliana, any more on the search  for suspects?  reporter: yeah, 
chuck. 

2:17 11/29/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

my son was a good boy. he had lots of friends. i miss him so much.   
a mother talking about a  deadly dispute at a walmart  parking lot. a 
young man's act of kindness  possibly leads to his death.   nbc4 is 
live in temecula. where she spoke to the victims  parents.   eleven 
hours later we're told  investigators are interviewing a  number of 
witnesses. eight to ten shoppers saw it  here in the parking lot. 
among the witnesses the victims  girlfriend who called his  parents 
with the unthinkable  news.   it's very hard.  reporter: she shares 
with us  her unimaginable grief. where her son, 19 year-old kevin  
was stabbed to death hours  earlier. a dispute with another driver. 
kevin stopped to let a  pedestrian cross. 

0:53 11/29/17 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are following breaking  news in hollywood. a suspicious 
package hads shut  down the metro station. let's go right to live in 
news  chopper 4.   the lapd bomb squad has just  arrived to the 
suspicious  package investigation at the  hollywood and vine metro  
station. 

0:38 11/29/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's hard to watch. a vicious and random attack  happened in 
hollywood. an elderly man assaulted. last month. the video shows 
the man walking  in front of a busy store when  the attacker blind 
sides him  with a powerful swing of his  backpack. 

0:23 11/29/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new at 11. a man attacked outside a  nightclub. this just in 
video released of  the assault. it happened in august. 

0:25 11/29/17 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of a home wills  man who died in police custody  plans to 
file a civil suit. we got our first look at the  body cam video. 
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0:22 11/29/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the deputy is now home  recovering. this was breaking news last  
night. deputies say sa woman called  them after two men pulled a 
gun  on her. 

0:42 11/29/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in that jeep, robbery  suspects. man and woman. in fact they'll 
eventually jump  out of the moving jeep. after a reckless pursuit. 
earlier they were seen speeding,  weaving in and out of the lanes  
and nearly hitting pedestrians  before each one jumped. 

0:22 11/29/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

shocking video shows a  carjacking going down in broad  daylight. 
look at this. it happened monday in stock ton. 

0:20 11/29/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

these two men police say they  broke into a home last week. sp 
made off with $20,000 worth  of cash, jewelry and designer  
handbags. 

0:17 11/29/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a thief making off with a tv. got away with flat screen tv. a game 
console and stereo sound  system. 

2:14 11/30/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was like pop, pop, pop,  pop. it was like a rapid fire, five  shots. 
>>ing news, bullets fly during  an under cover operation. a man 
wanted for robbery and on  the run leads officers in a  pursuit that 
ends with a  shootout.  this is in hollywood where  she's been 
talking with  investigators.  reporter: that's right. now we're hearing 
may have some  open cases connected to this man  with land 
detectives who are  working cases of their own in  the san fernando 
boulevard. hours earlier undercover lapd  officers chased and shot 
a  robbery suspect in a silver bmw. a man the department says 
may  have been involved in a series  of recent crimes.  while in the 
area they  encountered a possible suspect  that may have been 
related to  robberies. 

1:51 11/30/17 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing now, a california  woman killed in cold blood. and 
tonight the undocumented  immigrant did not deny shooting  her. 
he is acquitted. this is case that put san  francisco sanctuary city 
policy  in the spotlight and was one of  the issues that president 
trump  campaigned on. tonight nbc's hetty chang hears  from the 
victim's distraught  family.  reporter: kate steinle's  parents and 
brother speaking  before the not guilty verdict  came down. her 
brother saying regardless of  outcome the system failed their  
family.  the lack of accountability  and change is what i find is the  
most disheartening and  outrageous part. 

0:38 11/30/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 was overhead  tonight as police arrested that  
suspect at his home. the trouble began around 4:30  this afternoon 
when a neighbor  said that elderly man pointed a  gun at him and 
ran inside and  refused to come out for four  hours. 

0:22 11/30/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators still at the  scene of a shooting. a 29-year-old shot and 
killed  tonight.  i went to the other side and  saw the families crying. 

0:25 11/30/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's a story we showed you  for the first time monday. the suspected 
thief was arrested  weeks later at a gas station in  santa ana. 

0:21 11/30/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new video out of  el segundo shows a thief  burglarizing a 
home. the men got in through this  shattered sliding glass door. 

0:51 11/30/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a wild scene  at a high school where chemical  
agents had be used to disperse a  crowd at tunes co canyon high  
school after a fight broke out  there. what you see here went down 
at  the end of the school day. we're told that two men got into  an 
altercation with a couple of  students on the campus. 

0:35 11/30/17 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details to that attack  in hollywood we first showed you  last 
night. it turns out surveillance video  helped lead police make an  
arrest to a connection a few  miles away. 
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0:24 11/30/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we now have the name of the  man arrested for stabbing to  death 
a 19-year-old. this happened in the parking lot  of a temecula wal-
mart. 

0:20 11/30/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight riverside  detectives want to know if there  are more 
victims of a  71-year-old man. he's now in jail on charges of  moles 
station. 

0:21 11/30/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a couple of armed gunman  pulled off a smash and grab this  
morning. some shoppers thought it was  gunfire and ran for cover. 

0:39 11/30/17 11:13p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on tonight for  two men who pulled off a  terrifying 
take over robbery at  a hair extension shop. take a look at this 
video. you can see them barging in  which sells those up zal  
extensions. 

0:29 11/30/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an lapd officer with possible  ties to an illegal marijuana  grow 
operation. a captain who works in a  different part of the city was  at 
this sun valley location and  called police to report a break  in. 

0:27 11/30/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this orange county probation  officer is in trouble. he's accused of 
stealing cash  while executing search warrants. the district 
attorney's office  began an investigation into  46-year-old juan 
rodriguez back  in august. 

0:26 11/30/17 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught off-guard. a armed masked man storms in. he's wearing a 
mask, perhaps  their bandages at least covering  part of his face. 
he goes to the poker cage and  flashes a gun and demands the  
cash. 

0:32 12/7/17 11:23p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

look at that. two burglary suspects take  police on a wild chase 
through  the streets of downtown los  angeles tonight. news 
chopper 4 picked up the  chase on the 55 freeway just  before 8:00 
tonight streaming  the live on our nbc app. 

0:21 12/7/17 11:24p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a deadly scene in orange  county tonight. a person kill bide a hit-
and-run  driver there. this happened in anaheim around  7:00. 

1:36 12/11/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking  news. a carjacking victim killed in  this 
l.a. parking garage.   hetty chang it where they are  searching for 
evidence and  witnesses.  reporter: this is very early  on in the 
investigation, but  investigators are on the top  floor, the 6th floor 
near 6th  and ram part investigating the  circumstances surrounding 
a  possible carjacking. one man is dead and he may have  been 
run over by his own car. the call came in around 6:00 as  a possible 
hit-and-run on 6th  level of this parking structure. 

0:21 12/11/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a band of robbers with guns  terrifies workers at a t mobile  store in 
l.a. they tied up the employees on  figueroa and olympic. 

0:40 12/11/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

$10,000 is what the man  killed by a hit-and-run driver  is offering. 
31-year-old cory chase was  killed last thursday on broadway  near 
magnolia after he was hit  boy a chevy pick up and thrown  into the 
air. 

0:50 12/11/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

security in new york no doubt  stepped up ahead of the morning  
commute after an attempted  terror attack. a man detonated a pipe 
bomb at a  port authority bus terminal just  before 7:30 this 
morning. but the explosive did not fully  detonate when it went off. 

0:37 12/11/17 11:13p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the first time people saw  this, they couldn't believe it. the snap chat 
video shows a  16-year-old from ontario  throwing a kitten like a  
football. the kitten is back home and has  been at the vet's for 
nearly two  weeks recovering for a broken  leg and internal injuries. 
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0:51 12/11/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a dispute over a parking  space turning ugly and a man is  shouting 
racial slurs. [ bleep ] [ bleep ] [ bleep ].   the abuse was all verbal,  
making it a hate incident and  not a rate crime. the women on the 
receiving end  say to them it was offensive and  terrifying. 

0:25 12/11/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives are looking for  more possible victims of a la  habra man 
accused of stalking  and threatening at least a dozen  women on 
social media. 

0:19 12/11/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in glendale have a  warning against this woman  preying on 
shoppers. she is a pick pocket and targets  people at restaurants 
and cafes  around the glendale and pasadena  area and racks 
upcharges on the  credit cards including several  high priced 
laptops. 

1:56 12/12/17 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, for the first time a  serial burglar at work caught in  the act, 
police say this guy hit  eight times in one neighborhood,  the latest 
burglary happening in  just the last 24 hours.  hedy chang has more 
on the  story.  one thing the thief is going  after every single time.   
reporter: yes, colleen, we're  told in some cases there is cash  left 
on the table, he doesn't  bother to touch it.  a witness tried to chase 
him off  when he hit yesterday.  they believe he is sporting a  
unique backpack and an ankle  bracelet.  the tight-knit community 
here  overshadowed by fear. 

1:56 12/12/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in orange county tonight a  man found dead in a parking lot  in 
garden grove.  detectives are on scene trying  to figure out exactly 
what  happened.  they're trying to figure out as  the search is on.   
reporter: colleen, they have  a vast location to survey, in  fact, it's 
an abandoned  construction site behind us here  near brook hurst 
and garden  grove boulevard, where  investigators are on scene 
after  witnesses discovered a man with  obvious trauma dead 
inside the  abandoned construction site, the  discovery made about 
5:00 this  evening.  they have been here ever since,  the man 
described as 18 to 25  years old, possibly male white,  possibly 
hispanic but they know  precious little about who killed  him or why. 

0:22 12/12/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

details tonight on what  caused the death of cult leader  charles 
manson, his death  certificate said he died of  cardiac arrest 
triggered by  colon cancer that happened  months ago, he left no 
will  which has set off competing  claims for his remains and  
possessions. 

0:23 12/12/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

some scary moments for  employees tonight at the new  kiser 
medical building in  baldwin hills, a man wanted for  armed rob 
drove a stolen car  into the parking lot and then  took off inside the 
building. 

0:22 12/12/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd arrested a man who they  say is responsible for a deadly  car 
jacking in the west lake  district.  this story was breaking news  here 
at 11 p. 

0:48 12/12/17 11:13p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, the search is on  for a man seen throwing beer cans like 
baseballs at a clerk  inside a santa ana liquor store.  you can see in 
this video the  suspect starting a tug of war  over a 12-pack of beer.  
the container breaks apart, the  man starts throwing the beer  cans 
at the clerk. 

0:49 12/12/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a cyclist now in critical  condition after he is hit by an  suv.  plowed 
into the cyclist in a  hit-and-run happening saturday  along the 
popular sun valley  riding path.  52-year-old keith jackson was  
riding between family members  when a black suv swerved, kicked  
up some dirt and then crashed  right back into his bike. 
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0:42 12/12/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man dressed in a santa hat  targeting homes in studio city.  police 
say this guy broke into  six houses in five neighborhoods  over 
about a five-day period.  this santa is a taker and not a  giver.  he 
stole money, jewelry, saves  and guns. 

0:21 12/12/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and in the inland empire,  chino police say this  surveillance video 
should serve  as a warning thieves are not  just taking packages 
out there  but holiday decorations as well. 

0:20 12/13/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

look at the damage to a  kitchen after a home in woodland  hills is 
rocked by an explosion. it happened after 8:00 tonight  on kentland 
avenue. 

1:59 12/13/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance video shows two  employees of a donut shop  
ambushed by masked gunmen. and tonight one of the workers  is 
recovering from a gun shot to  the neck.   reporter: this donut shop 
is  usually open 24 hours. tonight the sign on the door,  they closed 
up early. the owner's daughter telling us  they needed rest after all 
of  this. detectives are searching for  more surveillance video. they 
want to catch the two  robbers still on the run. customers cannot 
believe their  neighborhood donut shop was  robbed. even more 
shocking to them, the  surveillance video showing the  struggle and 
then the shooting. 

0:21 12/13/17 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight a standoff with  a armed man on a bus. this was an 
unoccupied mta bus  parked in downtown l.a. 

0:47 12/13/17 11:13p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a cedars-sinai nurse is now  suing a surgeon after he was  caught 
on camera attacking her. paula ricky says the doctor  carey o'sale 
shoved her after  she left an operating room and  then told her, i 
can do this  because you like the abuse. 

0:44 12/13/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

jurors in downtown l.a.  recommended the death penalty  for the 
palmdale man convicted  of torturing and killing his  girlfriend's 8-
year-old son  gabriel fernandez. the jury agreed he should be  
executed. last month he was found guilty  of first-degree murder 
with a  special circumstance of torture. 

0:32 12/13/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

who would grow tons of  marijuana right across the  street from a 
police station? that's what happened in a major  bust in san 
bernardino. all of this weed growing inside  a vacant pac bell 
building near  the police station. 

0:24 12/13/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

perhaps you remember this  video, a woman stealing holiday  
decorations from a home in  chino. it isn't sit well with the  police 
department so some of the  officers there stepped up to  help. 

0:48 12/18/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a devastating loss for a  family after their life savings. $150,000 in 
cash and jewelry  were stolen. he saved the money he her  
honored working in construction  for 12 years. kept it in his house. it 
was all gone in an instant. after someone smashed through  the 
door and burglarized their  home. 

0:27 12/18/17 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cell phone video captured a  child caught in a wild brawl  this 
weekend. at a mall. this fight broke out right  outside of a. almost 
looks like the crowd is  attacking the woman in the pink  shirt. 
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2:45 12/19/17 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's 11:00 we have breaking  news a wild scene on the 405. a stolen 
airport shuttle. smashes into cars during this  police pursuit.   
beverly white is live right  now where the suspect was just  
arrested.   that's right. taken into custody right here on  the 405. on 
the northbound side. and the scene has cleared just  moments ago. 
but let's show you video of what  happened. starting with the 
suspect in  custody. this is the barefoot ball  gentleman who stole 
the holiday  inn shuttle bus from near the  airport. on manchester. 
this evening around 8:45 taken  into custody wearing a spit  mask. 
just in case he chooses to spit  at the officers. this is how they 
protect  themselves from bacteria or  disease. from this barefoot 
man who stole  the bus. we have aerials that depict the  bus that 
was taken from the  airport area. 

0:20 12/19/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a key figure in the child sex  abuse scandal in bots ton. has died. 
he resigned in disgrace amidthe  investigation into the boston  
church in 2002. 

0:34 12/19/17 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in pasadena have never  been charged in the rough arrest  
of a 21 year-old. they are taking the city to  court.  he was hit 
repeatedly after a  traffic stop. into a dpronation. 

0:26 12/19/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight police in san  bernardino are ngting a second  marijuana 
grow operation  discovered in a building owned  by a mom. 35,000 
plants found today. 

2:03 12/19/17 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives in orange county  are on the lookout for a  dangerous 
sexual predator. on a skate board. two assaults in two nights. nbc4 
hetty chang is live for us  in irving.   detectives tell us they are  very 
concerned not only because  they believe the same man  assaulted 
two women but tell us  the second assault was more  aggressive. 
they say the victim was  screaming for help as she was  shoved to 
the ground.   reporter: the community  normally safe. but tonight 
neighbors are  feeling uneasy after learning  about the search for a 
sexual  predator on a skate board.   i'm really surprised somebody  
did it there. 

0:39 12/19/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have an update on the  breaking news last night in bald  win 
park. the driver of the car who hit  two people in a crosswalk has  
been arrested. the driver is facing vehicular  manslaughter charges. 

0:24 12/19/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man hunt for a brazen  shooter tonight. a gunman walked up tow 
a car and  shot the passenger in the head. victim only suffered a 
graze  wound. 

1:02 12/19/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

let's get out to the scene  of the breaking news tonight. this deadly 
accident in  whittier. news chopper 4 tonight over two  active crime 
scenes. is that right?  this is the actual crash  scene. you can see 
the vehicle on its  roof. it looked like it was traveling  southbound on 
norwalk boulevard  and crashed into this property. 

0:20 12/19/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police aised two men and  three women they made off with  more 
than $75,000 worth of items  from evacuees in the thomas  fire. 

0:25 12/19/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

pair of motorcycle bandits in  orange county are caught on  camera. 
take a look here. the police say these men drove  into a parking 
garage. 

0:44 12/20/17 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother behind two major  marijuana grows and her attorney  are 
speaking out. 35,000 plants yesterday inside a  san bernardino 
warehouse. this is now the second grow  operation uncovered in a  
warehouse this week. investigators say 43 year-old  stephanie 
smith owns both  buildings. 

0:25 12/20/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight. dozens of dogs and cats safe  from a hording 
situation. you could help them with a new  home for the holiday. 27 
dog dogs and three cats  packed into one home. 
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0:24 12/20/17 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 over an  officer involved shooting in san  
bernardino. around 4:00 this afternoon. police were sent to an 
apartment  complex to check out reports of  shots fired. 

0:54 12/20/17 11:13p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight the man whose leg was  broken during an arrest by  
pasadena police is talking about  what it's like to see the video  of 
that. and relive his arrest.   this cell phone video was  taken by a 
witness. along with police body and dash  cam video. showing the 
officers slamming  christopher blews head to the  ground and 
hitting him with a  baton. 

0:43 12/20/17 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a good samaritan noticed  something wasn't quite right. he 
managed to stop a sexual  assault. and get the evidence police  
needed to nab a suspect. tonight the suspect is in jail. he duct 
taped a woman. locked her in a pickup truck and  attacked her in 
an alley. 

0:49 12/20/17 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

olympic gold medallist is  going after usa gymnastic  organization. 
she claims they tried to hide  the crimes of a convicted child  
molester and former team doctor. the allegations are out lined in  a 
new lawsuit filed in l.a.  county. she says u. 

0:22 12/20/17 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

california highway patrol  gearing up to detect drivers who  smoke 
weed and then get behind  the wheel. the recreational law that 
goes  into effect january 1 bans  smoking and eating edibles while  
driving. 

0:22 10/2/17 11:15p deaths 
he and his band the  heartbreakers just recently  completed a 40th 
anniversary  tour. tom petty was 66 years old. 

0:26 10/6/17 11:33p deaths 
comedian died today at age  45. the comedian die after suffering  
cardiac ars arrest. his manager confirmed that. he was battling 
pneumonia. 

0:30 10/25/17 11:18p deaths 
rock and roll pioneer. fats domino. died at age 89. died of natural 
causes yesterday  at his daughters home in new  orleans. his star 
on the walk of fame  turned into a memorial. 

2:09 11/21/17 11:01p deaths 

tonight his fans and  hollywood stunned by the  shocking death of 
teen idol and  heartthrob. the singer and actor best known  for the 
partridge family in the  70s died in a hospital in  florida today. adrian 
arambulo is live. with his final concert which was  right here in 
southern  california.  the 67 year-old died nd a  florida hospital of 
organ  failure. surrounded by family and  friends. music fans 
saddened by his death  and the southern california club  owner who 
hosted his final show. earlier this year.   david shot to fame while on  
the tv show the partridge  family. and music and hollywood you can  
find records but his albums are  sold out. 

0:31 11/30/17 11:33p deaths 

he was very popular on tv,  jim nabors has passed away. he was 
most commonly known for  his role as gomer pile on the  andie 
griffith show. he went onto star in his own  show titled the gomer 
pile show  in the 1960s. 

0:30 12/12/17 11:09p deaths 

and tonight, lee was the  first asian american to be  elected of san 
francisco.  he died of cardiac arrest,  passing away overnight  
surrounding by family and  friends, mayor lee was the child  of 
immigrants and a big  supporter of san francisco's  sanctuary city 
policy. 

0:35 10/6/17 11:14p diversity 

investigation now under way  and into who sent hate fliers to  
jewish businesses. the at least four owners got the  letters with 
racist and homo  phobic messages. a jewelry shop got one with a  
swats ka and a reference to make  america great again. 
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0:57 10/10/17 11:09p diversity 

new at 11. two lakers fans say they were  assaulted for kneeling 
during  the national anthem amount a  recent game. their attorneys 
call the  incident racially motivated and  unprovoked. video of the 
incident surfaced  on snap chat. it appears to show a woman throw  
her drink at the men during the  game. 

0:43 10/11/17 11:06p diversity 

drivers on the 710 freeway  confronted with the anthem  
controversy in the nfl with a  billboard that advises them to  turn off 
the nfl. man from orange county put up  the billboard over the 710 
in  south gate. it reads shame on the nfl and  criticizes player 
protest held  during the national anthem. 

0:26 10/13/17 11:33p diversity 
the la korean festival is urn  way at seoul international park  in 
korea town. korean culture including food  and music. they'll be 
treated to  traditional dances and  performances. 

0:40 10/18/17 11:14p diversity 
no rule regarding requiring  nfl players to stand during the  anthem. 
there will be no change to the  current policy. some of the players 
have been  dem stratding to draw attention  to police brutality. 

0:19 10/6/17 11:32p education 
we'd like to clarify a story  from our newscast at 6:00 this  evening. 
the company that provides the  financial literacy workshop. 

0:25 10/11/17 11:16p education 
the academy will open in fall  2019. it will focus on art and design. 
engineering, computer science,  business management, and  
communication. 

0:40 10/16/17 11:16p education 

students in new jersey walk  out of class today to protest  the 
teacher who was caught on  camera telling spanish speaking  
students to speak american. the video doesn't however show  what 
led up to the incident. 

0:30 10/27/17 11:14p education 

substitute teacher loses her  cool then loses her job. student in 
mississippi recorded  the teachers tirade. and posted it on pace 
book. no details on what led to the  confrontation or why the 
teacher  swore at the student. 

2:36 11/14/17 11:00p education 

arrested in china. and now back no los angeles. no red carpet. just 
a media frenzy to welcome  the three basketball players  accused 
of shoplifting.   robert kovacik has been  talking to passengers on 
the  flight back to the u.s. well aware of the arrests.   we are now 
back on the  campus. where the chancellor released a  statement. 
we have heard and appreciate  everyone's views however we have  
not heard from those directly  involved. but that is scheduled to 
change  12 hours from now.   reporter: arriving tonight at  lax from 
china. three basketball players swarmed  by cameras and pointed  
questions.  they all stayed silent. ball the younger brother of  laker 
rookie lonzo ball. and jailen hill. as for the flight from shanghai  to 
la. some fellow passengers reveal  they were tight lipped on the  
plane as well. 

0:48 11/15/17 11:08p education 

the three basketball players  arrested in china for  shoplifting. spoke 
out today and say they are  sorry and thankful to be home. today 
the freshmen ballplayers  admitted to stealing. while the team was 
over seas for  the season opener against  georgia tech. 

0:31 11/17/17 11:08p education 

a hoax on social media could  cost the anaheim union school  
district a will the of money. despite extra security, hundreds  of 
parents decided to keep their  children home from school  because 
of a shooting threat. 

0:31 10/12/17 11:32p employment/labor 
target is revving up for the  holiday season by hiring 100,000  
employees. the retail chain is planning to  hire 8,000 workers in the 
los  angeles area alone. 

0:30 10/16/17 11:14p employment/labor 
colin kaepernick filed a  grievance against the nfl. he hasn't been 
picked up by  another team. and kaepernick believes that's  
because he was the first to  kneel during the national  anthem. 
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0:16 11/13/17 11:31p employment/labor 
amazon hiring season is now  in full swing. the company is looking 
for 3,000  new workers for the facilities  in san bernardino. 

0:17 10/3/17 11:18p entertainment 
jason al dean on stage when the  shooting started is cancelling  
shows for los angeles, anaheim  and san diego. 

0:42 10/5/17 11:07p entertainment 

"the new york times" is  reporting he reached at least  eight legal 
setments with women  who claimed he sexually harassed  them. 
the daily mail published these  photos. our partners at access 
hollywood  talked with an attorney  consulting with this producer. 

0:45 10/5/17 11:13p entertainment 

new video as o. j. simpson  is apparently taking up  residence in las 
vegas. at least temporarily. aerocameras here showing simpson  
leaving the metropolitan area  and into an suv. he is there to fill out  
paperwork and register, which is  required with his parole. 

0:50 10/5/17 11:14p entertainment 

in a span of about 24 hours  nfl star cam newton has gone  from a 
comment even the league  called just wrong to a full-on  apology.  
it's funny to hear a female  talk about raps -- like it's  funny. if you 
are a person who took  offense to what i said, i  sincerely apologize 
to you. 

0:33 10/6/17 11:08p entertainment 

developing news tonight. one of hollywoods most  successful 
production companies  is in disarray. a third of the board of  
directors has resigns. this comes after the new york  times 
investigation into the  cofounder harvey winestein and  an alleged 
30 year history of  sexual harassment. 

0:10 10/6/17 11:32p entertainment all right we're back at  dodgers stadium. dodgers win this 9-5. 

0:43 10/6/17 11:33p entertainment 

deborah messing star revealed  today. her encouragement. 
messing acting career spans two  decades and includes an emmy 
for  her role on will and grace. she acknowledged how the role  did 
change her life.   it was one of the highlights  of my life. 

2:28 10/10/17 11:01p entertainment 

developing news. harvey winestein checking into  sex rehab. now 
more of the biggest fames in  hollywood are stepping forward  with 
claims of sexual  harassment.   adrian arambulo has more on  the 
movie moguls hefty pledge  for women film makers.   rejecting the 
$5 million  endowment earmarked for female  students as a direct 
result of  the sexual assault allegations. le fall out tonight from the  
donations to president's  reactions. all coming as new stories sir  
fas.   reporter: his free fall  continues. obama and wife michelle say  
their disgusted. even winesteins former company  that bares his 
name just fired  him says --   i have been in hollywood for  a long 
time. there's nothing to compare to  it.   winestein was in a class of  
his own. 

2:18 10/11/17 11:00p entertainment 

now at 11. where is harvey winestein. that's a big question tonight  
after a family dispute and  frantic call to 911 for help. a mysterious 
flight might be the  missing link to his whereabouts.   adrian 
arambulo is life at  the airport now. with this. including the call for 
help.   we have breaking  developments. video just released. shows 
winestein talking to  paparazzi saying he's not doing  okay and 
needs help. reports he left the airport here  tonight. bound for 
arizona. another eventful day here in  southern california. a 911 call 
from his daughter. and another actress making  allegations. we 
have reached out from his  publicist. he denies any allegations of  
non-consensual sex. 

0:27 10/12/17 11:06p entertainment 

developing tonight, another  major film studio executive is  facing 
sexual harassment  allegations. rory price, now suspended coming  
after an article detailed claims  price propositioned her for sex  in 
2015. 
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0:22 10/12/17 11:07p entertainment 

meanwhile, weinstein facing  criticism tonight, this time  from his 
brother whereby bob. we have also learned police in  new york are 
investigating  allegations of sexual assault  against him to 
determine if  charges should be filed. 

0:25 10/12/17 11:33p entertainment 
a dodgers legend will be  honored tomorrow morning at l.a.  city 
hall. the city council will hold a  special event commemorating  
tommy lasorda's 90th birthday. 

2:10 10/16/17 11:05p entertainment 

hollywood media mogul  speaking out in the wake of the  harvey 
winestein sexual scandal.   the academy doesn't want him. 
producer guild doesn't want him. and the company he founded will  
tell him the same. the impact on  the industry just beginning. what 
variety magazine calls  hollywood's entrenched culture  of secrecy. 
shared with nbc4 tonight. for the first time.   reporter: game over. 
this is the cover of variety. that hits newsstands hours from  now. 
issue dedicated to sexual  harassment in hollywood. variety 
detailing harvey  winesteins fall and the  entertainment industries  
response. power players weigh in. including the chairman of nbc  
entertain. 

2:00 10/17/17 11:12p entertainment 

there was some mighty big news  in sports tonight. and it comes 
out of chicago. with that, the los angeles  dodgers are just game 
away from  the first world series in 29  years.  you could say the 
boys in  blue brought their best to  chicago. and used them well. 
fred is there live with more for  us.   look at this like this. the 
dodgers have not lost in the  post season and tonight they  made it 
3 in a row against the  cubs. they can wrap it up tomorrow. there's 
a different hero every  night. tonight it was chris taylor. in the third 
inning. taylor at the plate. who hails from san juan. taylor delivers. 

1:04 10/18/17 11:02p entertainment 

he was the hero in game two. even justin turner's bat  couldn't 
sweep the cubs tonight  in chicago.   the dodgers try to close out  
the series and will tomorrow.   the champagne remains on ice. 
wood looked good. only made a few mistakes. two. here in the 
second. he took him deep for a home run. and later in the fifth, a 
second  home run against alex wood. 

2:09 10/18/17 11:03p entertainment 

fred, as you know dodger  fans have been waiting 29 years  to see 
the team go back to the  world series. they'll have to wait one more  
night. nbc4 adrian arambulo watched a  nerve racking game with 
fans. he's live in burbank. one more night. that's all we have to wait.   
that's what they're saying. hundreds of dodgers fans pack  this 
hooters restaurant. tonight. there's. they are confident the dodgers  
will take this tomorrow.   reporter: dodger fans sprung  to life in the 
eighth inning. exploding when justin turner  homered.  i'm 28 years 
old. i haven't seen a world series. we'll see one this year.   the 
dodgers kept crawling  back. fans at this watch party loud  and 
enthusiastic all game long. 

0:20 10/18/17 11:14p entertainment 
another blow to harvey  winesteins career may come as  soon as 
tomorrow. whether to end the membership  over the past couple ofl 
weeks. 
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1:52 10/19/17 11:01p entertainment 

think about this,  it's been 29 years that a los  angeles baseball fan 
could say  game one of the world series is  at the dodgers stadium. 
and that will be tuesday. four wins, four people. and tonight the 
man that led the  way was enrique hernandez which  played the 
game of his life. including this grand slam in the  third. hernandez 
finished a post-season  record 7 rbis in the game as the  dodgers 
blew out the cubs 11-1  to advance to their first world  series since 
1988. and afterwards i caught up with  hernandez in a champagne 
filled  locker room. this is the moment that kids  dream of growing 
up. 

2:01 10/19/17 11:03p entertainment 

hetty chang joins us where  huge crowds had gathered in the  
streets. moments ago sheriff's deputies  moved in.  reporter: you 
can see the  large crowds of several hundred  fans disperse. and 
you can see what's here now. still a very large presence of  sheriff's 
deputies here making  sure that large crowd is going  home and not 
coming back here. but, boy, what a scene it was a  few moments 
ago. moments after the game ended, a  huge crowd that took over 
the  streets here and really took  over this interaction in east  l.a. we 
saw fans screaming and  yelling, waving dodgers flags,  even 
setting off fireworks. 

2:22 10/19/17 11:05p entertainment 

yes, there is more. it's a party that for some may  go on all night. 
sheer joy for dodgers fans. some too young to remember 1988,  the 
last time the dodgers played  in a world series. beverly.  reporter: 
well, chuck, you  might have suffered hearing loss  if you were 
indoors at hooters  tonight where the enthusiastic  crowds started 
out loud and got  louder. but tonight their loyalty was  rewarded. 
united in knowing their boys in  blue are finally truly world  series 
bound.  we've been waiting since 1988  for this to happen, and it  
finally happened. so we did it.  i was one month old when we  last 
won the world series. and now we're going. i finally get to see it, 
breathe  it. i'm excited.  i knew we were going to do  it, but i've been 
waiting for  this a long time. 

0:14 10/19/17 11:07p entertainment 
and yes, he was watching. legendary broadcaster vin skully  
celebrating the championship. 

1:25 10/19/17 11:07p entertainment 

two of the biggest batters  from this series took home the  mvp 
award.  and they deserved it.  they sure did. chuck, the dodgers are 
rolling  into the world series with a ton  of momentum. none higher 
than justin turner  and chris taylor. the dynamic duo were named 
mvps  of the alcs. the dodger fans will never  forget this. taylor also 
did it all. went 16 for 19 leading the game  to a 3 rbi win. and here 
are your two humble  stars. 

0:33 10/19/17 11:09p entertainment 
and we will be seeing these a  lot of these in the days ahead. 
dodgers world series shirts and  hats. fans are snatching up 
anything  world series national league  champions on it. 

0:38 10/19/17 11:09p entertainment 

if you want to see it at  dodgers stadium, it is going to  cost you. 
$166 was the cheapest ticket  available. and that was for season 
ticket  holders. and those tickets are all gone. we checked for the 
lowest price. 
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2:24 10/19/17 11:10p entertainment 

now the fall out continues  tonight for harvey weinstein. the lapd 
confirming it has now  launched a criminal  investigation into 
weinstein  after a woman accused the  producer of sexual assault.  
there will be a news  conference come tomorrow, but  without her 
since she does not  want to be identified. nbc news has verified 
what she  told nypd detectives today. it could lead to a prosecution  
against harvey weinstein since  it happened ten years ago,  within 
the statute of  limitations. quentin tarantino tonight said  he knew 
enough to do more than  he did. the director of pictures all  
distributed by harvey weinstein  told "the new york times" he was  
aware of his conduct involving  some actresses. it wasn't just 
normal rumors, he  says, i know he did a couple of  those things. 

0:26 10/19/17 11:33p entertainment 
all right, the dodgers have  now left wriggly field to head  back to 
los angeles. today in l.a. we'll be covering  their arrival.  we also 
have some of the  world series gear. 

2:09 10/20/17 11:04p entertainment 

the dodgers punch their  ticket to the world series last  night. the 
team they face in the fall  classic will be decided tomorrow  in game 
7 between the astros and  yankees. dodgers fans have a clear  
favorite. beverly.   thst right. that's right. the yankees fans are 
chopping it  up with the dodgers fans. both teams happy to remind 
you  of the days when both called the  big apple home.   the boys in 
blue powered into  the world series of major league  baseball. 
tonight fans were more subdued. pulling for the yankees. even as 
the houston astroing  trouns their team 7-1.  i want to see the 
yankees win  the world series. two greatest cities in the  world. 

0:48 10/20/17 11:06p entertainment 

it is already starting to look  like the worltd series at  dodgers 
stadium. the ground crew busy today  putting fresh paint on the 
large  world series logo. fans were just happy to be  there. soaking 
up the atmosphere and  snapping a few selfies. 

0:35 10/20/17 11:07p entertainment 

last night we checked in  on dick's sporting goods in  pasadena. 
they stayed open until 1:00 a.m.  and reopened at 6:00 a.m. a 
steady stream of dodger blue  every since. with fans wanting world 
series  merchandise. 

0:28 10/20/17 11:07p entertainment 
the voice of the dodgers for  67 seasons. he's not coming out of  
retirement. fans have launched a petition  hoping to get him to call 
one  last series. 

0:41 10/20/17 11:10p entertainment 

more allegations against  disgraced hollywood producer  harvey 
winestein. dating back 30 years ago. in 1989 appearing on shows 
like  the facts of life and today she  described an encounter with the  
producer and i want to warn you. 

1:33 10/23/17 11:04p entertainment 

t minus 18 hours and counting. we are less than a day away from  
the dodgers and astros game one  of the world series.   don't you 
wish we had real  seats?  we don't?  fred roggin will be spending  a 
lot of time at dodgers  stadium. a big bat returning.   we do. the big 
news that it appears  seager will be on the roster. it's not official. if 
you listen it's clear he's  ready to go after missing with a  back 
injury.  i feel good. tested everything that i needed  to test. 
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2:22 10/23/17 11:06p entertainment 

fans all across southern  california are gearing up for  the series. 
nbc4 adrian arambulo is live  tonight at dodger stadium. he spoke 
to one of the teams  biggest fans.   we did. first we want to tell you 
police  are interested in what will  happen here too. expect a heavy 
presence from  lapd. tomorrow. we'll supposed to learn more  about 
it tomorrow morning. they're hoping anybody who  seeing anything 
suspicious  reports it. we might have found the most  famous 
dodger fan from the past  season. there's no one like the rally  
granny.   reporter: in a season packed  with memorable moments. 
no dodger fan will ever forget  the rally granny.  go boys, go blue 
boys. go.  reporter: 85 year old betty  is fired up for game one  
tomorrow. 

0:34 10/23/17 11:08p entertainment 
the more fans want a piece of  the action. dodger merchandise is 
flying off  the shelves. we went to the clubhouse store. fans are 
gobbling up jerseys and  shirts. caps and items. 

0:59 10/23/17 11:15p entertainment 

war of word between former  fox news personality bill  o'reilly. and 
megaen kelly. who used to work at fox news. she says o rilely 
shamed women  about shutting up about  allegations of sexual  
harassment.   this must stop.   bill o'reilly fired back at  the new york 
times after the  newspaper reported he paid $32  million or fox 
news had to  settle a lawsuit so that fox  could sign him to a new  
contract. 

1:23 10/24/17 11:01p entertainment 

many now say it was worth the  wait. dodgers couldn't have 
scripted  this any better. they were at home a packed  stadium. all 
in the stands. most importantly they got the  victory against the 
astros. chris tai already got everybody  rolling in the first. a solo 
shot. on the first pitch he saw. the same was going nuts. his third 
homer of the post  season. in the sixth. with the game tied. turner. 
and the kill shot. 

1:57 10/24/17 11:02p entertainment 

dodger fans many saying  another world series  championship is all 
but a done  deal. we spoke with very happy fans. live at dodger 
stadium. they're not worried about  jinxing it?  it didn't seem like it. i 
am a little bit. let's hold on. we have three more games to win. it 
didn't disappoint.   reporter:   i can die happy now. now we're here.   
reporter: despite the high  ticket prices the stadium was  full and the 
crowd was loud. from the young fans.  i love them. they hit good.   
reporter: to the  grandparents.  my whole life. i have been watching 
dodgers  forever.   reporter: watching the boys  in blue win the 
world series  game. 

2:10 10/24/17 11:04p entertainment 

adrian arambulo tonight talked  with turners college coach. and a 
teammate.  dodger fans still buzzing  about turners home run. he 
has history in fuller ton and  lake wood. people have known him for 
years  say he always steps up on the  biggest stages.   reporter: 
hoping to find the  secret to his success.   it's surreal.   reporter: 
before the big  leagues.   a guy with no whiskers to a  red santa 
beard.   reporter: turner played on  this field at power house kal  
state fuller ton. rick coached him. as a friend of his parents he's  
known him since he was a bib by.   it's crazy how big and strong  
he is.   reporter: reality hit them  all hard this season. 

0:28 10/24/17 11:06p entertainment 
many fans couldn't get  tickets to the game. they watched at 
watering holes  and restaurants. and how are they feeling  tonight?  
turner came through once  again. 

0:33 10/24/17 11:07p entertainment 
hot is the best way to  describe the fight for fans and  players alike. 
hot bats, hot pitching hot  fielding combined to give the  hot win. 
let's not forget the record  breaking heat. 
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0:31 10/24/17 11:18p entertainment 
latest women to accuse harvey  winestein of sexual assault  filed a 
lawsuit against the  company. the new accusations against  
winestein come from aspiring  actress. 

0:45 10/24/17 11:33p entertainment 

from high school teammates  here in southern california. to world 
series opponents.   certainly a long journey for  dodger catcher 
austin barns and  astros out fielder. they played together at river  
side. barns started tonight for the  dodgers. 

1:27 10/25/17 11:01p entertainment 

there's nothing more exciting  than a fire. you talk about a  roller 
coaster. three outs from taking a 2-0  lead in the series. and blew 
the save. and the lights out bullpen  allowed six tonight. the 
dodgers in it until the end. single to right. here he comes the throw 
from  reddic. and forscythe is in there. safe. tied at five. clutch once 
again. top eleven. the big question. why is he in the post season  
roster? hasn't pitched in like 30 years. 

0:37 10/25/17 11:07p entertainment 
for generations of fans his  voice is dodger baseball. before game 
two, vince skully  was honored with throwing out  the first pitch. and 
called on dodgers legends  for help.   oh my gosh. 

2:14 10/25/17 11:08p entertainment 

many hollywood stars are  dodger fans but how many can say  they 
have been a fan since  growing up in in the valley. that's george 
lopez. they're a tradition. nbc4 adrian arambulo is live  with more.  
the dodgers are heading to  houston. so is george lopez. watching 
every game in person. it wasn't always like this. he couldn't afford a 
ticket back  in the day. but the dodgers also brought his  family 
together and shared the  bonds with his grandpa.   reporter: so 
when he was  asked to wave the flag at the  first world series game 
in la in  29 years.   i said yes what does it  entail. it was great.   
reporter: memories rush back. his family saved up for an  entire 
year to go to one game. 

0:56 10/26/17 11:10p entertainment 

with it all tied up the  world series now shifts to  texas. tomorrow 
night the dodgers  arriving in houston late today  where fred rogan 
was waiting for  them at the home of the astros  minute maid park.  
reporter: the great thing  about baseball there's always  another 
game. and while the fans in los  angeles still feeling the  effects of 
that loss last night,  the dodgers have moved on. 

1:58 10/27/17 11:00p entertainment 

disrespect in the dug out. investigating a racial gesture  by an 
astros players.   as the dodgers drop the third  game of the world 
series in  houston. we're covering every angle. the gesture from the 
first  baseman lighting up social media  tonight.   yu darvish reacted 
to the  gesture aimed at him.   it was a very quick gesture. it was 
caught by the camera. let's show you what happened. gurriel hits 
the ball to left  field. comes back to want bench. homers off yu 
darvish. you can see him put his fingers  to his eyes and make a 
slant  gesture. that's racist. after wards gurriel who is from  cuba 
and speaks to english  apologized to his interpreter. 

1:53 10/27/17 11:01p entertainment 

our team coverage of the  world series continues now with  the 
dodger faithful in houston. tough night. that is in the past. the focus 
is already on game  four. nbc4 with fans in houston. after the final 
out.   they said it would be loud  inside this closed dome stadium. it 
was. it was also a disappointing  ending for dodgers fans. but they 
still believe.  i'm not giving up.  disappointed. didn't go our way. 
that's all right. it was a fun experience.   we have to bring it back to  
california. to la and beat the astros. that's how confident i am.   we'll 
win tomorrow. 
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1:05 10/30/17 11:08p entertainment 

let's examine. the world series has been one  for the record books. 
22 home runs so far. a record. we're five games in. some of the 
pitchers talking  about the fact that something is  different about the 
baseball. they say they're slicker. some think they're juiced. but it's 
not just the pitchers.  it seems lilk the balls are  jumping more and 
you look at the  numbers. 

0:43 10/30/17 11:11p entertainment 

allegations of sexual abuse  against two time oscar winner  kevin 
spacey. netflix announced this will be  the final series of house of  
cards. the company issued a statement  saying they are deeply 
troubled  by the allegations. 

1:31 10/31/17 11:00p entertainment 

the pressure was on. the dodgers came through. they took the 
astros best shot  and delivered a few of their  own. the most 
exciting moment in  sports. game seven for everything  tomorrow. 
dodgers hitters struggled  against verlander for the first  five 
innings. taylor came through with a  double to right. barns came 
into score. the game was tied. they add a sacrifice flay and  grab 
the lead. in the seventh. pederson sent to the minors  earlier in the 
year. 

1:48 10/31/17 11:02p entertainment 

team coverage will continue  right now. with kim. she's live in 
dodgers stadium. she's been talking with fans who  are probably 
one of the best  halloweens ever.   that's right. only treats for 
dodger fans  tonight. as their team came through for  the big win. it 
was incredible to be inside  the stadium when the game ended  and 
fans celebrated there will  be a game seven.   reporter: dodger fans 
after  the boys in blue win game six. after the final out.   this is our 
turf. we were going to take the game. we're taking tomorrow as 
well. 

0:28 10/31/17 11:03p entertainment 
we just bought our tickets to  game seven tomorrow. woo hoo.   
they're happy guys. dodger fans who didn't have  tickets tonight 
packed local  bars and restaurants to watch  the action. 

0:18 10/31/17 11:04p entertainment 
for those at tonight's game  here's what leaving the stadium  looked 
like from above. news chopper 4 over the stadium  parking lot. 

0:27 10/31/17 11:17p entertainment 
 this just in. beverly hills police  investigating multiple  complaints 
involving harvey  winestein and director. the department will not 
release  any further information at this  time. 

2:49 11/1/17 11:14p entertainment 

dodger disappointment.  we came up short.   world series dreams  
devastated.  only one team gets to  celebrate. that the wasn't us.   
the players clearly  disappointed. but the fans, far from defeated.  
we're ready for next year.   it was an incredible season  for the 
dodgers followed by a  world series that went to game  7. seven a 
number that proved to be  unlucky as it was disappointing  for 
dodger fans tonight.   fred roggin leads the  coverage tonight live 
from the  field at dodger stadium.   here's the question, only you  
can answer this. on an individual basis. is it congratulations to the  
dodgers? is it two, i feel like i have  had my guts ripped out? and it 
was an epic fail. only you can determine that. as they went to a 
seventh game  of world series and came up  short. they went to like 
one inning of  the world series and the game  was over. 

0:17 11/1/17 11:17p entertainment 
news chopper 4 over dodgers  stadium tonight. everybody going 
home now. all day there has been a large  police presence around 
the  ballpark kp again tonight. 
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1:53 11/1/17 11:17p entertainment 

nbc4 who is live right now. outside the stadium. where fans upset 
and  disapointded by the loss.   they were. and i have to tell you i 
have  been to a lot of dodger games. i have never been at the 
stadium  when it has been as quiet as it  was tonight. it was an 
eerie silence. fans saw what was an exciting  series come to a very  
disappointing end.  next year.  reporter: that was about the  only 
comment dodger fans made as  they came out in the stadium in  
stunned silence.   i can't even talk.   i'm speechless.   tough loss.   
reporter: a tough loss. who waited 29 years for their  team to make 
it to the world  series. 

0:27 11/1/17 11:19p entertainment 

now this just in. kevin spacey says he's taking a  break from acting 
and seeking  evaluation and treatment. a statement released 
tonight  offers no specifics on exactly  what that means for the 
oscar  winner. 

0:25 11/3/17 11:04p entertainment 
meantime, a new twist in the kevin spacey scandal. netflix has just 
dumped the  "house of cards" actor amid  claims of sexual 
harassment. 

0:22 11/3/17 11:05p entertainment 
and police in new york say  they have enough credible  evidence 
now against harvey  weinstein to arrest him on rape  charges. 

2:17 11/3/17 11:05p entertainment 

and a huge crowd is still  gathering and celebrating in  hollywood 
tonight proving that  selena's legacy is very much  alive. a citywide 
proclamation naming  it selena day. and tonight a star on the  
hollywood walk of fame, 22 years after her death. nbc 4's jane 
yamamoto in  hollywood right now where the  party obviously has 
not stopped. jane.  reporter: yeah, colleen,  that's right. it's been a 
party atmosphere all day here in hollywood. we are on vine street 
just in  front of the capitol records  building where her star is  
located. fans you see flooding the  sidewalk to take a picture of  her 
star. now memorializing her music  legacy.  selena, i love you!  
reporter: a sea of selena  fans chanting. 

2:07 11/7/17 11:21p entertainment 

also new tonight gossip girl  star accused of assault. a woman says 
she was raped by ed  west wick in 2014. in the hands of the lapd. 
beverly white has the latest.   that's right. confirmation the lapd is  
investigating her allegations is  not evidence of a crime. but the 
case falls within the  statute of limitations and will  likely be handled 
by lapd  robbery homicide division.   reporter: actor ed west wick  
starred on the gossip girl. and now the focus of a sexual  assault 
investigation by the  lapd. actress came to hollywood  station today. 
and accused him of raping her in  2014. a claim she shared with 
the  hollywood reporter. 

2:31 11/8/17 11:04p entertainment 

and developing news tonight. actor kevin spacey removed from  the 
movie all the money until  the world. at one point the sex scandal  
threatened to shelve that movie. director decided to move forward  
and delete him altogether. nbc4 robert kovacik joins us  with the 
gamble.   shocking, bold, monumental. just some of the headlines  
tonight from hollywood insiders. a decision made to reshoot and  
release a major motion picture  in weeks. it keeps the film hopes 
alives  even if it's another step to  possibly ending kevin spacey's  
celebrated career.   reporter: title of the a  movie has seen trending 
tonight. hollywood turns top si tur vi.  unbelievable.   reporter: kevin 
spacey will  be scrubbed from every scene  where he appears in all 
the  money in the world. 
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2:32 11/9/17 11:06p entertainment 

it's on everyone's lips and  it should be. and i think justice will be  
served in its best way. but i support each and every  woman in 
every industry, in  politics in the boardroom. it's enough already.  
catherine zeta jones speaking  out tonight about the  overwhelming 
number of hollywood  sex scandals. it comes after a special tax  
force now operating here in l.a.  has been launched to deal with  all 
those allegations. she joins us live with their  demands for change 
and how this  new task force plans to handle  all of these new 
cases. beverly.   reporter: colleen, philm  maker tells us she's not  
avoiding any now -- smiles and  glamour on the red fest red  carpet 
in hollywood tonight  before a screening of the movie  "mugbound." 
but afi will not screen "all the  money in the world. 

0:32 11/9/17 11:14p entertainment 

kicked out and banned from a  las vegas hotel. that's what 
happened to o. j.  simpson at the cosmopolitan, but  the reason 
why remains a  mystery. he spent the night taking  selfies with 
visitors. 

0:33 11/10/17 11:04p entertainment 

a stunning admission from the  comedian confessing the stories  
are true he masturbated in in  front of multiple women over the  
years. f his long time management firm  and public relations rep 
cutting  ties. 

0:36 11/10/17 11:16p entertainment 

going viral. he could be in a lot of trouble. for a security breech at 
the  forum.  of course you can have a  picture.   okay this is comic 
michael. impersonating joel os teen. this video shot last month at 
an  event. 

0:29 11/10/17 11:16p entertainment 
fashion magazine apologizing  tonight to an oscar winner for  
editing how she looks on the  cover. she instagramed this cover. it 
shows her hair is edited out  and smoothed. 

0:53 11/14/17 11:07p entertainment 

now new tonight a lawsuit filed  against harvey winestein after  an 
actress claimed he rained her  at a hotel. the actress is jane doe. 
suing winestein for sexual  battery and assault. she claims she met 
winestein at  the montage hotel last year to  talk about a movie role. 

0:35 11/16/17 11:33p entertainment 

a familiar face at usc  tonight. nbc nightly news anchor lester  holt 
speaking to students at the  school for communications and  
journalism. and he urged them to be critical  thinkers and 
remember their  responsibility to the audience. 

0:30 11/17/17 11:06p entertainment 
tonight we're getting a  clearer picture of the case load  the lapd is 
handling regarding  hollywood sex crime allegations. in the weeks 
since we have been  covering this. 

0:51 11/20/17 11:08p entertainment 

veteran prod caster is now the  latest media personality hit  with 
sexual misconduct  allegations. immediately suspended their  
popular morning show host. and pbs stopped production and  
distribution of his long running  interview show. according to to 
investigators  done by the washington post. 
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2:45 11/21/17 11:05p entertainment 

on the of the big movie debut  of coco. producer is accused of 
sexual  harassment tonight. nbc4 robert kovacik spoke to  several 
actors of hatest  animated release. he joins us live with the  
response.  certainly that we know the  flood gates have opened 
when it  comes to sexual misconduct  allegations here in 
hollywood. what's different with this one  than the others that we 
have  covered, is could the stories be  levelled against the 60 year-
old  the new york times dubs one of  the walt disneys most 
important  executives have economic  implications? look behind 
me. on the eve of the busy  thanksgiving holiday weekend for  
movie goers. what's set to open the most  highly anticipated movie 
of the  year.   reporter: the line stretching  down hollywood 
boulevard  tonight. for the preview of coco. the disney animated 
movie  already setting a record in  mexico. 

1:03 11/22/17 11:09p entertainment 

still coming forward women  alleging sexual misconduct  against tv 
host rose. one new accuser who spoke with  us. the vert ran 
journalist forced  her to watch a sexual scene from  a film. when 
she was an intern for his  show. in 2002. she went to deliver maim 
to his  apartment and was made to watch  a scene from the film 
secretary. 

0:13 11/22/17 11:17p entertainment 
meantime. last minute preparation going on  as we speak. army of 
volunteers and yards and  yards of helium tubing are being  used to 
raise the big stars of  the parade. 

0:33 11/27/17 11:33p entertainment 

live shows continue on the  voice tonight. with the twist. the top is 
11 each sang songs  selected by fans. among the highlights. la 
native on team blake gave her  own spin to the faith hill tune,  it 
matters to me. 

2:15 11/29/17 11:03p entertainment 

new allegations are surfacing  against matt lauer tonight. the 
morning show anchor fired  after a coworker accused him of  
inappropriate sexual behavior. his termination stunned viewers  and 
shocked our family. nbc4 adrian arambulo with new  developments.   
tonight we have learned of  new disturbing complaints. also tonight 
a spokesperson says  prior to monday news management  was 
never made aware of any  complaints about his behavior.   
reporter: tonight a  noticeable absence at the tree  lighting. no matt 
lauer. no word from or sightings of the  former today show cohost. 
since his termination this  morning. they confirm receiving two new  
complaints about matt lauer. 

0:24 11/29/17 11:15p entertainment 
the latest celebrity home  to be burglarized. that home was broken 
into  sometime between november 21 and  november 28. luggage, 
glasses and accessories  were among the items stolen. 

0:29 11/29/17 11:33p entertainment 
a star studded evening of  holiday music before the annual  lighting 
of the tree. the 75 foot tree is dressed in  50,000 multi-colored led 
twinkle  lights. 

0:46 11/30/17 11:09p entertainment 

matt lauer was spotted today  in his home in the hamptons for  the 
fist time since being fired  from the "today" show. he released a 
statement saying  in part, to the people i have  hurt, i am truly sorry. 
some of what is being said about  me is untrue or  
mischaracterized, but there's  enough truth to make me feel  
embarrassed or ashamed. 
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1:28 12/18/17 11:07p entertainment 

big doings tonight laker  legend kobe bryant is honored at  staples 
center.   his numbers were raised to  the rafters tonight. both of 
them.   it was an emotional night. everyone crying. fans in the 
stands. we knew this day was coming. we knew it would be big. 
exciting. dramatic. and still even with all that it  may have exceeded 
expectations. laker fans pouring in from  everywhere. to create 
kobe land. a party like atmosphere you only  see at the finals. 

0:33 12/19/17 11:33p entertainment 

huge night here on nbc the  winner of the voice season 13  was 
crowned.  she was coached by blake  shelton. from nashville. and 
was a power house from the  get go. belting out 80s and 90s rock  
songs. 

0:23 10/5/17 11:15p environment 
new tonight a discovery near  the mountains. the mountain lion 
known as p 41  found dead. biologists had been tracking  that 
mountain lion since 2015. 

0:26 10/6/17 11:17p environment 
we have new video of a rare  sight. captured in orange county. 
these are or ka whales. this pod fts spotted by whale  watchers off 
the coast. 

0:27 10/11/17 11:16p environment 
unexpected visitors for a  family today. bears. they're just having a 
great  time. it got the dogs attention. these bears use the patio as a  
playground on sunday. 

0:43 10/19/17 11:17p environment 

efforts under way to free  billy the elephant from the l.a.  zoo. for 
the first time now we're  hearing that billy at is the  center of a 
lawsuit. actress lily tomblin says  they're worried about for health  of 
32-year-old elephant. 

0:28 10/23/17 11:17p environment 
just when people are looking  to the beach for break from the  heat. 
a popular cove is closed. the city shut down woods cove  for at 
least three days because  of a sewage spill. 

2:31 10/30/17 11:05p environment 

no tracking collar no  markings. a mountain lion turns up in the  
hollywood hills and it was  caught on camera. robert kovacik has 
that. and why wildlife officials are  anxious to know more.   we did 
speak with wildlife  officials tonight. the national park service now  
tells nbc4 they want to track  and study this mountain lion. the 
photograph puts to rest an  urban legend in this part of the  urban 
jungle.   reporter: long a part of  laurel canyon lure. mountain lion 
sightings. now proof.  perhaps we have the big foot  of mountain 
lions.   reporter: tony of claw takes  us to the camera that captured  
the image after midnight on  october 26.   we want to put the 
camera up  to have fun. and to verify there was a lot of  wildlife 
here.   reporter: news chopper 4 with  us on top of lookout 
mountain. 

0:24 11/15/17 11:33p environment 
if you have noticed some smog  and poor air quality lately,  you're 
not alone. conditions got worse this summer  reversing a long 
period of  improving air quality. 

0:38 11/27/17 11:17p environment 

swarms of unusual pickle  looking sea creatures are  washing up 
along the oregon  coastline. each one is actually made of  
hundreds of individual  organisms. millions have come ashore so  
far. 

0:14 11/27/17 11:18p environment 
early season storm dropped  two feet snow on mammoth  mountain 
last night. 

0:48 11/30/17 11:16p environment 

living in southern california  we are used to earthquakes, but  on 
the east coast they're much  more rare. millions of americans felt 
one  tonight.  i thought it was close flying  plane. i had no idea, but 
our house was  shaking.  a 4.1 magnitude earthquake  hit near 
dover, delaware. 
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0:34 12/19/17 11:17p environment 

new tonight wildlife  officials say the mountain lion  known as p 41 
may have been  exposed to rat poison. his remains were found in 
early  october. wildlife officials initially  thought the big cat died after  
the fire burned at least a  portion of his home. 

0:31 12/19/17 11:17p environment 

tonight there really is a  wild goose chase going on. right now 
animal control  officers trying to catch a goose  with an arrow stuck 
in its neck. officials say the bird was  spotted two weeks ago but 
every  time they try to catch it. 

0:22 10/10/17 11:18p foreign news 
new video out of brazil. a plane crashed nose first into  a backyard 
pool. this crash happened in  yesterday. three people on the 
ground were  killed. 

0:35 10/12/17 11:15p foreign news 

they were held hostage by  the taliban for five years, and  tonight 
the coleman family has  finally been fried. katelyn coleman and 
joshua boil  were hiking in afghanistan in  2012 when they were 
kidnapped by  militants. 

0:56 10/13/17 11:05p foreign news 

breaking now. u.s. canada family held hostage  but the taliban in 
afghanistan  for five years back home in  north america. arriving in 
toronto. he spoke to reporters briefly. saying militants who held 
them  captive killed his infant  daughter. a child we're only now 
hearing  about for the first time. 

0:26 10/18/17 11:16p foreign news 
this was like a move right  out of the movie top gun. air berlin pilot 
pulls this low  flying stunt. buzzing the control tower. before landing. 

0:28 11/3/17 11:17p foreign news 

an l.a. family living in  brazil will be heading back to  the united 
states after being  attacked by pirates in the  amazon river delta. 
investigators say that adam and  emily hartu suffered only minor  
injuries and their two young  daughters are in good condition. 

2:34 11/7/17 11:19p foreign news 

there was another major story  today. three ucla basketball players  
and all from southern  california. busted in china accused of  
shoplifting. and one of them is the brother  of lakers star lonzo ball.  
live from west wood on more  of what we know.   what we know 
right now is the  basketball team from ucla has  arrived in shanghai. 
three teammates remain behind in  the city where they were  
arrested. they could be detained for up to  a month. while 
prosecutors debate whether  to file charges. if charges are filed, 
and if  they are convicted. jail time could stretch for ten  years.  
reporter: no comment from the  family of cody ryely. on an 
international incident. under arrest in china for  shoplifting. ball is 
the brother of former  star and lakers rookie lonzo  ball. 

0:33 11/8/17 11:10p foreign news 
tonight, three ucla  basketball players accused of  shoplifting in 
china have been  allowed to rejoin the team in  shanghai. they will 
not be playing  saturday against georgia tech. 

2:13 11/27/17 11:08p foreign news 

royal watchers and hollywood a  buzz. with news of a royal 
engagement. prince harry popped the question  to megaen markle. 
she has deep roots here in  southern california. adrian arambulo is 
live with  more on markle and her la ties.   we were attempting to 
talk  with her mother. who lives here in view park. instead we were 
given this  statement from security in front  of the house. from 
kensington palace. her mother is happy about this  royal 
engagement but makes it  clear she wants to keep her  privacy.   
reporter: security guards. a graduate with masters in  social week 
and quo yoga  instructor didn't want to speak  with us. neighbors 
said she stays to  herself. 

0:39 11/27/17 11:15p foreign news 

americans trapped in  paradise. thousands of tourists stranded  in 
baa lee. a massive volcano spews ash into  the air. threatening to 
blow. indonesia is issuing its highest  volcano warning. rain is 
creating mud flows. 
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1:55 11/28/17 11:07p foreign news 

also developing tonight, a  new long range missile test by  north 
korea, and this time it  comes down just off the coast of  japan. and 
it is testing the patience  of our president, donald trump. nbc4's 
adrian arambulo joins us  now and why this launch, the one  today, 
is so threatening.  reporter: tonight north korea  says it test 
launched a missile  that can hit us here on the west  coast and also 
has range to  strike cities anywhere in the  u.s. including our 
nation's  capital. defense department officials  acknowledging north 
korea hit a  milestone. tonight, new images of dictator  kim jong-un 
signing off on the  test launch of north korea's  most powerful 
weapon yet. 

0:40 11/28/17 11:11p foreign news 

a venice woman is among  60,000 tourists trapped in bali,  
indonesia, because of an  erupting volcano. thick ash has shut 
down the  island's international airport  until thursday morning,  
canceling 460 flights. 

0:27 11/29/17 11:16p foreign news 
she's marrying a prince. she may need help from harry to  pay off 
uncle sam. she could be facing a huge tax  bill. if she drops her u.s. 

0:25 12/20/17 11:13p foreign news 
we have this breaking news  coming in from melbourne,  australia. 
13 people injured after a driver  plowed into pa crowd there. 

0:28 12/20/17 11:15p foreign news 
we have new details on the  bus in mexico. that crashed killing 
several  american tourists an elementary  school assistant principal 
is  listed among the 12 killed. 

0:59 10/3/17 11:33p 
funerals and 
memorials 

finally this evening we want to  leave you with the names and  face 
of the people from southern  california. they are mothers, they are  
fathers. they are sons and daughters. who never made it home 
from what  was supposed to be a weekend of  fun.  

0:18 10/4/17 11:09p 
funerals and 
memorials 

La kings will honor the  victims and hee heros including  team 
employee. the players will wear this  sticker with her initials at  their 
home game tomorrow. 

0:13 10/5/17 11:03p 
funerals and 
memorials 

now, 31 victims killed in  that mass shooting are from  southern 
california. 

0:31 10/5/17 11:03p 
funerals and 
memorials 

and tonight at an anaheim  football game there was a moment  of 
silence for three victims. players from kennedy high school  and 
pacifica high school met in  the center of the field tonight. 

0:25 10/5/17 11:03p 
funerals and 
memorials 

the community came together  to support the family of -- she  was 
at the concert with her  fiance who along with police  managed to 
get her to the  hospital, but her injuries were  too expensive and 
she didn't  make it. 

1:52 10/5/17 11:04p 
funerals and 
memorials 

nbc's hetty chang is in las  vegas tonight who tonight honor  a 
police officer who grew up in  the area and sacrificed his  life.  
reporter: it was a touching  memorial. and we're going to show you 
that  in just a second, but first we  want to show you the tribute  
here at the welcome to las vegas  sign. we met the man from 
chicago who  made all of these crosses here,  including one for that 
officer.  he loved his country, his  community and his family.  a man 
that walked around and  encouraged other people, that  always had 
a smile on his face.   reporter: the sea of candles,  a show of so 
many people he  touched. 

0:15 10/5/17 11:06p 
funerals and 
memorials 

there'll be a special masse  for patterson tomorrow at the  local 
catholic church where she  was a volunteer. 

0:32 10/5/17 11:06p 
funerals and 
memorials 

words cannot describe the  grief and sadness of the loss of  our 
friend, choline.  a special moment of silence  tonight for chrissy, a 
member of  the los angeles kings who was  killed. 
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0:32 10/6/17 11:04p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a lingering question. how does a community move  forward and 
heal after such a  tragedy? tonight, the cutting of a ribbon  signalled 
the start of the  process.   this is a new healing garden. 

0:21 10/6/17 11:15p 
funerals and 
memorials 

new tonight a country bar in  long beach remembering and  
honoring the victims sp  survivors of the mass shooting  in las 
vegas. 

0:46 10/11/17 11:06p 
funerals and 
memorials 

20 people from orange county  survivors of the las vegas mass  
shooting were honored at the  anaheim ducks game tonight. under 
the sign vegas strong. a standing ovation. the group includes first  
responders and good samaritans  injured helping ores. 

0:40 10/11/17 11:13p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a crowd turned out tonight  for a vigil remembering victims  of the 
las vegas shooting. at marketplace park. hundreds prayed, lit 
candles and  hugged while the names of the  victims were read. 
including a couple planning to  be married. 

1:16 10/12/17 11:07p 
funerals and 
memorials 

and tearful good-bye in  corona to a u.s. navy veteran,  among the 
58 killed on the las  vegas strip. he was in las vegas to celebrate  
his up coming 29th birthday. his family says he died trying  to save 
others during the  massacre.  when that all familiar sound  from war 
came back to him,  immediately went into that mode  of protecting 
everybody around  him like he did in afghanistan. 

0:37 10/13/17 11:14p 
funerals and 
memorials 

two victims of the las vegas  shooting were honored in a  special 
vigil at their alma  mater. austin davis and chris roy ball.  students 
in the football team  gathered on the field. before the game for a 
moment of  silence. 

0:25 10/13/17 11:15p 
funerals and 
memorials 

hundreds gathered in rolling  hills to honor 46 year-old lisa  
patterson. also killed in the shooting. she was a mother of three. 

0:19 10/13/17 11:15p 
funerals and 
memorials 

also today a celebration of  life at jet hawk stadium. in palm dale. 
for parks. mother, wife and teacher killed  in shooting. 

1:00 11/29/17 11:17p 
funerals and 
memorials 

new statue honoring jacky  robinson was unveiled today  outside 
the rose bowl in  pasadena. he grew up in pasadena. remarkable 
athlete. lettering in four sports. including football. and at ucla. today 
vince skully who is 90  today, his birthday. and he helped celebrate 
the  occasion.   he lathered in four sports. 

0:31 10/4/17 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

meantime an 18 year-old girl is  recovering in a las vegas  hospital 
tonight. from two fwun shot wounds from  sunday. today she was 
visited by  president trump and the first  lady. 

0:30 10/5/17 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

meantime the national rifle  association is taking the rare  step of 
suggesting it is open  now to reviewing gun laws. the nra is 
powerful law  reviewing group. 

0:19 10/5/17 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

governor brown law signed a  law today. it means local police 
cannot ask  people about their immigration  status or enforce 
federal  immigration policies. 

0:54 10/6/17 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

new at 11 the nations top  immigration officer says his  agents will 
quote have no choice  but to conduct workplace and  neighborhood 
raids in the wake  of california's sanctuary state  law. governor 
brown signed the law. it places sharp limits on how  law 
enforcement agencies  cooperate with the feds. 

0:21 10/6/17 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 
sweeping change by the trump  administration will affect some  
women who get birth control  through company insurance. 

0:44 10/6/17 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

california's bigs gun show  is happening this weekend in  orange 
county. all of this obviously less than  a week after the worst mass  
shooting in u.s. history. the bump stocks used by the  shooter to 
replicate automatic  gunfire are legal in california. 

0:28 10/10/17 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

we have a developing story. u.s. affair along with fighter  jets from 
south korea and  japanese military working  together and sending a 
message  to north korea. 
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0:15 10/10/17 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 
two navy officers have been  released of duty. were in charge when 
the mccain  collided with a merchant ship  last august. 

0:34 10/11/17 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

a new california law is dpet  getting tougher on a tax  inspired by 
social media. it comes after a west hills  teenager was left brain 
damaged  in such an attack. 14 year-old was seen beaten in  this 
video. 

0:29 10/12/17 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

late tonight a new blow to  the affordable care act. the white house 
announcing the  trump administration will no  longer approve 
payments for  health insurance subsidies. 

2:00 10/20/17 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

steve bannon kicked off the  california gop convention in  anaheim 
tonight. and went on the attack. condemning george bush and  
senator mccain. he also urged republicans to  come together and 
take back the  state. nbc4 reports.   reporter: there's no doubt  the 
gop knows it's behind the  political 8 ball. theme tonight electing  
republicans in a blue state.  victory begets victory.  reporter: 
california  republicans reached out to the  president former chief  
strategist hoping to hear how he  would run the table. it was a night 
of attacks on  what he called the permanent  political class. the 
crowd of 500 was told the  future of the state is in their  hands. 

0:31 10/23/17 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

critical deadline is quickly  approaching this week. for one of the 
president trumps  signature campaign promises. the wall he 
proposed to build  along the border be mexico. 

0:37 10/26/17 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

now, this story begins with a  question where do you start? that's 
the question for  historians and conspiracy  theorists as thousands 
of secret  files on the assassination of  john f. kennedy are now 
going  public. 

0:21 10/27/17 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 
federal grand jury just  approved the first charges in  the 
investigation by robert  mueller into russia's election  interference. 

0:52 10/30/17 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

the russia investigation entered  a new phase today. with two 
indictments and a  guilty plea. all involving president trump  oos 
former advisors. campaign chairman paul manafort  and his 
business partner rick  gates entered not guilty pleas  to conspiracy 
and money  laundering. 

0:26 10/30/17 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

the numbers are out regarding  how many russian adds reached  
americans on facebook during the  2016 election. today the social 
media site told  us senate committee 126,000  americans received 
or were  exposed to russian backed  content. 

1:53 10/31/17 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

tensions down tonight at cal  state fullerton after a speech  by 
controversial conservative. despite a heavy police presence  
tonight, and a warning to the  crowd they had to disperse  within 
three minutes. protestors and supporters  continue to go at it 
tonight. after the speaker left the  campus. nbc4 hetty chang is live 
for us. where it's been a volatile day  and night.  that's right i just 
got off  the phone with police. they tell me in their books they  are 
calling this a successful  event considering everything  that could 
have happened. with the controversy and the  crowds. 

0:26 10/31/17 11:31p 
Government and 

Politics 

all right get ready to pay  more at the gas station. california gas tax 
takes effect  in less than 30 minutes. at midnight. the tax will 
increase by 12  cents gallon for gas. 

0:29 11/2/17 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

at first it was called a  human error, but now we're  learning more 
about the  mysterious disappearance about  the president's real 
donald  trump twitter account. 

0:05 11/7/17 11:21p 
Government and 

Politics 
also in china tonight, you  have president trump. 
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0:45 11/7/17 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

trump became the first  sitting president in two decades  do 
address the south korean  national assembly. slamming a menace 
that cannot be  tolerated and up to the world to  get the regime 
under control.   now is the time for strength. 

0:45 11/9/17 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

roy moore the combative gop  candidate and conservative  
christian tonight the target of  sexual misconduct allegations. "the 
washington post" is  reporting an alabama woman said  moore 
made sexual advances with  her when she was 16. 

0:42 11/10/17 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

republican roy more vows  he's not dropping out of  alabama's 
senate race. as more women come forward  accusing him of sexual  
misconduct. today the former supreme court  justice who bit his 
career on  christian values publicly denied  aels allegations that he  
sexually assaulted a 14 year-old  girl decades ago. 

0:39 11/10/17 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

orange county closing down  the area around the river bed  and 
moving out the homeless. sheriffs began the clear out  today along 
this stretch of the  river in fountain valley. those who camp out were 
warned  last week. 

0:32 11/13/17 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

president trump is now  involved. all accused of stealing  
sunglasses from a store. and es approximate rs n is  reporting 
investigators have  video that show them taking  things from other 
stores adds  well. 

0:46 11/13/17 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

president trump wraps up the  tour through asia. a bomb shell 
report alleges his  son donald trump jr. secretly  corresponded with 
wikileakss  during the campaign. and after wards. according to to 
the atlantic,  jr. largely ignored frequent  messages but did offer 
advice  including the promotion of the  hacked democratic e-mails. 

0:43 11/13/17 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

a fifth accuser has come  forward to say she was a victim  of sexual 
misconduct. when she was a teenager. beverly nelson is the fifth  
woman to accuse the gop  candidate of improper sexual  advances. 
she says more assaulted her in  the late 70s. 

2:25 11/16/17 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

a raise yo news anchor from  southern california spoke out  publicly 
today after accusing  senator al franken of forcibly  kissing and 
groping her. she said it happened in 2006  when they were on a 
uso tour  together. robert.  colleen, and though leeann  tweeden 
has accepted his  apology, suddenly the senator's  survival is 
uncertain as the  president labels him al  frankenstein. now mired in 
a scandal that  includes this photo now  circulating worldwide. the 
president tweeting the al  frankenstein picture is really  bad, speaks 
1,000 words. where do his hands go in  pictures 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 
while  she sleeps? forcibly kissed and groped her  backstage, she 
said, during a  uso tour in cuquote, two years  before he was first 
elected  senator. 

0:44 11/16/17 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

now, a texas woman who had  not remove a crude anti-trump  
decal from her truck has been  arrested. but it certainly has nothing 
to  do with the profane message  plastered on the back of her  
truck. they arrested her for an out  standing fraud warrant. 

0:39 11/17/17 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

alabama governor says she  plans to vote for embattled gop  gnat 
candidate. the governor says sending a  republican to the senate is 
more  important even though she has no  reason not to believe his  
accusers. 
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1:57 11/20/17 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

new at 11. lavar ball claims there's no bad  blood between him and 
president  trump. but he refuses to thank the  president for his 
involvement in  the negotiating his sons release  from custody in 
china. the president calls ball,  ungrateful. robert kovacik is live right  
now. with more.   you may remember president  trump slammed 
ball on twitter  when the father failed to  express gratitude for 
getting  his son out of china. tonight, ball went on national  tv where 
he was asked over and  over again why won't you thank  the 
president.   lavar didn't say thank you to  the president. 

0:49 11/21/17 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

alabama gop senate candidate  says he's weighing legal action  
against the women who are  accusing him of harassment. this is 
president trump ends his  silence coming out in defense of  the 
controversial candidate. urging voters to dismiss his  accusers and 
not support his  liberal democratic opponent. 

1:59 11/22/17 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

you stole my property. my hat.  new at 11 a president trump  hat 
controversy. a student seen in a viral video  snatching another 
students  protrump cap. now in trouble with the law. hetty chang 
live from river  side. where she poke to both of the  students.  the 
viral video has now been  viewed thousands of times  tonight. the 
new development the arrest  warrant for student taking the  hat. 
she's charged with a crime.   reporter: the river side  student seen 
here in the viral  video is now charged with  misdemeanor grand 
theft. the incident is captured on a  now deleted video. it shows 
snatching this make  america great again hat right  off the head. 

0:27 11/22/17 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

the war of words between  trump and lavar ball is getting  even 
more vicious. the president took to twitter  calling lavar quote a poor 
mans  version of don king. 

0:43 11/29/17 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

president trump is standing by  his retweets of images many of  
them seen as antimuslim. posted by a far right british  politician 
who thanked president  trump for expanding her reach  with his 44 
million followers. 

0:41 11/29/17 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

now new at 11 an extwitter  employee who claims to have  
temporarily shut down president  trumps twitter account has come  
forward. in an interview with the  technology site. tech crunch. he 
calls the eleven minute black  out a mistake. 

0:45 11/30/17 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight his family are  raising some troubling questions  about the 
army's training  methods. 20-year-old corporate dreamed  
ofbacking a riverside police  officer. but before pursuing that dream  
he enlisted in the u.s. army. 

0:11 12/8/17 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 
president trump declared federal  state of emergency here in  
southern california. 

2:42 12/12/17 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

realize when the vote is  this close that it's not over.  breaking 
news, a stunning  upset in alabama, republican roy  moore is 
refusing to concede a  senate race dominated by a sex  scandal.   
all right, here is how close  the race is, doug jones with  48%, just 
over 21,000 votes  separating jones and more.   robert kovacik has 
been  following the story in a red  state.   chuck and colleen, shared  
tonight from former vice  president joe biden to ellen  degeneres.   
this entire race has been  about victory and upset.   in a stunning 
upset, doug  jones becauses the first to flip  an alabama seat, jones 
the  patient winner over moore,  refusing to concede, roy moore,  
who had the endorsement of  president trump, even after  
allegations of sexual  misconduct.  tonight, he said congratulations  
to doug jones on a hard-fought  victory, the people of alabama  are 
great and the republicans  will have another shot at the  seat in a 
very short period of  time. 
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1:58 12/19/17 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

developing right now on capitol  hill the senate voting in favor  of 
the sweeping tax reform bill. 51 to 48. with polls showing many  
americans not on board with the  plan. nbc4 adrian arambulo live in 
the  news room. now this bill goes back to the  house for another 
vote because  of a glitch?  we're one step closer to the  significant 
tax reform in 30  years. president trump twoeted this is  the biggest 
tax cut in history. he's preparing for a news  conference tomorrow. 
to celebrate victory.  reporter: republicans will  have to wait to 
celebrate an  expected victory on tax reform. after an embarrassing 
stumble in  the house. 

0:19 12/20/17 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

stepping up security around  the hollywood sign starting  tomorrow. 
council members say they are  expecting tourist and activity  near 
the sign during the holiday  season. 

0:29 10/13/17 11:14p 
health and 

medical 

cursed out and told to  leave. this woman's trip to the tr  doctors 
clinic is going viral.   this happened in gainesville  florida. the lady 
was later diagnosed  with pneumonia. 

0:29 11/9/17 11:15p 
health and 

medical 

researchers at boston  universe say that hernandez had  the most 
severe form of cte  they've ever seen in a person of  his age. cte is 
a brain condition that  can cause problems with impulse  control, 
decision making and  rage behavior. 

0:46 11/27/17 11:15p 
health and 

medical 

photo of a mother nursing at  disney land rocks the internet. her ten 
month old son got  cranky. she told her husband to snap a  
photograph of her nursing. she over heard some women  
complaining that she should do  it in private. but the worldwide 
response on  social media has been mostly  positive. 

0:34 10/11/17 11:15p housing 

$136 a month. that's how much the average rent  in los angeles is 
expected to  increase next year. with similar bumps in orange,  river 
side and san bernardino. according to to a report  released to the 
the average  rental in orange county will be  close to $2,000 a 
month. 

2:14 12/8/17 11:14p housing 

now new tonight. we want to tell you about folks  who are fighting 
eviction in  exposition park. tan innocents say their new  owner is 
trying to put them out  to turn the apartments into  housing for 
students. beverly white is there now. talking with those fighting the  
eviction.   that's right. we're talking about mandatory  relocation for 
dozens in three  days or mid-january. at the latest. unless of course 
there's a legal  intervention or a change of  heart.   reporter: tenants 
at the  apartment wall rally say don't  be fouled by the santa hats. 
they are angry over being  evicted during the holiday.   the first 
notice was taped on  the door. not handed to us. 

0:49 10/5/17 11:16p immigration 

one of l.a.'s busiest  streets blocked demonstrators  taking over 
wilshire boulevard  in west wood protesting  president trump's 
movement to  move up the daca deadline. today was the final day 
for daca  renewal. drivers were caught right in the  middle of the 
protest. 

1:01 12/11/17 11:15p immigration 

for the first time since the  kate steinly murder trial ended,  a 
member of the jury is speaking  out about the case that sparked  a 
national immigration debate.  whatever they showed us, they  
presented to us, i can sleep  well that i made the right  decision.  
the jury acquitted him on  murder changes and one of the  jurors 
talked exclusively to the  nbc station in the bay area. 

0:42 10/5/17 11:33p lifestyle 

last night we told you about  the therapy dog from southern  
california that disappeared  during the shooting in las  vegas. now 
we have the happy reunion. bryannetum refused to go back to  
california. tips came in from hundreds of  people on social media. 
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0:22 10/11/17 11:16p lifestyle 
this is something you don't  ever see. this video tonight out of  
australia shows a woman  wrestling a shark. she grabs it. 

0:24 10/11/17 11:33p lifestyle 
october is breast cancer  awareness month. lapd is going pink in a 
unique  way. today the department unvailing  this pink police suv. 

0:43 10/12/17 11:14p lifestyle 

and new video shows a police  call turning into a really a  call of the 
wild for this  florida detective as she ended  up wrangling a 9 foot 
snake.  heads up, heads up.  almost looks like a dangerous  dance 
there. neighbors reported the yellow  anaconda was on the loose. 

0:23 10/12/17 11:17p lifestyle 
excited and scared, that's  how a pasadena man describes the  
moment he realized he had won $5  million from a scratchers  
ticket. 

0:42 10/12/17 11:33p lifestyle 

jennifer lopez, alex  rodriguez and mark anthony  teaming up with 
other  celebrities to help with  disaster relief after all the  disasters 
we've seen in puerto  rico, texas, new mexico. it is a television 
show called  one voice. 

0:24 10/16/17 11:33p lifestyle 

michigan man wanted on warrants  turned himself in with donuts  
for the arresting officers. here's what happened. earlier in the day 
he taunted  police saying he would turn  himself in ask bring in 
donuts  if his post reached a thousand  shares. 

0:28 10/16/17 11:33p lifestyle 
actor and comedian helping a  couple note if their parents. they 
were having a baby on  instagram.  i got news for you. you're going 
to be grandparents. 

0:36 10/18/17 11:16p lifestyle 
tonight we have a new rose  queen. the 100th to hold the title sl  
she was named tonight in a  special coronation ceremony. at the 
pasadena play house.   she is a leadership services  commissioner. 

0:31 10/18/17 11:30p lifestyle 
what's your definition of a  happy place? do you live in one of the  
happiest cities in the u.s.? a list of so called happy lives. cities on 
the list here in  california include santa cruz  number two. 

0:50 10/18/17 11:33p lifestyle 

the spirit of aloe ha in los  angeles for an 18 year-old  battling 
cancer.   her dream is go to hawaii. and our cameras were there 
when  make a wish revealed soon she  will be doing the hula in  
paradise.  you're going to hawaii!  she was overwhelmed at the  
barbecue to let her know her  wish was granted. 

2:48 10/20/17 11:00p lifestyle 

heros welcome for a local  officer wounded during the las  vegas 
shooting. it brings fans to their feet.   robert kovacik is in anaheim  
for us to want. where he spoke for the first  time with the officer and 
the  fiancee who saved his life.   here's the deal. his fiancee didn't 
want to talk  about what happened in va ges. it's painful. you're not 
goeng to hear from  him as all. because a bullet to the head  limited 
his ability to speak. for now. listen to the reception from the  ducks 
fans. on what's billed as law  enforcement appreciation night.   we 
welcome ontario police  officer.  reporter: he's the 24  year-old 
police officer who  pulled through.  it's a miracle.   michael. out for 
the first time in  public. since the atake.   a long time. avid ducks 
fan. michael met his favorite player  earlier this evening.   reporter: 
we were there. 

0:43 10/20/17 11:16p lifestyle 

memories should last a  lifetime. pictures didn't last a day. steven 
and joel got married in  san diego. after the reception their  
photographer went out and  someone stole the camera. with all the 
pictures on it. the couple says the photographs  aren't just for them. 
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2:16 10/25/17 11:05p lifestyle 

fans were taken on a roller  coaster ride tonight. in the end it really 
didn't go  our way. but for the a kid from boil  heights this is a night 
he'll  never forget. live at dodgers stadium with how  his first game 
ever at dodger  game ended up being the world  series.   can you 
believe that? this was quite an exciting game. with so many home 
runs and extra  innings. for one special kid seeing the  world series 
in person was a  dream come true and a lesson in  giving back.   
reporter: a thrill for all  dodger fans. tr 10 year-old it was a  
especially so. because it was a world series  game, but also 
because it was  his first dodger game ever.   so exciting. i want to 
cut in front of all  the people. 

0:50 10/26/17 11:33p lifestyle 

return of the dodgers to the  world series is being  immortalized in 
ink in long  beach. celebrity tattoo artist curtis  torres started 
working on a  tattoo today. this is phase one of what will  be a 
dodgers colog.  with every tattoo i'mals  trying to do my best. 

1:45 10/27/17 11:32p lifestyle 

once bubba is found. she isn't going to be hard to  capture. it's 
finding her. that's the difficult part. 140 pound tortoise walked away  
from a school thursday morning. robert kovacik has the search.   
the tortoise and the scare.   it's not a regular tortoise.   take it from 
her buddy. the student. the 140 pound vegetarian calls  the middle 
school home. one she shares with a bunch of  goats. she was like a 
mom to them.   reporter: every mom needs a  break from her kids. 
so bubba broke out. late thursday morning.   not a big red flag. 

0:23 10/27/17 11:34p lifestyle 
there are fans and there are  fanatics. with spray paint and a little  
bit of talent. family turned a home into a  tribute to the dodgers 
return to  the world series. 

0:38 10/30/17 11:33p lifestyle 

this will get you in the  mood. a home transformed just in time  for 
halloween. the theme this year the scary  forest from wizard of oz. 
the homeowners made sure to  decorate it with families in  mind 
and say the end result is  more than worth it. 

0:30 10/31/17 11:09p lifestyle 
a news chopper 4 over the scene  as tens of thousands of people  
celebrate what's billed as the  worlds biggest halloween party  
carve value in hollywood  tonight. 

0:30 11/2/17 11:09p lifestyle 
new toobt, did you perhaps  lose a few thousand dollars in  roland 
heights? well, a man found it and handed  it over to sheriff's 
deputies.  the person who turned it in,  very admirable on their part. 

0:05 11/3/17 11:34p lifestyle don't forget, extra hour of  sleep this weekend. 

0:25 11/9/17 11:17p lifestyle 
yes, it is a little early. but today was opening day at  mammoth 
mountain. and if you're a skier you can  celebrate on saturday with 
free  lift tickets. 

0:22 11/9/17 11:17p lifestyle 
have you heard the story  about three little bears? well, if you live 
here you  wouldn't be surprised to find at  least eight in your home. 

0:52 11/10/17 11:33p lifestyle 

in honor of veterans day a  special art exhibit will be on  display in 
west la. featuring portraits of more than  100 veterans who live at 
the  facility. the inspiration came with artist  volunteered at the 
home last  thanksgiving. there she met a world war ii  vet. 

0:39 11/13/17 11:16p lifestyle 
new at 11 a blind man is  looking for the man who saved  his life at 
a train station. this is surveillance video. you can see mike is about 
to  walk in front of the train. in colorado. last thursday. 

0:16 11/17/17 11:18p lifestyle 
it must be deep in the store. we can barely see it. with the flick of a 
switch la  zoo lights back tonight. 
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0:39 11/17/17 11:33p lifestyle 

las vegas shooting survivor is  handing out acts of kindness. the 
family of one is. this is video from the police  department. showing 
an officer receiving at  anonymous gift. wednesday morning 
handed a note  at starbucks. 

0:27 11/20/17 11:33p lifestyle 
some of hollywoods most  iconic landmarks will sparkle  brighter 
this holiday season. because after four year hiatus,  hollywood is 
bringing back the  holiday lights. 

0:17 11/20/17 11:33p lifestyle 
kick off the holiday season  with tubing in big bear. big bear snow 
play is open for  business. 

0:40 11/21/17 11:33p lifestyle 

it's an annual tradition to  help local families. salvation army and 
nick join  forces for a feast of sharing. the celebration in downtown  
brings out some of the biggest  stars. and inclouds a thanksgiving  
style meal for 1,000 residents  of the union district. 

0:24 11/22/17 11:05p lifestyle 
 no waiting for the holiday  ham. the line stretched around the  
building. this is in up land. where it was in the mid-90s  there earlier 
today. 

0:22 11/22/17 11:06p lifestyle 
it is something of a tradition. and seems to start earlier and  earlier 
every year. people line up outside of stores  for the black friday 
deals. 

0:38 11/22/17 11:07p lifestyle 

meantime volunteers are  preparing a massive banquet for  the 
homeless. we got a sneak peek at the fred  jordan mission 73rd 
annual  thanksgiving dinner in downtown  la. volunteers are 
cooking turkey  drumsticks. 

0:37 11/22/17 11:33p lifestyle 

lending a helping hand this  holiday. volunteers serving up plates of  
food at a community dinner in  compton. the celebration hosted by 
rap  master p. he has been supporting the  community for years 
and today he  brought his son along. 

0:27 11/27/17 11:14p lifestyle 
controversy on candy cane  lane. the 60 year-old tradition is on  the 
verge of ending. some neighbors are threatening  to skip putting up 
their holiday  decorations this year. 

0:19 11/27/17 11:34p lifestyle 
los angeles county is gearing  up for christmas and the holiday  
system. all the lights were turned on. 

0:40 11/29/17 11:33p lifestyle 

city of paramount ready for  the holiday season.   tonight about 
4,000 people  including santa showed up for  the festive celebration 
in the  public plaza. 19th year of the tree lighting  there.  it's 
amazing to bring  everybody together to celebrate. 

0:22 11/30/17 11:33p lifestyle 
the holiday spirit is on  track tonight at union station. a big crowd 
including santa and  some elves gathered for the  lighting of the 
winter white  christmas tree. 

0:17 12/7/17 11:23p lifestyle 
a shot we want to share with  you. storm ranger 4 in ojai. the moon 
a fiery red from the  flames engulfing ventura county. 

0:21 12/8/17 11:33p lifestyle 
it's still unseasonably warm  with wild fires raging across  the area. 
thanks to snow machines you can  break out the skis and. 

0:23 12/11/17 11:17p lifestyle 
new details in the desperate  search to find a dog separated  from 
his family after the creek  fire broke out. joel gonzalez is offering a 
$5  thousand thousand reward to find  his dog, taco. 

0:24 12/11/17 11:17p lifestyle 
go fund me said over $3  million has been raised on their  site for 
fire victims. the donations have been received  for 30 countries. 

0:27 12/11/17 11:33p lifestyle 
a volunteer church group in  panorama city is collecting  jackets 
and coats.  the mission began last month  and make the first deliver 
tow  tijuana, mexico. 
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1:04 12/12/17 11:16p lifestyle 

a couple is really  speechless tonight after reading  a simple but 
heartfelt message  from a firefighter, here is what  happened.  their 
home was severely damaged  in the lilac fire.   we're thinking it was 
on  fire, a hole to the outside.   this is what lindsey and  michael 
jeros found out when  they returned home.  the ceiling had 
collapsed with  chunks of dry wall through the  roof. 

0:25 12/12/17 11:17p lifestyle 
the swim with the woman not  forgotten, she was swimming when  
a nurse shark took a bite out of  her arm.  she was able to stay 
away. 

0:39 12/13/17 11:16p lifestyle 

baby jesus at the center of  a preschool pageant brawl in  
tennessee, and it's all caught  on camera. \m\m a 2-year-old girl 
playing a  sheep decided the baby jesus  doll was herself but mary 
wasn't  having it. 

0:38 12/20/17 11:33p lifestyle 

food, fun and fellowship. the goal of the one cop one kid  toy drive. 
every year an officer adopts a  child from the union rescue  mission 
and buys a gift. the families are treated to a  holiday meal and 
activities  there. 

0:40 10/13/17 11:32p religion 

hundreds of faithful  gathered in pasadena tonight to  celebrate the 
1 hundredth year  anniversary. october 13th, 1917, marks the  final 
appearance of our lady. to three shepard children. the 100th 
anniversary of the  mother of jesus in fatima,  portugal. 

2:04 10/6/17 11:05p safety 

dodgers stadium and the rose  bowl tonight hosted sold out  
events. more than 110,000 people  expected at two popular la  
venues. live at the rose bowl where  security was tight for tonight's  
cold play concert. which is likely to be the norm  there and other 
places.   we just saw some fire works  and concert goers are 
beginning  to leave right now. as they were coming in tonight  many 
said they were apprehensive  about coming because of what  
happened. but the there were numerous  steps taken to make sure 
it  didn't happen here.   reporter: tonight's concert  goers excitedly 
shared videos on  social media. cold play fans arrive by the  
thousands. 

0:27 10/16/17 11:15p safety 
california health officials  are going to be ordering a big  batch of 
hepatitis a vaccine  this week in effort to combat  one of the states 
biggest out  breaks in two decades. 

0:23 10/23/17 11:33p safety 
listeria  contamination has a california  company recalling packaged  
vegetables and salads. this includes more than 30 kinds  of 
packaged vegetables sold by  the man pack lging company. 
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5:01 11/8/17 11:14p safety 

if you're ever in a  situation where you have to call  911, you expect 
that someone  will answer that call quickly. but what if the call just 
rang  and rang during an emergency? tonight, california highway  
patrol insiders say something is  seriously wrong with the highway  
patrol 911 center here in los  angeles. the nbc4 i team now with the  
story and the warning.   reporter: if you dial 911  from a cell phone 
there's a  dwood good chance your call with  end up at a dispatch 
center. a group of insiders are blowing  the whistle on a problem 
they  say are putting lives on the  line.  reporter: life and death  
moments. emergency 911 calls where every  second counts.  
someone will die because we  can't get to the call. it's a matter of 
time.   reporter: a group of inside  rs say they have been warning  
management about staffs and  equipment problems at the chp  
dispatch center in los angeles  for years.  we don't have the stuff  
needed to handle all of los  angeles county.   reporter: these three 
agree  to go on camera. and asked we protect their  identity 
because they fear  retaliation from the department.  we may only 
have two people  at a 911. you get a will the of angry  people 
because they can't get  through.  reporter: they say that's two  
people handling calls for a  system that covers all of la  county.  i 
would like the public to  know their safety is in  jeopardy. every day 
of the department is  very well aware of the staffing  shortage.   
reporter: the tell the i team  the la center is answering 91%  of the 
911 calls in 15 seconds  or less. 

0:40 11/10/17 11:05p safety 

health alert for costco  shoppers. county doctors are warning of a  
possible risk of hepatitis a. the products may have been  
contaminated by a worker. if you touched or consumed the  
products from october 22 through  the 31st, doctors say get a  
vaccine before november 13. 

0:27 11/13/17 11:30p safety 

here is something that's not  typical las vegas. the city taking steps 
to protect  pedestrians. along the strip during the  holiday. today, 
crews began installing  permanent steel barriers along  las vegas 
boulevard. 

0:46 11/15/17 11:04p safety 

three people infected with  legion airs disease. linked to anaheim 
and disney  land. a total of 15 cases in two  deaths in the area. 
although not all necessarily  linked to disney land. disney says two 
cooling towers  in a backstage area may have  been the source of 
bacteria. 

3:50 11/20/17 11:14p safety 

home explosions, horrific  injuries. and death. in a matter of weeks 
though, the  dangerous process of making a  highly concentrated 
form of  marijuana is called honey oil. will be legal. and now for the 
first time n  nbc4 hetty chang explains why  some fear legalizing the 
process  won't eliminate the explosive  danger.   reporter: a hotel 
room bursts  into flames. seconds later a man on fire  exits the 
inferno. a dispensary explodes. two men frantically try to  escape. 
as the roof collapses around  them. homes in fire. reduced to soot 
and ash. nbc4 tracking the death and  devastation linked to honey 
oil  labs for three years. now california is on the brink  of major 
change. in january, producing honey oil  will be legal.  i just strongly 
feel like  this shouldn't be legal.   reporter: honey oil is the  highly 
concentrated form of  marijuana. often made by using potentially  
explosive gas. like butane.  something can always go  wrong.   
reporter: 22 year-old is seen  here on motel surveillance  video. 
walking in a daze.  i didn't feel anything.  reporter: she had no idea 
93%  of her body burned. her boyfriend was making honey  oil. 
when everything exploded. 
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0:28 11/22/17 11:17p safety 
we are just a few hours away  from the 91st macy's  thanksgiving 
day parade. security is extremely tight. the nypd is everywhere. 
choppers will patrol from the  sky. 

5:00 12/18/17 11:13p safety 

8 year-old girl stabbed  coming out of the central  library this past 
week by a  transient. with a history of mental  illness. the i team 
discovered dangerous  incidents like this are anything  but unusual. 
we have been digging deeper and  joins us with new documents he  
fought to have released.   reporter: these are the  incidents 
reported at city  libraries since just the start  of last year. close to 
2,000 total. including assault, drug crime,  and lewd acts. ta as 
you're about to see you  never know what you'll encounter  inside 
an l.a. library. keep your eye on the man in the  door way. he drops 
his pants and walks  around exposing himself. as frightened 
children cover  their eyes. volunteers try to shield the  children as 
the naked man  refuses to leave. court records indicate he has  
mental health issues.   you never know what's going  to happen.   
reporter: librarians tell us  employees and patrons are  subjected 
often to lewd  behavior. and physical violence.  they have been 
threatened  with physical harm. and with death.   reporter: city 
officials nit  that l.a. libraries are a magnet  for the homeless and 
the  mentally ill. seeking refuge from life on the  street. in a town 
lacking enough social  services. sglt there are a lot of mentally  
unstable people who come into  the library. and we never know 
what they will  do.   reporter: this librarian  asked us to mask their 
identity. fearful speaking out about  dangerous people at libraries  
could get a person fired.  it may harm staff or patrons. 

0:42 12/19/17 11:10p safety 

protests after another gas  leak at the storage facility.  shut it down 
now.   the leak lasted only 15  minutes or so. but some residents in 
the area  knew something was wrong. and now they want to know 
why it  took the gas company three hours  to notify them. 

0:53 12/20/17 11:07p safety 

developing right now the l.a.  county health develop  investigating 
the midcity area. after workers got sick. chipotle contacted the 
health  department after the worker  started getting sick showing  
symptoms of food poisoning. even with the investigation the  
restaurant was open today. 

1:59 10/23/17 11:01p severe weather 

these miserable conditions  sit on the southern california  
community today and tomorrow. and going forward. comes 
heightened danger and  public safety awareness. bringing the 
return of red flag  parking restrictions last seen  three years ago.   
reporter: no surprise there's  a return to red flag parking  
restrictions in the hollywood  hills. drivers must navigate with care. 
residents recognize the danger  is real.   the streets are narrow. if 
there's a fire. we would be blocked off from  coming home.   
reporter: the extreme heat  and increase danger means red  flag 
parking restrictions on  select streets go into effect  tuesday at 
8:00 a. 

0:24 10/24/17 11:08p severe weather 
a loft people in eagle rock  saw the first inning oflt world  series and 
that was about it. at one point, 1,400 homes and  businesses were 
without power. 

0:14 10/24/17 11:08p severe weather 
city of claire mont closed  the wilderness park because of  the 
extreme heat. 

0:23 11/3/17 11:18p severe weather 
all right. winter is coming early to the  sierra nevada area. a storm 
that moved down from the gulf of alaska is expected to  dump up to 
two feet of snow in  some spots there. 
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1:44 12/20/17 11:03p severe weather 

the winter weather is in full  effect.   that's right. no one is mistaking 
us for  chicago. we saw people weeping and  running to get away 
from the  sports arena. clippers vs. suns was a nice  escape. but 
the weather was waiting.   reporter: strong chilly  winds. as they 
leave the comforts of  staples center tonight. holiday lights, 
temporary tents,  flags and sawhorses all no match  for the gusts. 
fans when knew a change was  forecast were not expecting  this.   
it was windy. to watch the game.   i didn't see it coming this  cold. 

0:17 12/20/17 11:05p severe weather 
take a look at this. this large tree down in beverly  grove. not sure 
how or if weather  played a part. 

0:33 10/11/17 11:14p technology 

space exis going even  further. they completed the second  
successful rocket launch and  landing in just three days. this is the 
falcon nine rocket. it lifted off from cape with two  high powered 
communication  satellites. 

0:22 11/9/17 11:33p technology 
well, apple has released a  patch for that annoying glitch  that some 
people have when they  type the letter "i. 

0:25 11/30/17 11:34p technology 

sunday night go out and look  up because we get our only  chance 
this year to see a super  moon. the last one happened in  
november 2016 when the moon  reached its closest distance to  
the earth since 1948. 

0:20 10/11/17 11:14p transportation 
tths official. southwest airlines is finally  going to hawaii. the airline 
plans to start  selling tickets to the big  island next year. 

0:24 10/13/17 11:17p transportation 
some welcome news for  drivers heading up the central  coast. the 
new fifr canyon bridge on  highway 1 opened today. winter storms 
pounded the sea  line and cut the highway off in  several places. 

0:43 10/16/17 11:15p transportation 

they thought they were going  to die. a scare in the sky for  
passengers on an indonesia  flight. here's what happened. the jet 
lost air cabin pressure. rapidly dropped 24,000 feet. in 25 minutes 
into the flight. from australia to bali  yesterday. 

0:26 10/18/17 11:29p transportation 
city of la ending the  controversial road diet in. lanes were reduced 
earlier this  year for a pilot program  focussed on safety. some were 
restored but now all  lanes will be open to traffic on  boulevard. 

0:16 10/25/17 11:05p transportation 
news chopper 4 over dodger  stadium right after the game. traffic 
was slow. but it was steady. 

0:26 10/25/17 11:16p transportation 
starting tomorrow. tighter security for some  international flights 
arrive at  lax. and other international airports  across the u. 

0:28 11/15/17 11:16p transportation 
southwest airlines pilot  facing charges tonight after a  loaded pistol 
was found in his  carry on. the 51 year-old was arrested  this 
morning before he boarded  his flight many st. 

0:30 11/21/17 11:04p transportation 
thanksgiving is very close. and gridlock tonight on this the  405 
freeway. it is the preholiday slow down. and now live look as 
cameras  head towards lax. 

0:26 11/21/17 11:18p transportation 
remember that under ground  vehicle tunnel to cut down on  traffic 
that musk talked about  building? we're hearing tesla wants to  
extend it to the san fernando  valley. 

0:06 11/21/17 11:34p transportation all right. be careful with the traffic  tomorrow. 

0:15 11/22/17 11:05p transportation 
happening tonight if you are  heading out of town for the  holiday, 
you are of course not  alone. 

0:33 11/29/17 11:16p transportation 
this next story is called the  nightmare before christmas.  american 
airlines now working to  fix a big problem that could  leave 
thousands of travelers on  planes with no pilots. 
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0:29 11/30/17 11:16p transportation 
we now have an update on the  giant airlines christmas  scheduling 
snafu. it now appears that the pilots  are giving up their holidays so  
the travelers flights won't be  ruined. 
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD, Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, and as 
an hour at various times on the weekend, 
is an entertainment news-magazine 
which discusses the current news and 
issues in the entertainment business.  
The program also profiles current stars as 
well as behind-the-camera personalities. 
  

NBC4 NEWS CONFERENCE, Local, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on 
Sunday, is a regularly scheduled series 
featuring topical, informative interviews 
with public figures, community leaders, 
and government officials. 

NBC4 NEWS, Local, News, various times 
and lengths, Monday through Sunday, 
includes concise reports from authorities 
on a variety of subjects as well as 
comprehensive coverage of fast breaking 
stories in Southern California, the nation, 
the world. 

DATELINE NBC, Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime 
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips.  There 
are usually 3 segments per show, 15-20 
minutes each.  

EXTRA!, Recorded, Public Affairs/ 
Other/Entertainment, 7:00-7:30PM 
Monday through Friday, and as an hour 
at various times on the weekend, is a 
news magazine program about the 
current happenings in and around Los 
Angeles.  

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS, Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:00-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND, Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   

TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
11:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 
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ON THE MONEY, Recorded, Public 
Affairs/Other, various times on the 
weekend.  The program gets inside the 
best minds in business with high-profile 
newsmakers, high-powered debates and 
high-priority issues.  There is a what’s 
new segment featuring top newsmaker 
interviews on the upcoming week’s most 
pressing financial news stories.  Also, 
there is a “personal journal” segment 
where viewers will learn and be able to 
take away important information on 401K 
news, taxes, retirement, investing and 

career as well as views of top money 
managers. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW, Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length. 

 

 
 

 

 

KNBC’s daily program schedule for the reporting quarter follows.
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start 
time

Mon 9/25/17 Tue 9/26/17 Wed 9/27/17 Thu 9/28/17 Fri 9/29/17 Sat 9/30/17 Sun 10/1/17
start 
time

5:00a Open House 5:00a

5:30a On the Money [#1827] 5:30a

6:00a Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
7:00a Today Show Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

8:00a
NBC News Special Report Rep 
Steve Scalise Returns  (7:55a) 8:00a

8:30a Today Show (8:21a) 8:30a

9:00a 9:00a

9:30a 9:30a

10:00a 10:00a

10:30a 10:30a

11:00a
NBC News Special Report 

Presidential News Conference  
(10:55a)

11:00a

11:30a NBC4 News at 11am 11:30a

12:00p 12:00p

12:30p 12:30p

1:00p 1:00p

1:30p 1:30p

2:00p 2:00p

2:30p 2:30p

3:00p
Give org sch 9/9 [#124]  

(3:13p)
On the Money [#1827] 3:00p

3:30p
Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 

9/30 [#201]
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p Give org sch 9/30 [#201] 4:00p

4:30p
The Champion Within org sch 

9/30 [#201] 4:30p

5:00p NBC4 News 5:00p

5:30p NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

6:30p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

7:00p Extra [#24019] Extra [#24020] Extra [#24021] Extra [#24022] Extra [#24023] Open House [#5388] 7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#5491] Access Hollywood [#5492] Access Hollywood [#5493] Access Hollywood [#5494] Access Hollywood [#5495]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7706]
7:30p

8:00p Superstore Will & Grace 8:00p

8:30p The Good Place 8:30p

9:00p Will & Grace The Challenge 9:00p

9:30p Great News NBC4 News (9:22p) 9:30p

10:00p The Brave (10:01p)
Law & Order: True Crime : The 
Menendez Murders  (10:01p) Chicago P.D. Chicago Fire

Saturday Night Live     
(10:02p)

Dateline NBC (Frantic) 10:00p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
NBC News Special Report Las 

Vegas Shooting 12:00a

12:30a
NBC4 News Special Report Las 

Vegas Shooting
12:30a

1:00a
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Cuba [#3336]  (1:02a)
1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a 2:00a

2:30a
Luminess Silk V (Paid 

Program)  (2:32a)
2:30a

3:00a
Access Hollywood [#5491] 

(3:01a)
Access Hollywood [#5492] 

(3:01a)
Access Hollywood [#5493] 

(3:01a)
Access Hollywood [#5494] 

(3:01a)
Access Hollywood [#5495] 

(3:01a)
Superstore (3:02a) 3:00a

3:30a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Cs 2 V.1/New Da (Paid 

Program)
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

4:00a Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Meaningful Beau 
(Paid Program)

R360 R28 V1 a W 
(Paid Program)

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Golf President's Cup

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1836]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1837]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1838]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1839]

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show
Meet the Press

Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today

Golf President's Cup

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1840]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Steve [#1019] Steve [#1020] Steve [#1021] Steve [#1022] Steve [#1023]

Ellen [#15015] Ellen [#15016] Ellen [#15017] Ellen [#15018] Ellen [#15019]

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Indianapolis 

Colts @ Seattle 
Seahawks  (5:20p)

Dateline NBC 
(Scorned)

NBC4 News

The Voice

The Voice The Blacklist
Law & Order: True 

Crime

This Is Us
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Saturday Night Live     
(Ryan Gosling & Jay-Z) 

new

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(Ryan Gosling & Jay-Z) 

new

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC News Special Report 
Las Vegas ShootingAccess Hollywood 

Weekend [W1099] 
(1:32a)

Steve [#1019] (2:07a) Steve [#1020] (2:07a) Steve [#1021] (2:07a) Steve [#1022] (2:07a) Steve [#1023] (2:07a)
NBC News Special 
Report Las Vegas 

Shooting

Page 1 of 14
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start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/2/17 Tue 10/3/17 Wed 10/4/17 Thu 10/5/17 Fri 10/6/17 Sat 10/7/17 Sun 10/8/17
start 
time

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1828] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 
[#202]

8:00a

Wilderness Vet [#202] 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer 
[#202] 9:00a

Naturally, Danny Seo [#202] 9:30a

Give [#202] 10:00a

The Champion Within [#202] 10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

NBC News Special Report Las 
Vegas Shooting  (11:41a)

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1828] 3:00p

Sc - Aaa 6/17/1 (Paid 
Program)

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Give org sch 9/9 [#124] 4:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
9/23 [#126] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC Nightly News [#24025] Extra [#24026] Extra [#24027] Extra [#24028] Extra [#24029] Open House [#5389] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5496] Access Hollywood [#5497] Access Hollywood [#5498] Access Hollywood [#5499] Access Hollywood [#5500]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7708]
7:30p

Superstore Will & Grace 8:00p

The Good Place 8:30p

Will & Grace The Challenge (9:08p) 9:00p

Great News NBC4 News (9:36p) 9:30p

The Brave (10:01p)
Law & Order: True Crime : The 
Menendez Murders  (10:01p) Chicago P.D. Chicago Fire

Saturday Night Live     
(10:02p)

Dateline NBC (Nightfall) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Alternative 
Fitness [#3337]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

Meaningful Beau (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

Access Hollywood [#5496] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood jip 
[#5497]  (3:04a)

Access Hollywood [#5498] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5499] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5500] 
(3:01a)

Superstore (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Philips Grill 3 (Paid 

Program)
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Larry King Upda (Paid 

Program)
Challenge Long  (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
Saturday Today

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show
Meet the Press

NBC News Special Report 
Las Vegas Shooting Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today

NASCAR Countdown 
to the Green

NBC News Special Report 
Las Vegas Shooting

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

NASCAR Monster 
Energy NASCAR Cup 

Series  (9:48a)

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

NBC Sports Special 
World Gymnastics 

Championships

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

NBC4 News Special Report 
Las Vegas Shooting

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1842]

Access Hollywood Live 
jip [AHL1843]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1844]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1845]

Days of Our Lives
NBC4 News Special Report 
Las Vegas Shooting  (1:15p)

Days of Our Lives jip  
(1:07p)

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Steve [#1024] Steve [#1025] Steve [#1026] Steve [#1027] Steve [#1001]
Horse Racing Breeder's 
Cup Challenge Series

Ellen jip [#15020]  
(3:06p)

Ellen [#15021] Ellen [#15022] Ellen [#15023] Ellen [#15024]

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Kansas City 

Chiefs @ Houston 
Texans - flex  (5:20p)

NBC4 News

This Is Us

The Voice

The Voice The Blacklist The Voice

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit Dateline NBC (Mystery 

on the Mississippi)

Saturday Night Live     
(Gal Godot & Sam Smith) 

new

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(Gal Godot & Sam 

Smith) new

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#24030]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1100] 

(1:32a)
Meet the Press

Steve [#1026] (2:07a) Steve [#1027] (2:07a) Steve [#1001] (2:07a)Steve [#1024] (2:07a)
Days of Our Lives 

(2:07a)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2017 Schedule Updated: 01/03/18

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/9/17 Tue 10/10/17 Wed 10/11/17 Thu 10/12/17 Fri 10/13/17 Sat 10/14/17 Sun 10/15/17
start 
time

Hd Mirror Cam V (Paid 
Program)

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1829] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 
[#203]

8:00a

Wilderness Vet [#203] 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer 
[#203]

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201742]

9:00a

Piyo Sequel 001 (Paid 
Program)

9:30a

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News Conference  

(9:51a)

Meaningful Beau (Paid 
Program)

10:00a

Today with Kathie Lee & Hoda jip  
(10:17a)

NASCAR Countdown to the 
Green

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premiere League Goal 
Zone  (11:34a)

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin 3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
10/14 [#203]

NBC Nightly News (3:42p) 3:30p

Give org sch 10/14 [#203] 4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
10/14 [#203] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Anahiem Hills Fire

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC Nightly News Extra [#24032] Extra [#24033] Extra [#24034] Extra [#24035] Open House [#5390] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5501] Access Hollywood [#5502] Access Hollywood [#5503] Access Hollywood [#5504] Access Hollywood [#5505]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7709]
7:30p

Superstore Will & Grace 8:00p

The Good Place 8:30p

Will & Grace The Challenge (8:52p) 9:00p

Great News (9:31p) NBC4 News (9:22p) 9:30p

The Brave (10:01p)
Law & Order: True Crime : The 
Menendez Murders  (10:01p) Chicago P.D. Chicago Fire

One Voice: Somos Live! A 
Concert for Disaster Relief 

(10:02p)

Dateline NBC (The Knock at 
the Door)

10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Date Night 
[#3338]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

Lifelock V2.3Aa (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

Access Hollywood jip 
[#5501]  (3:04a)

Access Hollywood [#5502] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5503] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5504] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5505] 
(3:01a)

Superstore (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Traeger Pellet  (Paid 

Program)
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Cust Solutions  (Paid 

Program)
Cust Solutions  (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Saturday Today

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show
Meet the Press

Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today

Soccer Premiere 
League

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

NBC4 News at 11am

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

NASCAR Monster 
Energy NASCAR Cup 

Series

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1847]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1848]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1849]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1850] Action Sports Red 

Bull Series

Ellen [#15029]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Motor Sports Global 
Rallycross

Steve [#1028]

NBC4 News Special 
Report Anahiem Hills 

Fire
Steve [#1004] Steve [#1030] Steve [#1032]

Ellen [#15026] Ellen [#15027] Ellen [#15028]

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Sunday Night 
Football New York 
Giants @ Denver 

Broncos - flex  (5:20p)

NBC4 News

This Is Us
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

The Voice

The Voice The Blacklist
Law & Order: True 

Crime

Saturday Night Live     
(Kumail Nanjiani & Pink) 

newDateline NBC (At the 
Botton of the Pool)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(Kumail Nanjiani & 

Pink) new

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#24036]

Days of Our Lives 
(2:07a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1101] 

(1:32a)
Meet the Press

Steve [#1004] (2:07a) Steve [#1030] (2:07a) Steve [#1032] (2:07a) Steve [#1028] (2:07a)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2017 Schedule Updated: 01/03/18

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/16/17 Tue 10/17/17 Wed 10/18/17 Thu 10/19/17 Fri 10/20/17 Sat 10/21/17 Sun 10/22/17
start 
time

Open House [#5391] Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1830] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 
[#204]

8:00a

Wilderness Vet [#204] 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer 
[#204] 9:00a

9:30a

Today with Kathie Lee & 
Hoda

10:00a

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News Conference  

(10:44a)
10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premiere League Goal 
Zone  (11:33a)

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1830] 3:00p

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7710]

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC Nightly News 4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#24037] Extra [#24038] Extra [#24039] Extra [#24040] Extra [#24041] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5506] Access Hollywood [#5507] Access Hollywood [#5508] Access Hollywood [#5509] Access Hollywood [#5510] 7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

The Good Place The Challenge (8:40p) 8:30p

Will & Grace 9:00p

Great News (9:31p) 9:30p

The Brave (10:01p)
Law & Order: True Crime : The 
Menendez Murders  (10:01p) Chicago P.D. Chicago Fire

Dateline NBC (At Close 
Range)

Dateline NBC (A Killing in 
Cottonwood)

10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Halloween 
Special [#3339]  (1:03a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

Philips Grill 3 (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

Access Hollywood [#5506] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5507] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5508] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5509] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5510] 
(3:01a)

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Cust Solutions  (Paid 

Program)
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Laser Magic B (Paid 

Program)
Luminess Silk V (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Saturday Today

Today Show Today ShowToday Show
Meet the Press

Today Show Today Show

Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today

NBC4 News at 11am 
(11:10a)

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Megyn Kelly Today
Figure Skating ISU 

Grand Prix of Figure 
Skating

Soccer Premiere 
League

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1851]

Ellen [#15030]

NBC4 News at 11am
Motor Sports F1 pre-

race

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1852]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1853]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1854]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1855]

NASCAR xFinity 
Series

Motor Sports F1  
(11:56a)

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our LivesDays of Our Lives

Steve [#1033] Steve [#1035] Steve [#1036] Steve [#1037] Steve [#1034]

Motor Sports F1 post-
race  (1:43p)

Ellen [#15031] Ellen [#15032] Ellen [#15033] Ellen [#15034]

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p Football Night in 
America

Notre Dame Football 
USC

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Atlanta 
Falcons @ New 

England Patriots - flex 
(5:20p)

NBC4 News

This Is Us
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit Dateline NBC (One 
Moment)

Extra Weekend 
[#24042]

NBC4 News (9:06p)

The Voice

The Voice The Blacklist
Law & Order: True 

Crime

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(Ryan Gosling & Jay-Z)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#24042]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1102] 

(1:32a)
Meet the Press

Steve [#1033] (2:07a) Steve [#1035] (2:07a) Steve [#1036] (2:07a) Steve [#1037] (2:07a) Steve [#1034] (2:07a)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2017 Schedule Updated: 01/03/18

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/23/17 Tue 10/24/17 Wed 10/25/17 Thu 10/26/17 Fri 10/27/17 Sat 10/28/17 Sun 10/29/17
start 
time

11/17 La Fbs (Paid 
Program)

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1831] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 
[#205]

8:00a

Wilderness Vet [#205] 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer 
[#205] 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

Soccer Premier League Goal 
Zone  (11:04a)

11:00a

Soccer Premiere League Goal 
Zone  (11:31a)

Motor Sports F1 pre-race 11:30a

Notre Dame Football Pre-
Game Show

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit  (2:04p)

2:00p

Steve jip [#1038]  (2:22p) 2:30p

On the Money [#1831] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Going Roggin jip  (4:13p) 4:00p

Open House [#5392] 4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#24043] Extra [#24044] Extra [#24045] Extra [#24046] Extra [#24047] Open House [#5392] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5511] Access Hollywood [#5512] Access Hollywood [#5513] Access Hollywood [#5514] Access Hollywood [#5515]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7711]
7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

The Good Place 8:30p

Will & Grace 9:00p

Great News (9:31p) 9:30p

The Brave (10:01p)
Law & Order: True Crime : The 
Menendez Murders  (10:01p) Chicago P.D. Chicago Fire Saturday Night Live

Dateline NBC (Silent 
Witness)

10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Halloween 
Special [3339R]  (1:03a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

Stem Cell Insti (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

Access Hollywood [#5511] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5512] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5513] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5514] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5515] 
(3:01a)

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Stem Cell Insti (Paid 

Program)
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
11/17 La Fbs (Paid 

Program)
Challenge Long  (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Saturday Today

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show
Meet the Press

Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Megyn Kelly Today jip  
(9:12a)

Soccer Premier 
League

Soccer Premiere 
League

NBC4 News at 11am

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1856]

Access Hollywood Live jip 
[AHL1857]  (12:13p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1858]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1859]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1860]

Motor Sports F1  
(11:57a)

Notre Dame Football 
North Carolina

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Steve [#1040] Steve [#1041] Steve [#1042] Steve [#1043]
Motor Sports F1 post-

race

Ellen [#15035] Ellen [#15036] Ellen [#15037] Ellen [#15038] Ellen [#15039]

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Pittsburgh 
Steelers @ Detroit 
Lions - flex  (5:20p)

NBC4 News

The Voice

The Voice The Blacklist Blindspot
Dateline Saturday Night 

Mystery (In Broad 
Daylight)

This Is Us
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit Dateline NBC (The 
Halloween Party)

NBC4 News (9:07p)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11pSaturday Night Live     (David 
S. Pumpkins Halloween 

Special) newThe Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Saturday Night Live

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#24048]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1103] 

(1:32a)
Meet the Press

Steve [#1042] (2:07a) Steve [#1043] (2:07a)Steve [#1038] (2:07a) Steve [#1040] (2:07a) Steve [#1041] (2:07a)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2017 Schedule Updated: 01/03/18

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/30/17 Tue 10/31/17 Wed 11/1/17 Thu 11/2/17 Fri 11/3/17 Sat 11/4/17 Sun 11/5/17
start 
time

NBC News Special Report 
Special Counsel Indictments  

(5:10a)
Open House 5:00a

Today in LA 5am (5:17a) On the Money [#1832] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today Show Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

NBC News Special Report 
Multiple Deaths in NYC

Voyager with Josh Garcia 
[#206]

8:00a

Today Show (8:37a) Wilderness Vet [#206] 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer 
[#206]

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201745]

9:00a

Naturally, Danny Seo [#206]
The Champion Within org sch 

11/4 [#206]
9:30a

Give [#206] Give org sch 10/21 [#204] 10:00a

The Champion Within org sch 
10/21 [#204] 10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

NBC4 News at 11am 11:30a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1862]

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit  (12:11p)

NBC Sports Special Nitro 
Circus  (12:12p) 12:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Classroom Hostage  (12:38p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1865] (12:20p)

12:30p

NBC News Special Report 
Multiple Deaths in NYC  (1:10p) 1:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Classroom Hostage  (1:27p)

Figure Skating ISU Grand Prix 
of Figure Skating 1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Classroom Hostage  (2:59p)

On the Money [#1832] 3:00p

Ellen jip [#15041]  (3:25p) NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Going Roggin jip  (4:10p) 4:00p

Open House [#5393] 4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#24049] Extra [#24050] Extra [#24051] Extra [#24052] Extra [#24053] Open House [#5393] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5516] Access Hollywood [#5517] Access Hollywood [#5518] Access Hollywood [#5519] Access Hollywood [#5520]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7712]
7:30p

Superstore
NBC4 I-Team, Working 4 

You
8:00p

The Good Place 8:30p

Will & Grace The Challenge (8:52p) 9:00p

Great News (9:31p) NBC4 News (9:18p) 9:30p

The Brave (10:01p)
Law & Order: True Crime : The 
Menendez Murders  (10:01p) Chicago P.D. Chicago Fire

Saturday Night Live     
(10:02p)

Dateline NBC (The Intruder) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look 1st Look:100 
Days to South Korea [#3340]  

(1:02a)
1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:38a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

Laser Magic C (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

Access Hollywood [#5516] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5517] 
(3:04a)

Access Hollywood [#5518] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5519] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5520] 
(3:01a)

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Luminess Silk V (Paid 

Program)
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Philips Grill 3 (Paid 

Program)
Challenge Long  (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
Saturday Today

Today Show Today Show
Meet the Press

Today ShowToday Show

Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

NBC4 News at 11am

Megyn Kelly Today

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Soccer Premiere 
League

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am
NBC Sports Special 

Nitro Circus

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1861]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1863]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1864]

Notre Dame Football 
Wake Forest

Figure Skating ISU Grand 
Prix of Figure Skating  

(12:32p)

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Steve [#1044]
NBC News Special Report 

Multiple Deaths in NYC  
(1:49p)

Steve [#1046] Steve [#1047] Steve [#1048]
Figure Skating ISU Grand 

Prix of Figure Skating  
(2:04p)

Ellen [#15040] Ellen [#15042] Ellen [#15043] Ellen [#15044]

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News at 5p
Horse Racing 
Breeders Cup

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Oakland 
Raiders @ Miami 

Dolphins - flex  
(5:20p)

NBC4 News (6:03p)

The Voice

The Voice The Blacklist Blindspot

Saturday Night Live     
(Larry David & Miley 

Cyrus) newThis Is Us
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit Dateline NBC (Secrets 
in Silver Lakes)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(Larry David & Miley 

Cyrus) new

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#24054]

Days of Our Lives 
(2:07a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1104] 

(1:32a)
Meet the Press

Steve [#1044] (2:07a) Steve [#1046] (2:07a) Steve [#1047] (2:07a) Steve [#1048] (2:07a)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2017 Schedule Updated: 01/03/18

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/6/17 Tue 11/7/17 Wed 11/8/17 Thu 11/9/17 Fri 11/10/17 Sat 11/11/17 Sun 11/12/17
start 
time

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1833] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 
[#207]

8:00a

Today Show (8:37a) Wilderness Vet [#207] 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer 
[#207]

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201746]

9:00a

Naturally, Danny Seo [#207]
Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 

10/28 [#205] 9:30a

Give [#201]
The Champion Within org sch 

11/11 [#207]
10:00a

NASCAR America 10:30a

NASCAR Countdown to the 
Green

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit  (11:56a)

NASCAR Countdown to the 
Green

12:00p

Access Hollywood Live jip 
[AHL1868]  (12:22p)

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

NBC4 News Going Roggin On the Money [#1833] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News
Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 

10/21 [#204] NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC4 News at 4p Give org sch 10/28 [#205] 4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
10/28 [#205] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#24055] Extra [#24056] Extra [#24057] Extra [#24059] Open House [#5394] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5521] Access Hollywood [#5522] Access Hollywood [#5523] Access Hollywood [#5525]
LXTV: First Look Destination I 

Do [#3341] 7:30p

Will & Grace 8:00p

8:30p

NBC4 News (9:08p) The Challenge (8:48p) 9:00p

Access Hollywood jip 
[#5524]  (9:36p)

NBC4 News (9:18p) 9:30p

The Brave (10:01p)
Law & Order: True Crime : The 
Menendez Murders  (10:01p) Chicago P.D. Dateline NBC (True Lies)

Saturday Night Live     
(10:02p)

Dateline NBC (At the Bottom of 
the Stairs) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination I 
Do [#3341]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

Hd Mirror Cam V (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

Access Hollywood [#5521] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5522] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5523] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5524] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5525] 
(3:01a)

Superstore (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Laser Magic C (Paid 

Program)
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Rm2830V2 (Paid 

Program)
Lifelock V3.1 (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
Saturday Today

Today Show
Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Meet the Press

Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Figure Skating ISU 
Grand Prix of Figure 

SkatingNBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

NASCAR Monster 
Energy NASCAR Cup 

Series

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1866]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1867]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1869]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1870]

NASCAR xFinity 
Series

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Steve [#1049] Steve [#1050] Steve [#1051] Ellen [#15048] Steve [#1053]

Ellen [#15045] Ellen [#15046] Ellen [#15047] Ellen [#15049]

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

Football Night in 
America

NBC Thursday Night 
Football Seattle 

Seahawks @ Arizona 
Cardinals  (5:20p)

NBC4 News

NBC Sunday Night 
Football New England 

Patriots @ Denver 
Broncos - flex  (5:20p)

The Voice

The Voice The Blacklist Blindspot

Saturday Night Live     
(Tiffany Haddish & Taylor 

Swift) newThis Is Us
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit Dateline NBC (The 
Prophet’s Daughter and 

Black Friday)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(Tiffany Haddish & 
Taylor Swift) new

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#24060]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1105] 

(1:32a)
Meet the Press

Steve [#1049] (2:07a) Steve [#1050] (2:07a) Steve [#1051] (2:07a) Steve [#1052] (2:07a) Steve [#1053] (2:07a)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2017 Schedule Updated: 01/03/18

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/13/17 Tue 11/14/17 Wed 11/15/17 Thu 11/16/17 Fri 11/17/17 Sat 11/18/17 Sun 11/19/17
start 
time

Powerbot Ver 6 (Paid 
Program)

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1834] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 
[#208]

8:00a

Wilderness Vet [#208] 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer 
[#208]

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201747]

9:00a

Give org sch 11/18 [#207] 9:30a

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit  (10:02a)

The Champion Within org sch 
11/18 [#208]

10:00a

Today with Kathie Lee & 
Hoda (10:27a) NASCAR America 10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premiere League Goal 
Zone  (11:33a)

11:30a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1873]

Notre Dame Football Pre-
Game Show

12:00p

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential Statement  (12:31p) 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

NBC4 News 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC4 News at 4p Going Roggin 4:00p

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201747]

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#24061] Extra [#24062] Extra [#24063] Extra [#24065] Open House [#5395] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5526] Access Hollywood [#5527] Access Hollywood [#5528] Access Hollywood [#5530]
LXTV: First Look Beyond Your 

Comfort Zone [#3342] 7:30p

Will & Grace 8:00p

The Challenge (8:44p) 8:30p

NBC4 News (8:56p) 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#5529] 9:30p

The Brave (10:01p)
Law & Order: True Crime : The 
Menendez Murders  (10:01p) Chicago P.D.

Dateline NBC (Fatal 
Attraction)

Saturday Night Live     
(10:02p)

Dateline NBC (Collision) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Beyond Your 
Comfort Zone [#3342]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

Veggie Bullet U (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

Access Hollywood [#5526] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5527] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5528] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5529] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5530] 
(3:01a)

Superstore (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Meaningful Beau (Paid 

Program)
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Luminess Silk V (Paid 

Program)
Luminess Silk V (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Saturday Today

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show
Meet the Press

Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today

Soccer Premiere 
League

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am
NASCAR Countdown 

to the Green

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1871]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1872]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1874]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1875]

NASCAR Monster 
Energy NASCAR Cup 

Series
Notre Dame Football 

Navy

Days of Our Lives Days of Our LivesDays of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Steve [#1054] Steve [#1055] Steve [#1056] Ellen [#15053] Steve [#1039]

Ellen [#15050] Ellen [#15051] Ellen [#15052] Ellen [#15054]

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p Football Night in 
AmericaFootball Night in 

America
NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News

NBC4 News

The Voice

The Voice

NBC Thursday Night 
Football Tennessee 
Titans @ Pittsburgh 

Steelers  (5:20p)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Philadelphia 

Eagles @ Dallas 
Cowboys - flex  

(5:20p)

The Blacklist Blindspot

Saturday Night Live
This Is Us The Voice Dateline NBC 

(Unthinkable: The 
Menendez Murders)

NBC4 News (9:06p)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(Chance the Rapper & 

Eminem) new

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#24066]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1106] 

(1:32a)
Meet the Press

Steve [#1039] (2:07a)Steve [#1054] (2:07a) Steve [#1055] (2:07a) Steve [#1056] (2:07a) Steve [#1057] (2:07a)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2017 Schedule Updated: 01/03/18

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/20/17 Tue 11/21/17 Wed 11/22/17 Thu 11/23/17 Fri 11/24/17 Sat 11/25/17 Sun 11/26/17
start 
time

Spb_Lfv107 / Ne (Paid 
Program)

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1835] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 
[#201]

8:00a

Wilderness Vet [#201] 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer 
[#201]

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201748]

9:00a

Sc - Aaa 6/17/1 (Paid 
Program)

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premiere League Goal 
Zone  (11:31a)

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
11/18 [#208] On the Money [#1835] 3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
11/25 [#201] NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Give org sch 11/25 [#202] 4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
11/25 [#201] 4:30p

NBC Sports Special NFL 
Pre-Game Show

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#24067] Extra [#24068] Extra [#24069] Extra [#24071] Open House [#5361] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5531] Access Hollywood [#5532] Access Hollywood [#5533] Access Hollywood [#5535]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Cuba [3336R] 7:30p

How the Grinch Stole 
Christmas

8:00p

Dreamworks Trolls Holiday 8:30p

Roggin’s Heroes 
Thanksgiving (8:48p)

The Challenge (8:53p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:18p) NBC4 News (9:21p) 9:30p

The Brave (10:01p) Chicago Med (10:01p) Dateline NBC (Obsession)
Dateline Saturday Night Mystery 

(The Silhouette)
Dateline NBC (Deadly 

Exchange)
10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Cuba [3336R]  (1:03a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:38a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

Powerbot Ver 6 (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

Access Hollywood [#5531] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5532] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5533] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5534] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5535] 
(3:01a)

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Nu Wave Bogo Lo (Paid 

Program)
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Cust Solutions  (Paid 

Program)
Challenge Long  (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Saturday Today

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show
Meet the Press

Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today

Macy's Thanksgiving 
Day Parade

Megyn Kelly Today

Soccer Premiere 
League

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

National Hockey 
League Winter 

Classic

Winter Sports USSA

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1878]

National Dog Show 
Presented by Purina

Winter Sports USSA

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Action Sports Red 
Bull SeriesAccess Hollywood Live 

[AHL1876]
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1877]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1880R]
Figure Skating ISU 

Grand Prix of Figure 
Skating

Figure Skating ISU 
Grand Prix of Figure 

Skating
Steve [#1058] Steve [#1059] Steve [#1031]

Macy's Thanksgiving 
Day Parade encore

Steve [1029R]

Ellen [15017R]

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p

Ellen [#15055] Ellen [#15056] Ellen [#15057]

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5pNBC4 News at 5p

Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Green Bay 

Packers @ Pittsburgh 
Steelers - flex  (5:20p)

NBC4 News

NBC Sunday Night 
Football New York 

Giants @ Washington 
Redskins

The Voice

The Voice The Wall

National Dog Show 
Presented by Purina

Dateline NBC (Finding 
Sarah Goode)

This Is Us NBC Specials Saturday 
Night Live 

Thanksgiving

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(Gal Godot & Sam 

Smith)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#24072]

Steve [#1031] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1107] 

(1:32a)
Meet the Press

Steve [#1058] (2:07a) Steve [#1059] (2:07a) Steve [1024R] (2:07a) Steve [1029R] (2:07a)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2017 Schedule Updated: 01/03/18

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/27/17 Tue 11/28/17 Wed 11/29/17 Thu 11/30/17 Fri 12/1/17 Sat 12/2/17 Sun 12/3/17
start 
time

Powerbot Ver 6 (Paid 
Program)

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1836] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 
[#202]

8:00a

Today Show jip  (8:43a) Wilderness Vet [#202] 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer 
[#202]

The Challenge (8:48a) 9:00a

Sc - Aaa 6/17/1 (Paid 
Program)

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Open House [#5396] On the Money [#1836] 3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
12/2 [#202]

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC Nightly News Give org sch 12/2 [#203] 4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
12/2 [#202] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#24073] Extra [#24074] Extra [#24075] Extra [#24077]
Country Music A (Paid 

Program)
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5536] Access Hollywood [#5537] Access Hollywood [#5538] Access Hollywood [#5540]
Tlp: the 60'S 5 (Paid 

Program)
7:30p

Will & Grace 8:00p

NBC4 News (8:33p) 8:30p

Extra jip [#24076]  (9:01p) 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#5539] 9:30p

NBC Specials A Pentatonix 
Christmas  (10:01p) Chicago Med (10:01p) Chicago P.D.

Dateline NBC (The Evil to 
Come)

Saturday Night Live     
(10:02p)

Dateline NBC (The Knock at 
the Door)

10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Grimey Gigs 
[#3344]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

12/17 Nren La (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

Access Hollywood [#5536] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5537] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5538] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5539] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5540] 
(3:01a)

Superstore (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
12/17 Nren La (Paid 

Program)
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Luminess Silk V (Paid 

Program)
Luminess Silk V (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Saturday Today

Today Show Today Show
Today Show

Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today

Meet the Press
Today Show Today Show

Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

NBC4 News at 11am

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Golf PGA Tour: Hero 
World Challenge

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Soccer Premiere 
League

Golf PGA Tour: Hero 
World Challenge  

(11:33a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1881]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1882]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1883]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1884]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1885]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [#1003]

Days of Our Lives jip  
(1:11p)

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives
Golf Long Drive World 

Champs  (1:02p)

Steve [#1060] Steve [#1062] Steve [#1063] Steve [1034R]
Winter Sports USSA  

(2:12p)
Winter Sports USSA

Ellen [#15058] Ellen [#15059] Ellen [#15060] Ellen [#15061] Ellen [#15062]

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p Football Night in 
AmericaFootball Night in 

America
NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Thursday Night 
Football Washington 
Redskins @ Dallas 
Cowboys  (5:20p)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Philadelphia 

Eagles @ Seattle 
Seahawks - flex  

(5:20p)

NBC4 News

The Voice

The Voice
Christmas in Rockefeller 

Center
Blindspot

This Is Us
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit Dateline NBC 
(Poisoned)

NBC4 News (9:15p)

Saturday Night Live     
(Saoirse Ronan & U2) 

new

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(Saoirse Ronan & U2) 

new

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#24078]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1108] 

(1:32a)
Meet the Press

Steve [#1003] (2:07a) Steve [#1060] (2:07a) Steve [#1062] (2:07a) Steve [#1063] (2:07a) Steve [1034R] (2:07a)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2017 Schedule Updated: 01/03/18

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/4/17 Tue 12/5/17 Wed 12/6/17 Thu 12/7/17 Fri 12/8/17 Sat 12/9/17 Sun 12/10/17
start 
time

12/17 Nren La (Paid 
Program)

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1837] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 
[#203]

8:00a

Wilderness Vet [#203] 8:30a

NBC4 News Special Report Brush 
Fires  (9:05a)

Journey with Dylan Dreyer 
[#203] 9:00a

Megyn Kelly Today jip  
(9:18a)

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Open House [#5397] On the Money [#1837] 3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
12/9 [#203]

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC Nightly News Give org sch 12/9 [#204] 4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
12/9 [#203] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#24079] Extra [#24083] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5541] NBC Nightly News Access Hollywood [#5545] 7:30p

Will & Grace 8:00p

NBC4 News (8:39p) 8:30p

Will & Grace Extra jip [#24082]  (9:07p) The Challenge (9:14p) 9:00p

Superstore Access Hollywood [#5544] NBC4 News (9:37p) 9:30p

The Wall (10:01p) Chicago Med (10:01p) Chicago P.D.
Dateline NBC (The Devil in 

Disguise)
Saturday Night Live     

(10:02p)
Dateline NBC (While He Was 

Sleeping)
10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Atlanta [#3343]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

Luminess Silk V (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

Access Hollywood [#5541] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood jip 
[#5542]  (3:04a)

Access Hollywood jip 
[#5543]  (3:04a)

Access Hollywood [#5544] 
(3:01a)

Access Hollywood [#5545] 
(3:01a)

Superstore (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Philips Grill 3 (Paid 

Program)
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Luminess Silk V (Paid 

Program)
12/17 Nren La (Paid 

Program)
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Saturday Today

Today Show

NBC4 News Special 
Report Brush Fires

NBC4 News Special 
Report Brush FiresMegyn Kelly Today

Today Show Today Show
Meet the Press

Megyn Kelly Today
Swimming U.S. Short 

Course Nationals

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

NBC4 News Special 
Report Brush Fires

NBC4 News Special 
Report Brush Fires

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Winter Sports USSASoccer Premiere 
League

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Golf PGA Tour QBE 
Shootout

NBC Sports Special 
Ironman World 
Championship

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1886]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1889]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1890]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Winter Sports USSA
Figure Skating ISU 

Grand Prix of Figure 
Skating  (1:04p)

Steve [#1064] Steve [#1066] Steve [#1068]

Ellen [#15063] Ellen [#15066] Ellen [#15067]

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

Football Night in 
America

NBC Thursday Night 
Football New Orleans 

Saints @ Atlanta 
Falcons  (5:20p)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Baltimore 

Ravens @ Pittsburgh 
Steelers - flex  (5:20p)

NBC Specials A 
Pentatonix Christmas

Blindspot

NBC4 News
NBC4 News Special 
Report Brush Fires

NBC4 News Special 
Report Brush Fires

One Smile at a  (Paid 
Program)

The Voice

The Voice

Saturday Night Live     
(James Franco & Sza) 

new
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit Dateline NBC (The 
Favorite Son)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(James Franco & Sza) 

new

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#24084]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1109] 

(1:32a)
Meet the Press

Steve [#1064] (2:07a)
Days of Our Lives [#1065] 

(2:07a)
Days of Our Lives [#1067] 

(2:07a)
Steve [#1066] (2:07a) Steve [#1068] (2:07a)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2017 Schedule Updated: 01/03/18

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/11/17 Tue 12/12/17 Wed 12/13/17 Thu 12/14/17 Fri 12/15/17 Sat 12/16/17 Sun 12/17/17
start 
time

Powerbot Ver 6 (Paid 
Program)

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1838] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 
[#204]

8:00a

Wilderness Vet [#204] 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer 
[#204]

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201751]

9:00a

Powerbot Ver 6 (Paid 
Program)

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1838] 3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
12/16 [#204] NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC Nightly News Give org sch 12/16 [#205] 4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
12/16 [#204] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#24085] Extra [#24086] Extra [#24087] Extra [#24089] Open House [#5398] 7:00p

Access [#5546] Access [#5547] Access [#5548] Access [#5550]
LXTV: First Look Facing the 

Elements [#3345] 7:30p

Will & Grace 8:00p

NBC4 News (8:38p) 8:30p

Extra [#24088] (9:06p) The Challenge (9:02p) 9:00p

Access [#5549] NBC4 News (9:22p) 9:30p

Better Late Than Never 
(10:01p)

Chicago Med (10:01p)
Dateline NBC (Secrets on 

Shalimar Way)
Saturday Night Live     

(10:02p)
Dateline NBC (Good and Evil) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Facing the 
Elements [#3345]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

Powerbot Ver 6 (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

Access [#5546] (3:01a) Access [#5547] (3:01a) Access [#5548] (3:01a) Access [#5549] (3:01a) Access [#5550] (3:01a) Superstore (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Philips Grill 3 (Paid 

Program)
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Meaningful Beau 
(Paid Program)

Challenge Long  (Paid 
Program)

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Saturday Today

Today Show Today Show Today Show
Meet the Press

Today ShowToday Show

Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today

Soccer Premiere 
League

Megyn Kelly Today

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Winter Sports Short 
Track Speed Skating 

Trials
NBC4 News at 11amNBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Winter Sports Short 
Track Speed Skating 

Trials  (11:32a)Access Live 
[AHL1891]

Access Live 
[AHL1892]

Access Live 
[AHL1893]

Access Live 
[AHL1894]

Access Live 
[AHL1895]

Golf PNC Father/Son 
ChallengeDays of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Golf PNC Father/Son 
Challenge  (1:02p)

Steve [#1073] Steve [1032R]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [#1069] Steve [#1072] Steve [#1074]

Ellen [#15068] Ellen [#15069] Ellen [#15070] Ellen [#15071] Ellen [#15072]

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p Football Night in 
AmericaFootball Night in 

America
NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5pNBC4 News at 5p

NBC Thursday Night 
Football Denver 

Broncos @ 
Indianapolis Colts  

(5:20p)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Dallas 

Cowboys @ Oakland 
Raiders - flex  (5:20p)

The Voice

The Voice

NBC4 News

The Wall Blindspot

Saturday Night Live     
(Kevin Hart & Foo 

Fighters) new
Gwen Stafani Holiday 

Special NBC Specials Golden 
Globes 75th Anniversary 

Special

Dateline NBC (Under 
the Desert Sky)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(Kevin Hart & Foo 

Fighters) new

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Extra Weekend 
[#24090]

Meet the Press

Steve [#1069] (2:07a) Steve [#1072] (2:07a) Steve [#1074] (2:07a) Steve [#1073] (2:07a) Steve [1032R] (2:07a)

Access Weekend 
[W1110] (1:32a)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2017 Schedule Updated: 01/03/18

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/18/17 Tue 12/19/17 Wed 12/20/17 Thu 12/21/17 Fri 12/22/17 Sat 12/23/17 Sun 12/24/17
start 
time

1/18 La Nvc4 (Paid 
Program)

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1839] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 
[#205]

8:00a

NBC News Special Report Train 
Derailment  (8:20a)

Wilderness Vet [#205] 8:30a

Journey with Dylan Dreyer 
[#205]

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201752]

9:00a

Venezuela (Paid Program) 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News Special Report 
Presidential Statement  

(11:03a)
11:00a

NBC4 News at 11am 
(11:31a)

11:30a

NBC News Special Report 
Tax Bill Passes 12:00p

Access Live jip [AHL1898]  
(12:27p)

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin Open House [#5362] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News
Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 

12/23 [#205] 3:30p

Give org sch 12/23 [#206] 4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
12/23 [#205] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#24091] Extra [#24092] Extra [#24093] Extra [#24094] Extra [#24095] Dreamworks Trolls Holiday 7:00p

Access [#5551] Access [#5552] Access [#5553] Access [#5554] Access [#5555] How Murray Saved Christmas 7:30p

Great News 8:00p

Great News NBC4 News (8:43p) 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

Ellen's Game of Games 
(10:01p)

Dateline NBC (Miami Heat) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Philadelphia [3330R]  (1:03a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

1/18 La Nvc4 (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

Access [#5551] (3:01a) Access [#5552] (3:01a) Access [#5553] (3:01a) Access [#5554] (3:01a) Access [#5555] (3:01a) 1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Meaningful Beau (Paid 

Program)
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
1/18 La Nvc4 (Paid 

Program)
Spb_Lfv107 / Ne (Paid 

Program)
4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Saturday Today

Today Show
Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Meet the Press

Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today

Soccer Premiere 
League

Megyn Kelly Today

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am

Today with Kathie Lee 
& Hoda

Golf PGA Tour: Year 
in Review

NBC4 News at 11am
Action Sports Dew 

Tour

Soccer Premiere 
League  (11:41a)

Access Live 
[AHL1896]

Access Live 
[AHL1897]

NBC4 News Special 
Report Brush Fire

Access Live 
[AHL1900]

Days of Our Lives
Days of Our Lives 

(1:06p)
Days of Our Lives

Steve [1040R]

NBC Sports Special 
Spartan Race

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Steve [#1076] Steve [1038R]

Action Sports Red 
Bull Series

Steve [1044R] Steve [1046R]
NBC Sports Special 
Team USA Awards

Ellen (new) [#15064] Ellen (new) [#15065] Ellen [15056R] Ellen [15052R] Ellen [15069R]

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Minnesota 

Vikings @ Green Bay 
Packers  (5:20p)

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News

The Voice

The Voice Will & Grace Blindspot

NBC Movie of the 
Week Pitch Perfect

NBC Specials A 
Saturday Night Live 

Christmas

Dateline NBC 
(Carrollton Plot)

NBC Movie of the 
Week It’s a Wonderful 

Life
The Voice

Extra Weekend 
[#24096]

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(Kumail Nanjiani & 

Pink)
Christmas Eve at St. 

Peters Basilica In 
Rome

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Christmas Liturgical The 
Promise

Steve [#1076] (2:07a) Steve [1038R] (2:07a) Steve [1040R] (2:07a) Steve [1044R] (2:07a) Steve [1046R] (2:07a)

Access Weekend 
[W1111] (1:32a)

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles -  4th qtr 2017 Schedule Updated: 01/03/18

start 
time

Mon 12/25/17 Tue 12/26/17 Wed 12/27/17 Thu 12/28/17 Fri 12/29/17 Sat 12/30/17 Sun 12/31/17
start 
time

5:00a
Meaningful Beau (Paid 

Program)
Open House 5:00a

5:30a On the Money [#1840] 5:30a

6:00a Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

8:00a
Voyager with Josh Garcia 

[#206]
8:00a

8:30a Wilderness Vet [#206] 8:30a

9:00a
Journey with Dylan Dreyer 

[#206]
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201753]
9:00a

9:30a
Sc - Aaa 6/17/1 (Paid 

Program)
9:30a

10:00a
Today with Kathie Lee & 

Hoda
Today with Kathie Lee & 

Hoda
Today with Kathie Lee & 

Hoda
Today with Kathie Lee & 

Hoda
Today with Kathie Lee & 

Hoda
10:00a

11:00a 11:00a

11:30a
Soccer Premiere League 

Goal Zone
11:30a

12:00p 12:00p

12:30p 12:30p

1:00p Football Night in America 1:00p

1:30p 1:30p

2:00p Steve [1049R] Steve [1050R] Steve [1052R] Steve [1039R]
NBC Sports Special NHL Road 

to the Winter Classic
2:00p

3:00p
Sc - Aaa 6/17/1 (Paid 

Program)
Sc - Aaa 6/17/1 (Paid 

Program)
3:00p

3:30p
Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 

12/30 [#206]
Mb 5.75 V. 3 /  (Paid 

Program)
3:30p

4:00p Give org sch 12/30 [#207]
LXTV: First Look Destination I 

Do [3341R]
4:00p

4:30p NBC4 News at 4p (4:42p)
The Champion Within org sch 

12/30 [#206]
Open House [#5363] 4:30p

5:00p NBC4 News On the Money [#1840] 5:00p

5:30p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News 6:00p

6:30p
NBC4 I-Team, Working 4 

You
NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News The Challenge (6:33p) 6:30p

7:00p Extra [#24097] Extra [#24098] Extra [#24099] Extra [#24100] Extra [#24101] 7:00p

7:30p Access [#5556] Access [#5557] Access [#5558] Access [#5559] Access [#5560] 7:30p

8:00p
How the Grinch Stole 

Christmas Superstore 8:00p

8:30p Will & Grace 8:30p

9:00p Will & Grace 9:00p

9:30p Great News 9:30p

10:00p Chicago Med (10:01p) Chicago Fire Saturday Night Live The Wall 10:00p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p 11:35p

12:00a 12:00a

12:30a 12:30a

1:00a
LXTV: First Look Destination I 

Do [3341R]  (1:03a)
Open House [#5363] 1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a 2:00a

2:30a
Luminess Silk V (Paid 

Program)  (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

3:00a Access [#5556] (3:01a) Access [#5557] (3:01a) Access [#5558] (3:01a) Access [#5559] (3:01a) Access [#5560] (3:01a) 1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

3:30a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Nu Wave Bogo Lo (Paid 

Program)
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

4:00a Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Meaningful Beau 
(Paid Program)

Challenge Long  (Paid 
Program)

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Saturday Today

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show
Meet the Press

Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today Megyn Kelly Today

Soccer Premiere 
League Winter Sports USOC Ski 

Jumping Trials

Ellen [15070R] NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am
NBC Sports Special USOC 

Next Olympic Hopefuls  
(11:39a)

Days of Our Lives
Access Live 
[AHL1902R]

Access Live 
[AHL1903R]

Access Live 
[AHL1904R]

Access Live 
[AHL1905R] Action Sports Red 

Bull Series
Action Sports Dew 

Tour  (12:38p)Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Pittsburgh 
Steelers @ Houston 

Texans  (1:20p)

Action Sports Dew 
Tour

Ellen [15030R] Ellen [15043R] Ellen [15022R] Ellen [15063R]

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News

One Smile at a  (Paid 
Program)

Dateline NBC (Under 
the Prairie Sky)

Ellen's Game of Games The Wall
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (A Cold 

December Morning)NBC Movie of the 
Week How the Grinch 

Stole Christmas
Better Late Than Never NBC Specials Dolly Parton's 

Christmas of Many Colors: 
Circle of Love

Dateline NBC (Before 
Dawn)

The Wall

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live    
(Tiffany Haddish & 

Taylor Swift)

Going Roggin
The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)
The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)
The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)
The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)
The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)
Extra Weekend 

[#24102]
Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)
Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)
Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)
Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)
Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Access Weekend 
[W1112] (1:32a)

Meet the Press

Steve [1076R] (2:07a) Steve [1049R] (2:07a) Steve [1050R] (2:07a) Steve [1052R] (2:07a) Steve [1039R] (2:07a)
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